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COBRA 15

Order now
for 1972

COBRA 15 15M Sailplane 2nd and 3rd in World Championships 1970
1:38 glide angle. Price, delivered U.K. port with full set of
instruments, £2,8,00. Without instruments £2,640.
Oelivery 4 weeks.

A Iso available:
FOKA 5
15M Sailplane 1:36.3 glide angle. Fully aerobatic. Price £2,31 O.
PIRAT
15M Sailplane 1:31.2 glide angle. Price £1,950.'
BOCIAN lE Two-seater. Fully aerobatic. Price £2,256.
All pric•• include full set 0' ins'trument., delivered to U.K4 port. Delivery 4 weeks.

Polish Tug Aircraft WILGA 35. Very snort take-off and landing capabilities.
Price Ex works £8,320. Delivery 4 weeks.
Full range of PZL instruments In stock
For full details contact John Strugnell at:
Daltrade Ltd., 1 10, Cannon Street, London, E.C.4
Telephone 01-623 5464 or evenings Bourne End 23458
Sole exporters-Pezetel, ul. P,rzemyslowa 26, Warsaw, Poland
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<!&NCE more 197 (my syndicate ASW·IS, in case you did not know) is
wintering in Scotland and disporting in winter waves-a sure sign I
have to pen a Christmas message, but in the comfortable knowledge that in
a few months the summer migration south will be OD. Just time to reflect
on the past summer and its joys and sorrows.
Most of us will have been conscious of motor gliders this year-they
are beginning to make their beneficent presence felt and training is becoming
faster and better, at a rate we can almost feel. Problems lie ahead though,
as all the graduate pilots look for something to fly and somewhere to fly it
from. Fortunately, we look like achieving sensible operating and main·
tenance legislation, so that this very efficient and effective piece of equipment can be used as economically and simply as possible.
At the higher performance end of the scale. we have seen glass·fibre
ships in increasing numbers-and more of them built in this country. They
are making their mark on the national record book and the normal club
and competition performances-500km triangles scarcely cause comment
in the bar now! Except when such a phenomenal increase in speed occurs,
as was achieved by Steve White this summer.
Torva has shown its paces in test and competition, Sigma has flown
(and looks like being ready for Yugoslavia) and, of course, talking of
Yugoslavia reminds me that funds are needed, as is usual in a World
Championships year, to send our team. So anyone feeling a truly Christmas
spirit of generosity knows how to give expression to it without further
instruction from me. (Please make cheques payable to the BGA, World
Championships Fund.) I take this opportunity of wishing the team good
luck in the tough oompetition they will face.
Which brings me to the pleasant and mote general distribution of good
wishes at this season of goodwill. Particularly, and especially, to all those
who have laboured so willingly during the year, in the BGA office and
committees and in clubs up and down the country, for the well-being of
this sport-which gives us all so much excitement. pleasure and interest. A
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to you all.
KEN WILKINSON, Chairman BGA
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Pteranodf}n feeding its young (uf/er J. Burian)

PTERANODON a light wind soarer

By GEORGE WHITFIELD

HIS vintage sailplane represents the
T
ultimate light wind soarer, combining light weight with a large wing area
and a thin highly cambered wing section.
All possible techniques have been used
to minimise weight. The main structural
members are tbin-walled tubes, braced
where necessary with cables. The wimg
surface is a single, thin membrane, the
fuselage is very small and the tail has
been dispensed with; resulting stability
problems have been overcome by an
effective automatic pilot.
The wings fold for convenient ground
handling, and the aircraft is self-launching from any suitable cliff. The aircraft
was remarkably successful, as might be
expected after 80 million years of development. Variants of it could be found
in large nl!lmbers all over the world at
the end of the Cretaceous period~about
80 million years ago.
STRUCTURE

A GA drawing of the PteranooQn is
shown in fig 1. This has been derived
partly from fossil evidence-very like
reconstructing a crashed airliner from
the pieces-and partly from an engineering assessment. Clearly any animal must
452

have a viable engineering structure, and
the constraints of flight ensure economical design. An animal as large and as
highly evolved as Pteranodon will be
close to the optimum shape, so the best
engineering design consistent with the
fossil evidence has been taken.
The drawing sh<lws the gliding configuration, since Pteranooon is primarily
a glider; but he: is actually a powered
glider, and caD< flap his wings through
95" to give a rather poor powered performance. The wing span of the specimen discussed here is 23ft, and the A UW
301bs, giving a wing loading of 0.71.
Larger specimens had wing spans up to
27ft.
The wing has a leading edge spar and
a flexible elastic membrane. The spar
consists of thin hollow bones, and is
braced inboard of the knuckle by a tendon in front and below. The wing membrane is tensioned in the spanwise direction (fig 2); the obvious alternative, a
taut trailing edge and chord-wise tensioning, would give too mucb backward
bending movement at the spar. The
whole wing is inclined upwards at 20"
at the root-there is an ingenious lock
in the shoulder joint at this angle-but
curves downwards towards the tip, so
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Fig I GA drawing of Pteranodon

that in spite of the curvature of the
membrane, the angle of incidence is constant over the span. With the curvature
shown the wing can stand an acceleration of 2g with a factor of safety of two.
The neck is long and flexible and the
head, in spite of its large size, is very
light. The crest provides aerodynamic
balance for the large beak, saving weight
by allowing for much weaker neck
muscles. The body is small and covered
with fur. The legs are thin and not suitable for walkin~. They are however excellent for hangIng, having strong hookTENDON

I
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ed claws; since suitable trees would be
rare, Pteranodon probably used to hang
from cliffs..
GROUND HANDLING

Ground handling is difficult. The
wings fold backwards at the knuckle,
with the tips crossing over the back. But
the other wing joints, wrist and elbow,
only bend a little and the shoulder is a
hinge allowing only vertical movement.
So although Pteranodon can lift his body
by his arms, he cannot walk on them.

H{NGE

'. - I.

Fig 2

Thl! structure of Iht ":;ng
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Fig 3

Ground handling

His legs, though weak, have proper ball
and socket joints at the thigh, so they
can be swung in any direction. He probably scrabbled along on his tummy and
finger tips, with most of the push coming
from his legs (fig 3).
But Pteranodon would have spent
little time on fiat ground. His.. claws and
legs are excellent for hanging. from cliffs
and ledges, and this is where he would
nonnaIly live. Having soared up the face,
he could land on top and scrabble over
to hang on the edge, or he could land
directly on the face. Here. he would be
comfortable and safe, and could easily
launch himself again.

PERFORMANce
The perlonnance of Pteranodon has
been estimated by standard glider
techniques; the only problems were
estimating the drag of head and body,
and obtaining wing section data at the
correct Reynolds Number. The dr.ag coefficient of head, body and interference
drag has been taken as comparable with
modern gliders. No data was found on
a membrane wing, so Schmitz data on
the curved plate Gottingen 417a was
used. The sharp trailing edge of Pteranadon's section (fig 4) probably gives

less drag than the rounded one of 417.a.
The- perfonnance is shown in fig ), together with a falcon, an. albatross, and a
sailplane, The outstanding feature of
Pteranodon'speriormance is his low
sinking speed, obtained by a combination of low stalling speed and reasonable
best gliding angle.
The .figur.es show that Pteranodon was
an outstanding thennal soarer, and an
excellent light wind ridge soarer. He was
however too slow for dynamic soaring,
as practised by the albatross, and rather
underpowered for continuous flapping
flight.
WAY OF LIFE
Pteranodon's fossils have been found
as much as 200 miles out to sea (i.e., sea
when he lived; it's all dry land now), in
beds full of fish and flying fish. So ,there
is little doubt that he could soar over
water for long periods, and could catch
fish. But the young must have been botn
small, whether alive or as eggs, since the
pelvic girdle was small; this requires a
nest or nursery on land. So probably
Pteranodon bred on cliffs by the sea,
facing the prevailing wind, which would
give him an easy soar Ilome. On the
ground he' could lie on the to~, or more
comfortably hang fram the chff edge or
a ledge, as bats do today. One or two
flaps and a dive would launch him again
into the lift.
At sea he must have slope soared,
either where the wind blew over the upwind side of a wave, or where a long
fast roller overtook slower air (see "Surf
soaring", by Chris Hughes, p 458). For
fishing· he could have landed on the
water, b\lt probably he would just fly
slowly into wind down the surface of the
wave, dipping the tip of his beak in to
catch ·fish. His neck. being long and
flexible, he could easily catch his fish
and lift it from the water without moving
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Wing sections
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it sideways, and so would avoid this
serious drag. Al~rnatively he coul.d have
C<I~n flying fish; these were numerous
at the time, and couLd have been caught
in the air.
Take-off from flat ground was impossible, but he would normally never land
there; from a cliff edge take-off is easy.
Take-off from the sea presents little problem. Any wind strong enough for soaring would almost give him flying speed;
a single flap when facing into wind on
the crest of a wave would launch him
into the lift, just like a TIl hand-launch.

All this tells us something of the
and geography of the time.
Pteranodon requires light steady winds,
perhaps 10 to 15kts, blowing most of
the time fmm one direction, like the
trade winds today. Serious storms must
have been rare, since Pteranodon was too
weak to withstand strong winds and too
large to shelter effectively (only his wing
tips fold). There must have been wide
areas of warm sea. with plentiful fish,
on which the light winds could raise
large waves.
Altogether very pleasant.

clima,~

THE SAILPLANE
By F. X. WORTMANN
The following article has been condensed slightly from the
original OSTIV paper presented at the 12th OSTIV Congress,
held at Alpine, USA, in 1970. Some of the tables and diagrams
have been omitted. The full paper is printed in English in the
Swiss Aero-Revue, June, 1971.

aerodynamic advantages of the
THEvariable
chord concept for sailplanes

look very attractive and this attraction
may well increase when Sigrna and its
successors eventually demonstrate their
capabilities. But a rigid flap has its own
limits, primarily in that the /lap extension may not exceed 40% of the basic
chord length.

Since structural and mechanical complexities associated with such a design
are quite expensive, there will probably
exist only a few superships of this type.
A different type of flap is proposed here
which is made of sailcloth and is able to
exploit the variable chord concept to its
full extent. Why shouldn't the sailplane
fly with sails, when those giantpre455

100% sail flap

0"

historic saurians like the pterodactyls
had once used this principle? The combination of a fixed wing with a sailcloth
extension is by no means new. The
British racing catamaran 'Lady Helmsman' incorporates the principte.
M<XIern sailcloth is a highly engineered material which can easily stand the
aerodynamic loads encountered at low
speeds. It can easily be stored, and flap
extensions up to 100% and more are
DO problem. (Such large flap extensions
will, however, be rewarded only if the
radius of circling is less than 200ft). The
additional weight and the mechanical
difficulties to hoist and to r,eef the sail
are minimal.
But will it work safely? To get a preliminary answer we have done some
two-dimensional wind tunnel tests to
encourage further developments in this
direction.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The tests were done with an old airfoil similar to the FX60-126 and a light

1-

a rigid airfoil mod.1

sailcloth (l45gjm 2). The forward edge
of the sail was glued to the airfoil, while
the trailing edge was free. The warp ran
in spanwise direction. This model was
fastened between the tunnel walls in such
a way that the cloth tension in the spanwise direction a'nd the flap angle could
be changed.
The first tests revealed a tendency for
trailing edge flutter to occur beyond a
certain dynamic pressure. This flutter
was practically independent of the angle
of attack.. The frequency at the usual
cloth tension was in the range of 50
cycles per second. With a stroboscope
it could be observed that the cloth at
the trailing edge in the mid-span region
bent up to 90°. The amplitude of the
cloth oscillation increased with the wind
speed, and the same held for the drag.
which could be doubled this way_
Obviously, this type of flutter is restricted to only the latter portion of the sailcloth and can be suppresse<l by some
small battens glued to the cloth.
Another type of flutter developed when
the angle of attack. was lowered to such

500mm

Batten TOOmm
Cross"seCl;Off of air/oU I sail combination
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COBB-SLA TER INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
Write for details of Introductory Offer
Sole Manufacturers of:

Cook Compasses

Cosim Variometers
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lrving Venturies

Electric Variometers
with Audio Unit

Water Traps

Barographs Calibrated

Total Energy Units

New Cosim Audio Unit works with PZL, Cosim or Electric Varios
Leaflets from:

DARLEY DALE

'COSIM' WORKS
Derbyshire DE4 2GG

MATLOCK

Telephone: Darley Da'le 2344/5

SCHEIBE MOTORGLIDERS

Motor Cirrus high performance
18 metre sailplane. Retractable
engine 1 in 38 glide aRgle.

The Tandem two seater UO 27 to 1.
VW motor with electric starter.
Feathering propeller.

CRYSTAL ENGINEERING LTD., 13 Pound Crescent. Marlow. ~
Bucks.
Telephone Ma.rlow 5740 (automatic answering ser'>!ice]
.
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PETER ROSS
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a degree that the positive difference
between the upper and lower sides of the
sailcloth hecame negative. The forces
which evolved from the buffeting sail
were much stronger than with the trailing edge flutter and could be dangerous.
However, the main function of the sail
is at low speed flight ranges, having lift
~oefficients of 1.5 to 2, but not of 0.5
or lower.
At high lift coefficients the drag values
were higher than with the rigid flap of
the FX67-VG-170/1.36 airfoil. This was
partly caused by different transition
peints, but also the porosity of the sailcloth had a detrimental effect on the
drag. When the lower surface of the
sailcloth was covered with a thin plastic
foil in order to avoid any porosity, the
drag
polar improved considerably.
Therefore, the sailcloth should be airtight.
One of the most promising qualitjes
of the 'sailflal' lies in the fact that the
extension can also be used as ~ ailel'on.
THE VARIABLE CHO~D
CONCEPT WITH SAilS

Some further remarks may be gi.ven
this concept without going mto
technical details. It is suggested that five
to seven struts be fitted to the wing
along the trailing edge; these would
define the camber of the sail and transmit aerodynamic forces to the wing.
They can be removed on the ground for
easier handling of the wings. The additional drag of these struts in the high
speed mode will be proportjonal to the
additional wetted surface. The sail is
stored on a circular cylinder inside the
basic airfoil approximately three-quarters
of the way back from the leading edge.
To extract the sail out of the lower
sjde needs only a puB on the extreme
rearwa.rd corners of the sail at the wingtip and wingroot. The sail then slides
from below along the cambered struts
and the lift forces press the cloth against
the struts.
When the 'sail is out it should be
possible to increase the tension of the
sailcloth in spanwise direction up to
between 50 and lOOkg. A slack sail is
not particularly bad but a tight one
works better. It is not necessary to apply
a special tension in the chordwise directo
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tion. The aileron should be hinged in
such a way that the cloth tension can be
transmitted into the wing without hampering the turnin-g motion. On the inboard side the aileron chord should
slowly red/JIce to zero, ot.herwise the sailcloth in this region will separate from
the lower side of the wing when the
.aileron goes down.
To reef the sail the cloth tension is
reduGed and the circular cylinder in the
main wing is rotated until the two trailing edges coincide. The part of the sail
which is stiffened by the battens remains
on the lower side of the airfoil.
The whole concept should not be
attempted in one step. It is probably
better to test the low speed configuration by a modification of a suitable
existing glider and to develop the in-ollt
mechanism of a new wing on the basis
of this experience. There is always the
danger of over-engineering such a project and to lose the basic simplicity.
Presumably, at least with respect to gear
and gadgets, much cam be learned from
the world of racing yachts.
It is hoped tha't this suggestion may
help to realise the benefits of the variable
chord concept. From the point of view
of the author it seems the most natural
and logical way 10 new horizons of
soaring.

SURF SOARING
By CHRIS HUGHES
centuries the effortless soaring of
FOR
the albatross has mystified mankind.

During more receot years, io an effort to
provide a simple scientific explanation
for its unequaJled soaring skill, it has
become accepted that it uses the
technique of dynamic soaring, a gain of
height being achieved as a result of intowind climbing flight in a steep wind
.gradient.
This seems to be an easy explanation,
but have all the problems associated with
dynamic soaring been fully considered?
For instance, the whole of the ·cLimbing
part of the flight must be made directly
into wind: any descending flight must be
cross-wind or down-wind. How can an
albatross succeed in soaring when the
wind is relatively light or when it

occasionally climbs down-wind? Observers will be able to note that an albatross can work its way up-wind without
difficulty and it can soar continuously
without ever climbing more than a few
feet above the water. All these are
impossible to explain purely using
dynamic soaring. Why should we not,
therefore, aSSUme that a totally different
technique is used and forget about
dynamIC soaring?
The only thing that is always present
when an albatross is soaring is large
wave motion, either ocean rollers or
large wav~ created by passing ships; and
most observers also seem to· note at least
a moderate breeze. Let us deal first with
the breeze. Reing a very heavy. fastflying bird, the albatross has difficulty
in taking off unless there is apparently
about a 10 to 15kt breeze, although they
have been known to get airborne and
soar in a dead calm. Hence, being very
lazy birds, they wilf tend to remain seaborne in calm conditions. So that just
leaves us with the large waves..
A typical ocean roller caa easily be
20ft in height, 600ft from crest to crest
and can travel at 25ltts (say 40ft/sec)
always remembering that the waTer remains almost stationary, just. moving up
and down as the wave passes.
The time taken for a wave to travel
one wavelength will be approximately
15 seconds, and it can be calculated that,
assuming the wave to have the shape
of a sine Wave, a particle of water on
the surface and the air just above that
surface will have a maximum upward
speed of 4.2ft/sec as the wave approaches. In practice the· wave is not
quite of this shape and as a resu},t of
irregular forms, an lU,ea of upward
moving water travelling vertically at
double this speed should easily be found,
ie, 8ft/sec. Due to curl-over effects, wave

draw-back, wind shadow, etc, the air on
the wave's leading edge will be almost
still in relation to the water, or even
moving upwind upwards towards the
crest. The result is that by flying in the
regi(>o of the front of an afproaching
wave, an area of rising air 0 the order
of 8ft/sec or more is there for the using.
Hence it is reasonable to suggest that
a bird flying into this region is able to
considerably increase its air speed and
speed relative to the water during a
short interval of time, and to use this
extra speed either to gain height or to
hop quickly on to the next wave. My
own observations would certainly confirm
that an albatross accelerates after entering the trough and always flies with its
wing-tip very close to the onCQming
wave in the position shown in the
diagram.
Flying upwind and 'up-wave' is a far
more difficult process than one would at
first thin.k, due to the fact that while the
bird is in the wave trough, it is diifting
down wind and down wave at the speed
of the wave. Let us assume, using round
figures, that the wind strength is 19kts
(30ft/sec) and that the average air speed
of the bird is 60kts (90ft/sec). This means
that, taking aCCQunt of the wave speed
of 40ft/sec, it must spend about
6OO-i-(90-30+4O)=6 seconds flying upwind and up-wave to reach the same
position on the next wave. Let us
assume that it spends 6 seconds accelerating in the wave trough, remembering
that all the time that the bird spends in
the trough it is drifting down-wind and
down wave at 40ft/sec. That means that,
as each wa ve takes 15 seconds to move
one wavelength, the bird has only 15(6+6)=3 seconds left to enable it to
work up-wave. Hence with a wave' speed
of 40ft/sec, it might make 3 x 40=
120ft upwave for every complete

MOTION OF VIA YE
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~anoeuvre.

The longer the time spent.

In the trough, the less is the ability to
pene~~te upwave. Obviously by utilising

condItIons to the best effet;t, a bird with
a well developed soaring instinct can
improve on this, but what I have set
out to show, by using hkely round
figures, is how an albatross can quite
easily work up-wind and upwave, a
manoeuvre which just cannot be explained using dyllamic soaring theory.
That a dynamic effect can be used
occasionally to gain a little extra height

is not disputed, but dynamic soaring is
just not a means of producing prolonged
soaring flight, so why nOt tltroVl' the
thwry out of the window? Tlte soaring,
technique I am suggesting bere can be
likened most nearly to surf·boarding,
except that far greater speeds relative
to the water can be achieved enabling
the a1batross to fly from one wave to
another using the energy which these
speeds, provide. May I therefore suggest
a name for this soaring, technique: Surf
Soaring.

THE COMMITTEE MEN
ay

R. SUPPARDS

HAIRMAN: Gentlemen, if we start
C
." promptly we should finish in time
to have a little refreshmen.t, I declare
the meeting open. Are there any
apologies?
.
Secretary: Er-well, Arnold's not here.
I can't say he sent his apologies, but I'm
sure he'd like to 'apologise if he could.
Cbainnan: Ah yes. How is Arnold,
lames?
Sec: All considered he's pretty well,
Mr Chairman. I'm sure he still recognises me when I call in visiting hours.
I told him he'd been re-elected to' the
committee and I think he understood.
I'm sure he tried' t.o nod his head, but
of c.ourse he doesn't move much these
(jays. His bones are getting very brittle.
But. he wasn't any worse this month
than he was last time I went to see. him,
to tell him we'd nominated him again
for the committee.
Cb: I suppose we can't expect any relll
improvement in his condition?
8«: No, I don't think so. But he's had
a very good innings.
Ch: I'm told he was a founder member
of the club?
8«: Yes, that's right, Mr Chairman. In
fact he was the club when I joined it.
That. was when we had the old' primary.
It was Arnold who started us off building the two-seater. Very far-sighted.
y.ou know, we were one of the first
clu.bs to start thinking of two-seaters for
training. We used to fly all day and work
on the two-seater project. in the evenings.
460

Ch: Yes, so I understa,nd. What a great
spirit there must have been in those
days! The club wouldn't be the same
withol!t Arnold. Poor old chap. I'm
afraid next year we might have to think
of filling a vacancy on this committee,
gentlemen, as we had to do this year
following 019 Tom's sad departure'. Well.
we'll minute Amold's apology. Is there
anyone else?
Sec: Young Grant's not here!
Ch: Why not? I must say I think that's
irresponsible. After all, this is the first
committee meeting after his election.
He's young and healthy. There's no
excuse.
Sec: I expected' nothing else. I've
thought him unreliable ever since he
arrived in town' last summer, with his
talk of great flIghts he'd made. A real
bull expert. I can't make out. how he
found enough support to get himself
elected onto the committee.
Treasurer: He has a small following
among the younger members. In fact
he's brought quite a little gang of young
layabouts into the club. But I don't
think we need to take him too seriously.
As soon as he and his matl;s realise how
much solid hard work has to be put into
the club to keep it going, they'll lose
interest.
Ch: Well, it is very irritating. The next
item on the agenda is Welcoming New
Members. We can't do that. .till he gets
here. Where is the young beggar'?
Vice Pr~ideDt: He's flying, Mr
Chairman.

~~~~~~~~~~~~

my 'Y0rkshop. I've been working ,on it a
~lt sl~ce t~e new year. I meant to bring
~.
~ It bae~ thl~ a.fternoon, but I forg.ot. But
~ ----Smowell:>Z
~ the wlDch IS In top condition now.
Cb: Thank you, George. That's
splendid. We all realise how much effort
you've put into that winch over the
-la:
~
years. It really is a beautiful piece of
SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN,
machinery, and maintained in perfect
'-'.<;:ji
~:.
shape. It looks hardly used, even after
~
MARPLE, CHESHIRE
~.
~
~
seven years. But how the dev,il did that
~
Telephone: 061·427 2488
~ young larrikin get into the air?
Jack: Here he comes now, Mr Chair~
~ man.
~
'Wish all out' friends
~
Cb: At lastl Now we can get on.
Grant: Hello, Mr Chairman, I'm
sorry I'm late, but we had a terrific flight.
in the nlidinn world
~
~
~
~ We got up to eight thousand and . . .
CFI: We? Who was with you?
~
Yl V~rg merr!J
~
Grant: I took Mike with me. He did
~
~ most of the flying. He's coming. on well
~
Cluistmas and
~
now, he'll be ready for solo in a few
more hours.
~ J[ fJ{app!J and [f{i[llt/y ~
CFI: Do you mean to say you've been
instruction?
~
()
~ giving
Grant: Yes. Why not?
.~
c::JoaraUe
Year
~
C~I: It is a c1!Jb ~ule that only quali~~~·~)i\:~·P~~~~li{·~:tt-~·p~·~ fied Instructors give Instruction. We have
\)i'i)\~~~~Qj."QA"Q"'\'QI)o.'QA"~~Qi.."QA"fI.~Ql."% a first rate safety record. No-one's had
any kind of accident or incident here for
Sec:: What?
ten years.. And we enforce that rule.
Ch: Flying?
Grant: But I am qualified.
VI': Flying.
CFI: You can't be. I haven't checked
Cb: How can he be? The glider is unyou out. In fact we've only your word
service.able, isn't it? It was last month.
for it that you're 'fit to fly solo.
Didn't you tell me so, Jack?
Gr,!!.!t: Well, I'm sorry if I have
. Jack: Oh, I believe he spent a bit of
broken a club rule. but no-one told me
time patching it up. At least, I hope he
that one. And as for checking me out,
did. It certainly wasn't safe to .fly last
you never seem to be at the aerodrome
time I tooked at it. All the fabric had
when 1 am. I suppose you do aB your
come ·off the rudder, and the ailerons
flying on Saturday mornings and I have
weren't even connected. The cablc:s had
to work then so I can't get here till
~een taken out of the wing. That was
afternoon. But I assure you I am a
ID January.
qualified Senior Instructor under GFA
Sec: There you are. I told you he Was
rUles.
u~trustworthy. I don't ,care if he breaks
Cb: Aren't you rather young to be a
IllS Own neck, but he's no right to
Senior Instructor? In any case, wh'atever
endanger the club's property. If he'd
your old club called you doesn't apply
had to worK: on the building 'of that
here. We have our own high standards.
machine as I and Arnold and Jack did,
as the CFl says.
he wouldn't treat it so lightly. fen years'
Grant: Age has nothing to do with it,
work, that wa.s!
Mr Chairman. It's a matter of flying
Ground. Engineer: Apart from that,
ability and ... you know, teaching skills
how did he get himself launched? He
and so on.
couldn't have used the winch.
Sec: (audibly muttering) See wh.at I
Ch: Is that unserviceable too, George?
mean? A real bull expert!
I qidn't know.
Grant: And the GFA isn't exactly aoGE: No, it isnr't u/s. But I've got the
caMe drum off. It's down in town, in
other club, Mr Chairman. It's . , .

~

~Pl"'NeS""""""'~

~

~

~

~

new
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CF.: Well, I don't care what it is.
You'll have to be checked out before
you fly again.
Grant: What about tomorrow morning?
CFI: Sorry, I have to be somewhere
else tomorrow.
Grant: Next weekend then?
CFI: No, that won't do either. I have
.to be in town.
Gl'ant~ When, then? If you like I'll
get a Saturday morning off and we can
fit it in then. Just name the day.
CF.: Er . . .
Ch: Order, order. Gentlemen, we ha,ve
an agend<i, and if we are to finish by a
reasonable time we must push on. Item
3. Oh~onsider yourself welcomed to
the committee, Grant.
S«: Huh!
Cb: Item 4. Oh, before we go on,
Grant, how the devil did you, manage to
get yourself launched? I'm told the
winch is u/s.
GE: I protest, Mr Chairman. The
winch is not u/s. as I just told you. It is
in top condition. Like new!
Ch: I'm terribly sorry, George. It was
a slip of the tongue. I mean, Grant, you
didn't actually use the winch, did you?
Grant: No, it IS u/s. Some beggar's
stolen the cable drum. It's been missing
ever since I joined. the dub. But we
found some good cable in the hangar
and we've been towing with my utility.
GE: But dammit. that's my new cable
faT the winch! Do you mean to say
you've pinched it for your damned towing? Don't you realise how it'll wea'T?
Sec: Absolutely irresponsible.
Grant: I couldn't ever find you to ask
about it" George. No-one could remember where the cable came from. It
still had the factory wrapping round the
spool, but the whole thing was covered
with ,cobwebs. That was months ago.
Didn't you realise we'd been using it?
GE: Of course I didn't, you young
devil. I've been toilin,g on that winch
down in my workshop, trying to get the
club's gear into top line. I haven't had
time to come round here checking up on
you lot. I thought I could rely on gliding
people having a bit of c,ommon decency.
Not to say honesty. You had no right to
steal that cable and I'll see you damn
well replace it.
Gr"llnt: I'm extremeI.y sorry, George. I
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certainly had no idea it was your cable.
I thought it must belong to the club.
But those of us who have been using it
will certainly have a whip round and pay
you for it. What did it cost?
Treasuret:: It is actually club property,
G.eorge. You remember, we bought it
for you some time ago. But the price of
cable has gone up a lot since those days,
Grant. Paying the club for it won't do.
You'll have to replace the cable.
Gmn~ Well, what's 'all the fuss, then?
We used the clubis cable for launching
the club glider. So the club can buy
some new cable, can't it? We'll need
some more soon anyway. But actually,
for ,car towing, piano wire will do just as
well, and it doesn't wear so much.
Ch: The agenda, gentlemen, the
agenda. After all, this is a gliding club,
not a car and piano club.
Sec: Mr Chairman, I don't think. we
can let this be passed over. I move a
vote of censure on Grant. He has behaved very badly indeed. He's been flying and giving instruction without a
clearance, he's used George's good
electrical cable for his oWn car, and he's
been flying the club glider in a
dangerous manner without fabric on the
rudder and with the ailerons disconnected'. I'm astonished that he can sit there
and face this committee as an elected
member when really we should -expel
him from the club, along with his
larrikin friends. Conduct like his is
,going to undo all the good work we
older member-s have done o,Ver the years.
GE:, I'll second ,that!
Grant: On a- point of order, Mr Chairman . . .
Ch: All those in favour? Passed nem
€on.
Gl'lIot: Mr Chairman, nem con means

no-otic oPP,?sed the motion. I do oppose
It, m fact It's utterly ridiculous. But I
suppose the idea is to maKe me so angry
I'll resign from the committee. Well, I
am not going to. And if you force me
out, I'll caIl an extraordinary general
meeting of the club. I'm allowed to do
that if I can get ten signatures. which I
can, gentlemen, from tl;te younger members. But for the record, the club glid.er,
horrible, ugly and ancient as it is, is [IOW
fully airworthy. I am a fully qualified
instructor and airframe repairer, and the
steel cable we found in the club hangar

has been used for club flying and nothing
else. ADd, Mr Secretary, you can write
that all down in the bloody minutes and
stick them where you know best.
Sec: You young puppy! Insolence ...
words fail me . . . .
Grant: Just as well. Also, for the
record, I'm nearly thirty years old.
Cb: Item 4. Minutes of the last meeting. Taken as read, gentlemen?
Grant: No, I haven't read them, Mr
Chairman. The SecretarY didn't send me
a copy. May 1 see them, please?
Cb: See the minutes? Well, I suppose
so, if you must. Let him look at them,
lames.
Sec: He wants to read the minutes?
Grant: Yes.
Cb: Only for the last meeting, you
know, James. He doesn't have to go
back further than that.
Sec: I'm sorry, Mr Chairman. I didn't
actually bring them with me.
Treas: You see, Grant, we don't
usually bother. They are always taken
as read. It's only ,a formality, after all,
isn't it!
Grant: I don't think so. How can you
remember all the decisions you've taken?
Trells: Ah, well, when you've been in
the club as long as we have you'll understand how we work, and then you won't
need minutes.
Ch: Order, gentlemen, please. We
must get on. Item 5. Matters arising from
the . . . Well, we don't need to linger
over that ... Item 6. Now, here gentlemen, we have something of very great
importance to the future development
of the club. I'm sure you'll all agree
the club spirit will benefit very greatly
from this extension to the . . .
Grant~ I'm sorry to interrupt, Mr
Chairman, but I would be most grateful
if we could take Item 10 on the agenda
before Item 6.
Cb: Item ID? What's that? Where is
it? . . . BUl that's Any Other Business!
It's taken after everything else.
Grant: I know that's usual, Mr Chairman, but I've noticed on other committees I've been on that Other Business
often doesn't get full discussion because
people are anxious to get away after a
long meeting. I have an item to raise
which is far more important for the club
than any of these others, and if you
agree to all these other things there

won't be any hope of money being available for my item.
CbI But all these things are intended
to make more money, Grant. The bar
extension, the new wine cellar, the poker
machines, the opening hours at weekends-you can see how much profit the
club can make, quite apart from the
improved atmosphere. We've been losing
members to the RSL and the Institute.
These new measures will attract a lot
of new members. I'm convinced they're
in the club's interests.
Grant: I don't doubt you are. But I
think the club should buy another glider.
A modern two-seater. And we ought
really to have a solo machine too. A K-6
or something like that. You can buy
them for around $4,000, secondhand.
Ch, Sec, Treas, GE, Jack: Buy a
glider? You must be joking, $4,000!,
ete, etc.
Grant: I'm dead serious. I suggest we
buy a L-B and a K-6.
Ch: I don't understand all these figures.
Jack: $4,000 for a glider! It's absolutely ridiculous. If you want a glider
why can't you get down to it and build
one, as we had to? The club two-seater

AIRCRAFT INSURANCE
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J. A. HARRISON (BROKERS) LTO.
.. SECURITY HOUSE"
160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET,
BIRMINGHAM B5 6NY
Telephone 021-692-1245 (10 lines)
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only cost us twenty pounds.
Grant: Yes, it looks like that, too.
And a few of us have spent ten t.imes
that amount on it thes.e last few months,
just to make it fit to fly. The club needs
a new one---two or three, in fact As
the Chairman said, this is a gliding club,
after all. At least, that's what it is supposed to be.
Treas: It's almost five 'o'clock, 'Mr
Chairman!
Ch: Good Lord, so it is. Item 6.
Grant: But Mr Chairman . . .
Sec: You're out of order.
Ch: Item 6. Green's estimate for the
neW bar extension was $4,40'0, gentlemen. Very reasonable I think you'll
agree? All thos.e in favour of accepting?
Passed nem con.
Grant: I'm con, Mr Chairman. The
dub could buy a good K-6 for that
sum.
Ch~ Item 7. Extension of the licensing

hours to match the RSL This has been
granted gentlemen. All in favour say aye!
Sec: That's very defiAitely not out of
order!
Cb~ Item 8. The wine cellar. This is
going to cost us $2,000, gelltlemen, ta
build, and then the stock will of caurse
have to be considered as a ,]olilg.-term
investment. Jack will select ,the wines.
All in favour?
Grant: There goes the deposit on the
L-B.
Cb: Item 9. The new poker machines
will cOst us a good deal, gentlemen. We
haven't discovered how much, but I'm
sure they'll pay for themselves in no
time, and then next year we can think
abOut a new billiards table. Item 10.
Anyotherbusinessrneetingclosed - thankyou-very-much-gentlemen. Open the bar,
lames. All that bloody work has made
me thirsty.
Reprinted from Australian Gliding.

TWO CAR-LAUNCHED 500's IN A WEEK
By CHRIS LOVELL
The February, 1970, saG featured an article by Cluis Lovell
entitled 'If you do 500km alter reading this-tell me how!' It
discusses some possible 500km triangles from different sites
in Britain and des'Crihes some of his valiant attempts" It was
therefore inevitable that when he finally achieved 'his 500km
triangle he would have to write the final chapters o'f the saga.

OFTEN wonder why people start
Ifly'! gliding.
Cheap means of learning to
To show off to a bird? Because dad
does it? Or, like me, having an actual
surplus of cash and being prodded by
my colleagues at the BBC, who were
already in the gliding section of the BBC
club.
A bit of success and Jots of luck
brought me two Diamonds by the end of
1967-JOOkm ona 6,000£t cloud base
day and 7,OOOm in a IOkt wave. In 1967,
the Surrey & Hams dub bought a D~rt
17R whi",h br0ught 500km flights faintly
into view. On the day Brennig James did
his 500km triangle, I managed 320kma lot to learn yet.
In 1969 I tried more seriously, taking
greater care in planning the right task
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for the weather. On April 30 I tried
Lasham - Dtmkeswell - Hridgnonh Lasham in the Dart in no-wind conditions. A good start was made, but slow
going over Somerset ,caused me to
abandon the task over Nympsfield and
return to Lasham (380km at 62krn/h,
my longest flight yet). I then got the idea
of using as much of Wales as I could,
basically because the high and variable
elevation of the ground should produce
good lift.
On June 27, 1970, I set off on an €lutand-return to Llandrillo in the Bala to
L1angoJlen valley. A strengthening NW
wind saw me hiU·soaring the Dart on the
Mynd at 15:30. A quick zoom downwind back to Lasham ended that
attempt-just under 400km.
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One 28% triangle seemed to offer good
'possibilities: Lasham-Knighton (Radnorshire)-Melton Mowbray-Lasham, 519km.
The extra distance was added so that
Lasham's occasional sea breezes, causing
lack of urge for the last rOkm, might
not rob me of a Diamond distance. The
only drawback of this task is that one
has to· do it at the start of a fine spell,
otherwise massed pollution from the
Midlands would reduce surface heating
after a day or two to bring thermals
down to below 500km stand..rd OVer a
large part of the course.
On July 21, 1970, I had a go at this
triangle in the dub's newly acquired
Phoebus C. The wind was .a strong
westerly with rather a lot ,of cumulus
spread ouL I did get to Knighton but
after going along the second leg for a
few miles, things deteriorated and I
worked my way very carefully back to
La~ham--412km.
There were unfortunately no other days during 1970 when
the weather was good while I w.as at
Lasham.
Summer 1971 was a much better
season overall and on May 31 I 'had
another attack. on the Midlands triangle.
It had been a rather wet and windy bank
holiday weekend but the Monday was
clear with no wind. All the sooty
factories should be shut, so off I went
in the Dart. It was very good at first but
it an went peculiar over. Hereford and,
later, elsewhere. Eventually, I ended up
on Newbury Racecourse-390km.
June 22 started out like May 31, but
with a 15kt NW wind. It was quite soarable by 08:30 and a launch at 09:50
started me off to Knighton once more,
in the Phoebus. The wind was stronger
aloft than it had appeared from the
ground and thermals were a bit broken
up under '2/8 'cumulus, base 3,000ft as!.
But I cOllld see for about 50km and it
seemed OK except for a rather low
inversion.
A low point near Swindon wasted half
an hour and then peculiar things started
happening, The sky looked the same but
soaring became difficulL A 6kt thermal
crimb over Chedworrh shot me at least
600ft above the small cumulus and confirmed a suspicion~wave. Here was me
trying to do a SOOkm triangle on a day
with the wind above a low inversion
blowing at 35kts and waving all over!
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However, a spell of good tllermalling
took me to near Malvern,. east of the
hills, and a wave here lifted the Phoebus
to 5,800ft, 2,OOOft above the cumulus.
I reached Knighton at 15:00 (much too
late to try to complete the task) after
another wave climb to !'i,300ft near
Ludlow. I wandered up to the Mynd
from there, took a few photos of hill'
forts all called Caer Caradoc and
scuttled home sharply--410km. Incidentally, this was a Tuesday. Tuesdays
ha-ve provided me with five flights of
300km or more and nearly all Tuesdays
last summer were 300km days!
After several failures at this Midlands
.triangle I started looking at maps again
fol' new tasks. Out-and-returns northward run into industrial murk: more'
often than not and going NW for 250km
takes one over high mountains just
before the useful turning points. So,
think again.
Now the gnomes of the FAI had
decided that as from J<\nuary I, 1971, the
280/0. minimum leg length for a triangle
would not be required for Diamond
tda-ngles. After my failed attempts at the
28% types, I began a searchc for thin
trian,gleS, especially north-west into
Wales but avoidi11lg tbat last bit Qver the
Bimalayas.
Lake Vyrnwy between Welshpool and
Bala has a very photogenic dam at .its
south-east end--492km out-and-r,eturn
from Lasham. If I went round Bath
Racecourse first, I could make that into
a long thin 506km triangle. There is no

Bath Racecourse

heavy industry on the route and providing that SW winds were avoided because
of sea air in the Severn estuary, there
shQuld be no problem on a fine day.
By 09:00 on Tuesday, July 13, long
cloud streets NE-SW over L.asham. in·
dicated that a long task was on. The
visibility was perfect; wine-clear air
blowing in on a 12kt NE wind. A car
launch to 1,000ft took me into 6kts lift
and off I went to Bath full of enthusiasm
and bacon and eggs. It must have seen
me coming. Although I'm happy with a
cloud base and inversion at 3,OOOft asl,
it gets a trifle doclgy when the cloud
abdicates. The wind aloft was more like
16kts and further round to the NNE.
All the cloud 'Vanished when I was
approaching Bath and with the c1ea'r air
there weren't even ,my hazy patches to
indicate thermals. It took two hours to
pass Bath (at 12: 10) and there were
400km to go with seven hours left, but
it was not impossible.
The low inversion combined with the
high ground in the area made thermals
very broken and distorted. I had to fly
NNE up the Cotswolds to Nympsfield
just to stay up on accouFlt of the lack of
lift over the Severn. I thlen got stuck at
1,500ft for 20 minutes near Stroud.
500km-Iaugh!
r.:e Severn area then sprouted
cumulus all over and I sped NW to
Hereford, then ran into more trouble
between there and KnightoD with dead
areas and drift while scraping in weak
lift. Beyond Knighton the iFlversion lifted a little to 4,500ft asl, but time Was
pushing; I had to be at VYrnwy by 15:45
at the very latest, The visibility became
poor and the wind decreased a little
nearer the high pressure area to the west.
I then did the unforgiveable thingmisnavigated to, Newtown instead of
Welsh pool. The towns are similar at a,
glance and realised too late that I had
gone wrong at Knighton.
Set off up the wrong vaUey I did-and
in Wales never set. off up the wrong
valleY!
I ended up ovetr a rather featureless
high plateau with nothing much around
me except a I'hoebus and a few soggy
eu. Knowing roughly where I was, I
flashed north towards Vyrnwy, but with
time running out, I reluctantly left the
area at 150:50, I was probably no more

a rather featurdess. high plateau

than 5km or so from the dam but had
no spare time to search in weakening
eonditions. There was, no point in landing out up there, really.
Conditions coming home were much
better with I'arger well marked thermals
up to 4,500ft base. At 19:25 a tiny patch
of cloud OVer Aldermaston took me to
a thermal that must have forgotten how
late it was and, having struggled thankfully up to 3,500ft I was then able to
float home. Nine hours 14 minutes,
510km but no Diamond. Lots of eondolences, etc. I keep a book of barograph traces and I wrote under the trace
''I'll have to do it again,"
Back to work on Wednesday just for
a rest!
I had first pick of the Phoebus on
Saturday July 17. It '" as sort of a
sunnyish mornin~ with some low
scraggy cumulus 10 a peculiarly h~zy
sky wind N, 10kts. It was not unlIke
the'13th. I debated whether to fly (as it
didn't seem at first to be improving) or
to take the current bird (still in bed) to
the New Forest. The cu got larger and
the haze cle.ared. There came mutterings
from the next Phoebus pilot on the
ballot list like, "Aren't you going to
fly?", etc, etc.
The Phoebus was extracted from the
hangar and made ,eady. The bird put
her name on the Falke list instead of
going to the New Forest. Hugh Hilditch
and I did a mutual traipse to the end of
the main runway for our customary car
launches, and by now it was absolutely
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Texan. I made the declaration (BathLake Vyrnwy-Lasham) eight minutes
before my launch. I pulled off at. 10:25.
a bit late in the day. Horrors! .8OQft and
6kts down! Ten minutes were spent over
the launch point at 600ft before whooshl
--6kts up to S,800ftl
Aloft, wind was NE 10kts, and doud
base starting 4,500ft asl. Visibility WaS
superb, at least 60km, I batted along to
Bath at Mach 0.122 and reached the
raceCourse five minutes earlier than en
Tuesday, averaging 80km/h, This time
there was a beautiful array of eu over
the Severn and the whole sky seemed
full of Diamonds, Several climbs achieved 800ft/m from first to last circle. I
skirted the NE slopes of tme Black
M.(}untains near Madlc;y airfield and
went north up a cloud street to Knighton
(I seem to spend a lot of time over east
RadnoFshire). There is a wooded hill on
the NNW side of Knighton with a group
of trees of a dilrerent shad~ of green
planted in the woo~ showi.ng up the
letters 'ER' about 50ft across. The letters
appear on the other side of the hill too,
but the correct way round so they don't
go right through the hill!
There w.as so much radio chatter from
variometer doubters at the Compton
Abbas camps that I spent much of the
time with the wireless switched off. However, one quiet spell revealed 'Kan Kan'
over Shobdon. I was near there at tbat
time and Wally Kahn duly hove into
view in his new Kestrel He was surprised to see me shoot off NW from
Knighton when he thought I was trying
his declared Knighton-Melton Mowbray
triangle (which Hugh Hilditcm was also
attempting).
It remained very good until I got into
the valley round Montgomery. A patch
.of high cover, the only altostratus over
Great Britain that daY, I. should thinK,
hid tbe sun just here and I reached it
iust when I should have been climbing
away in the next thermal. A nasty
period of 1kt up and6kts down began
to turn Diam(mds into greenhouses
amid Welsh postage stamps, before at
long last the sun came back and thermals
climbed to 4,000ft again.
The wind here was still NE and about
ISkts, enough to see one's drift while
circling and to notice cloud shadows
chasing over the fells.
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Lake Vyrnwy dam

(photo.> C. Lovell)

Tllree pm auived with about 20km
to go to Vyrnwy dam. Leavil1g a cloud
str<:<;t at 5,800ft asl I flew straight to the
dam in weak wave lift and back to the
street, losing 1,000ft for about ISkm
travelled. The weak wave was trigg.ered
off by tfle 2,7oo£t high hills upwind producing lift over the TP. Pictures were
taken' at 150:31 and all round ..vas a most
incredible sky-, land- and sea-scape.
There were little white horses on the
deep blue water of the lake, high
cumulus with bases around 8,000ft over
the stark outline of Snowdonia and a
distant silver ocean beyond a sea breeze
curtain cloud round the coastlinebeautiful.
I sped over the next SOkm to the SE
of the Mynd without so much as a
single circle. The rest of the flight was
relatively uneventful except for a claggy
patch near Cheltenham where the Midlands industrial haze had come SQuth on
the NB breeze. Cloud base was now
6,600ft asl, making life exceedingly joyful. At 18:1S. an 8kt climb near Welford
to 5,500ft gave me a 3Skm final glide at
80kts-and IOOkls Qver the clubhouse at
300ft.
During the float .round the circuit reflecting on the day's task and looking
at the lengthening shadows I realised
what I had done-completed my
Diamond C in Great Britain. My 500km
had finally succeeded after 10 tries-IO
car launches totalling 75 hours and
3,750km.
Hugh Hilditch's SHK rested outside

the hangar af1er his successful triangle,
and after a long, steady approach-I
didn't want to try anything flashy after
eight hours in the air-Phoebus No 266
also cooled off in the evening shadows.
In my relatively limited experience,
success seems to depend 01] {l1any things.
The right task is obvio~sly required, but
other aspects are almost as important.
Lack of twitch before take-off is
essential. Aloo, never worry about what
other people are doing. Nothing is
more likely to reduce your cross-country
speed than hearing oYer the radio that
conditions over Little Drizzling-in-theBog are poor. Keep going' at your own
speed. The other guy may be a rich,
incompetent glider driver with a good
radio and a duff vario. You'll find out if
conditions are deteriorating anyway, if
he is on your track, so keep Your radio
switched off except for cloud flying and
essential. communication, and make the

best of what you are able to find.
On these long tasks be ready as .early
as possible. I try to be all set to go with
the glider at the launch point before
breakfa.st. Decide on which task over
cornflakes (or porridge!) having had a
number of routes planned ready for the
good day, and study the l:onditions while
going out to launl:h. Many a happy few
minutes have I spent looking at a stream
of gliders on tow to the launch point
while climbing at 4kts off a 900ft string
fling. If you k.now your site well, you
can often stay up locally before it gets
generally good enough to go away. It's
a good plan to get launched when It's
only just possible to soar so that there
is absolutely no delay in setting off as
soon as it brews up prop.erly. Many a
good flight is .Iost by being at the back
of a Queue of 40 gliders.
On ,the next good day, have 'a goyou'll get round evenwally.

FLYING THE CLOCKWORK MOUSE, or
HOWIDUNNll'1' WITHOUT USING THE ENCINE

By IAN STRACHAN
lan Strachan, flying al:l SF-27M motor glider Hors Concours
in the 1911 Club ClasS Nationals, was placed on points above
the Class winner.

I-

BECAME interest~ in motor gliders
some years ago when the Schleieher
K-12 flew and it became evident that
viable cross-count,ry engine-off performance was obtainable without some of the
usual frustrations. When the BOA
bought a developed version, the K-14•.
to find out What motor gliders were all
;lDout, I was fortunate to fly about 30
hours in this machine. which, if one is
satisfied with K-6cR' engine·Qff performance, is still a real "fun ship;' for
soaring.
~ut high. performance compeiitioQ
f1ymg was the only real way to prove
thiS new concept, so I went into a sixman Scheibe SF-27M syn.dicate with the
express idea of flying the machine in t.he
1971 Nationals under whatever rules the
Flying Committee aUowed me to fly.
The maker's figures gave a 96 %
handicap fpr the machine (engine folded

away). This is numerically the same as
a K-6E but the pel'formance spectrum is
shifted slightly to the right-ie, a worse
minimum sink but a better high speed
performance. In the event, flying with a
slimmed (J40Ib) pilot and only 1 gallon
of fuel, these figures proved. remarkably
accurate.
The only problem in preparation for
the Nationals arose when, final-gliding
into Dunstable and finding myself losing
out, I decided to cut my losses and start
the engine. Abysmal failure and a field
landing followed. The Hirth engine then
(of course!) started easily once on the
ground, The field was too short for a
self-launch but a Dunstable tug obliged
and the first UK 'twin-engined' aero-tow
took place to 500ft, where I cast off to
return to base. The moral in this story
is that motor gliders must have really
relia,ble re-starting capabilities to take
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advantage of their attributes. Current
production SF-27M'S have an electric
starter as standard whereas ours had only
a hand toggle. Other fruitful areas of
d.eveJopment might be lightweight cartridge starters, or flywheel inertia starters
wound up either electrically or by the
pilot winding up a clockwork spring.
When the Open Class Nationals
dawned, my primary job waS the' unenviable one of task setter. To ease the
frustrations of this office, I borrowed the
SF-27M for a couple of days, and was
able to 'comolete' one task, an alternative out·ana-return. This turned out
to be the all-too-typical UK task, with
thermals not coming up to strength and
the wind going rouoo so that instead of
being a crosswind on e,ach leg, it was
downwind first then upwind. Most pilots
reached their turning point but no-one
returned. Landings were spread up the
return leg after some really heroic flying. Not being part of the ~fficial con-

SF-27'M molor DuI . . .
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test, I reached the Leicester area on the
return "legitimately", took a 5,OOOft
climb from the motor and did a final
glide home with engine stowed.
My first effort in the Club Class
Nationals was to "thermal snift" for the
organisers- This proved three things: (I)
There were no thermals; (2) Husbands
Bosworth is- a btlmpy airfield; (3) an
SF-27M with 50psi in its tyres gives a
very rough take-off ride. The problem
was solved by halving the tyre pressure,
after which the ride was positively comfortable. However, future motor glider
designers should realise that the low
acceleration on bumpy fields demands
some undercarriage shock absorbtion.
There is little to say about the actual
contest flying except that my mental
attitude after la.unch was identical to
that in a normal glider; I really didn't
use the motor on contest flights (and the
organisers ran multifarious checks to
prove it); and finally, as with any pilots
who do well, I had a goodly share of
luck. The machine as a gLider really
lived up to its claimed performance. I
suspect that the original SF-.27 without
the motor was a much underrated
machine. Another few metres span on
the motorised version would make a
really fabulous glider, and my earlier
dream of a motor Cirrus has already been
achieved in the form of Cirrus wings
fitted to an SF-27M fuselage. That's the
sailplane I want to fly in the 1972
Nationals, and the one I see enabling me
to complete my last Diamond in the UK
by doing a 500km triangle.
I firmly believe that the high perform'
ance motor glider will enable pilots to
"press on" and complete tasks that
otherwise they would have thrown away,
Even if they get caught out miles away
from home, it should be straightforward
to use the motor to get back to a soarable area for a civiJised return to base
instead of a retrieve. A recent S&G told
of a motorised ASW-12 variant (the
D-37) with a glide angle of 40: 1 and min
sink of O.5m/sec (I h)-this really shows
the trend of the future
On the contest launch grid, the motor
glider fitted in reasonably well, although
increase.d longitudinal spacing would be
desirable ,to pmtect the glider immediately behind fmm slipstream. Launching,
once the tyre pressure had been reduced,

was strai~hlforward on the IOllg E-W
rUA at HB but on the very short N-S
run more "twin-engined aero-tows" were
takeTl to 200ft before casting off..Ideally,
therefore. future contests with motor
gliders should take place from reasonably regularly shaped airfields. Since the
emergency landing fields west of HB are
virtually non-existent, a climbing circuit
close in to the field was executed to allow
landing back in the event of engine
failure. Until the statistical reliabitityof
motor glider engines is proven, this
feature may be necessary at airfields with
par/ous emergency landing fields.
Observalion of engine stowage at the
Dropping Zone was not as straightforward as had been hoped. On a designated start there was no problem as
following tugs and gliders were always
there to observe. But on relight or pilot
selected start, observation was inconvenient. For the future, a two-seat motor
glider using radio, lasked with observing
both start line and OZ, wQuld be desirable. Cheating by the motor glider pilot
would be difficult anyway bec.ause the
height of launch is marked on the barograph, and one would never know
whether others wel'e looking if there was
a deliberate attempt to ~o to a place
other than the proper OZ.
Contest flying itself was no different to
that
experienced
in
many
other
Nationals, whether flying with the engine
permanently locked in (as it was on one
day), or whether it could have been restarted (bmt zero points scored). However" ~o tRat fair play can be seen, and
also to protect the motor glider pilot in
case of barograph failllTe (if the solenoid
recording engine time shoul'd malfunction), J am now c.onvinced ·that in mixed
glider and mot,or glider contests, tbe
motor should be inoperative after launch
until landing.
In the SF-27M this can be done most
conveniently by padlocking the engine
down lock before take-off. When the
engine is retracted after launch, the
downloc.k is then permanently made preventing unlocking of the engine until the
padlOCk is opened. At HB this was
achieved by an official observer placing
the k"ey out of reach of the pilot but a
better way would be to lock the appropriate lever with swaged cable of such a
length so that the lock itself was out of

reaeh. The pilot could then freely carry
the key in Ilis pocket and there would
be no thoughts of "fidd'le" by the pilot
getting a secret padlock 'key in ,order to
beat the first method of seaiing. On landing. the pilot would have access to the
padlock and be able to re-erect the
engine, top up with fuel and fly home,
if the landing field was big enough (a
big "if" with tbe "SF").
At HB. this form of "airborne I"elrieving" was' done twice, from North Oenes
,and Lasham. In the latter caSe I anived
back in 1ime for al'l hour's local soa,ring
before my cl"eW arrived back on site.
This is the gentlemanly way to fly! There
were mutlerilJgs of "minimising retrieve
fatigue" and "unfair advantage". With
my hand on my heart, I believe that
since the 1961 Nationals, retrieve fatigue
has not been a significant factor in UK
Nationals. In any case, the airborne retrieve is mentaIiy taxing, requires '1'efuelling first-you try gelling two-stroke

. . . and Jucked away (photos J. Slraclwn)
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at an orthodox airfield!-and just lends
itself to the most enormous retrieve
muddle between crew and pilot should
things go wrong. Other pilots who own
fast retrieve cars or have a comfortable
"pilot's bunk" fitted are not differing in
principle from the motor glider pilot
who has also paid extra money to buy
convenience.
More fundamental is the question of
whether self-retrieving into relights
should be allowed. This situation did not
arise at HR, but with a suitable penalty
time based on landing time back at base
and out-landing distance backed with a
landing certificate, I see no reason why
this should be unfair to other pilots. Of
oourse the "penalty time" must be such
that the motor glider is always at a disadvantage compared to a road retrieve
by an efficient crew. Surely the habit of
rigging and de-rigging should not force
pilots landing at airfields into unnecessary road retrieves-if it did it would
seem to be a classic "sour grapes"
attitude. We all know that glider pilots
are very naughty sometimes and present
themselves back at the launch point
without having landing certificates to

JOHN HULME
Tunbridge Lane, Bottisham
Cambridge CB5 9DU
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prove where they went before their relight-no such easy way out for the
motor glider pilot if he wishes to fly
back home for a re-light.
My recommendations for 1972 contests in which motor gliders wish to fly
in company with normal machines are
thus very similar to the rules prepared
for hors concOllrs flying for 1971 (see
S&G, p269). Two extra considerations
apply, however, the most important
being that the engine should be inoperable for the contest flight after launch,
and that airfields at which these contests
take place should either be a regular
shape to allow self-launching in all wind
directions, or should have sufficient tugs
to allow short "booster" launche1i in the
awkward wind directions.
In due course, when enough motor
gliders are flying in the UK to form
their own con test class, all sorts of
restrictions can be thrown aside to fully
exploit the advantages of the new
medium. Engines should be capable of
instant use, to prevent all field landings,
severe penalties being made for each
minute of engine time so that the pilot
who soars completc:ly round the task
will alwaY1i win. Just think~ontests
with guaranteed arrival at the goal! Some
may frown but I believe this is living
with the times and not in the past. Who
knows, contest entry fees may dwindle
away, as may insurance premiums. We
can have safe contC$ts when the corn is
high. And the organisation of "wave"
task weeks and contests may take on a
new light.
REFERENCES (all 5&G):
'The K-I2'. by Andy Gough. Feb 1968. p43.
'Tb-e proof of tJ,e \>Udding', by lan Strachan.
Aoril 1970. pl29.
·Gennan motor glider contests', by Peter Ro".
Dec J968. p 497; Aug 1910. p283; Aug 1971
p319.
'In the grip of the element<'. by George Locke.
Aug 1971. p 269.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Motor gliders may par-

ticipate in 197']. BGA competitions (see
p50S).

Pitot tubes at dawn The "scar of
honour" code of German student duels
is in danger of vanishing and Bonn's
AUemagne Fraternity has propQsed that
some other test of couralle be adopted
instead of duelling, such as parachute
jumping or glider flying (Scarborough
Evening News, August 2, 1971).
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RSAC, pronounce Vrshats give or
take the odd sibilant, is Yugoslavia's
gliding eentre. It lies, rather surpris.ingly,
against the Romanian frontier-with
friendly arrangements for the return of
straying glider pilots-and downwind of
the prevailing westerlies. The bright
lights of Belgrade are 85km to the SW,
with the holiday resorts of the A~riatic
coast Diamond distanee further on in
the same general direction.
The task area is of necessity to the'
west and south of Vrsac. Westwards is
the, flat plain through which flows Yugo-·
slavia's Sava River as well as the Danube
~nd Tisza wandering down from Hungary
ID the north. All these rivers finally come
together in the region of Belgrade and
then run eastwards for Silver C d:stance
to the south of the. airfield; retrieve
crews may feel that a little pre-<:hamps
study of road briQge locations would. be
time, well 'spent.
To the south and SW of Vrsac the
ground r,ises steadily, finally reaching
peaks above 8;OOOft some 4QOkm to the
south in the mountains of Macedonia.
Skopje, to which goal flights have been
set in Nationals, is among these mountains, which can hand out good wave lift..
All over YlIgoslavia there has been

c.onsiderable improvement in roadsand telephones-in recent years, but retrieves are still I.ikely to have to use
some, dirt roads, which may also be
rocky and hilly in the south. Just to the
SW of Vtsac there is a sandy area without muc.h in the way of roads at all.
The weather in July is more or less
what can be expected from summer in
latitude 44· (Florence, Toronto). Day
temperatures can be expected between
').7" and 33"C, although the Danube plain
may often be hotter than this, Retrieves
in the mountains to the south, on the:
other hand, could be quite chilly affairs
when lasting. into the night. The July
synoptic situation gives genet:ally anticycl()nic weather interspersed with short
changeable periods of.. about two days
duration. In these rain is likely to be of
the thundery type, and may be very
heavy (up to 9Omm) and accompanied
by strong winds.
Tasks expected during the championship J'eriod are 200-400km triangles, and
300-600km ·out-anti-returns in a S·N
direction. Triangles of S00-600km may
be possible. On good days thermals
reach 5,000-6,ooofl agI. (A 300km triangle
is shown to scale on the map.)
As regards the time of day Vrsac will
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be very different 'from Mada. There the
clock ran late on the sun-thennals at
17:00 were what could be normally expected at about 15:00. Tn Vrsac, the sun
rises at 03:00 by the clock and sets at
18:30. This may give pletlty of drinking
time, but to· use the possible 9-10 hours
of soaring conditions briefing is going
to have to take place perhaps as early
as 07:30 hrs. Tn other words the thermal's one would normally expect to find
at <lround 15:00 will' have come and gone
shortly after lunch.
Vrsac airfield has three good runways with space' available for take-offs
at 10-15 second intervals. The main grass
runway direction is 015°-195° with 2
subsidiary grass runways. On the airfield
itself there are hangars for briefing, and
workshop and battery charging facilities;
the glider parking area is nearby with
electricity, water and loos. Each country
is to have a shelter for stores, etc, in its
parking area. Refreshments will also be
available in this area, together with an
exhibition of aircraft and gliders.
About lltm from the airfield hangars,
along a black-top ,mad, is the hotel complex. Pilots will either share two- or
three-bedded· rooms. The older of the
two hotels has baths along the landings,
but the new one has showers and loos
for each bedroom. Crews will be in 'The
Camping' or in hotels in the town .as
they wish. Visitors will have a special
camping area. reserved for them.
The hotel area also has two restaurants
(with capacity for 600 meals and which
will stay open all night), bar. large ~ll
for entertainments, rooms for reaqmg,
chess and billiards, further refreshment
kiosks. and a health centre. This will
deal with lesser iIInesses,accidents and
indiscretions; serious cases will go to the
hospitals in VrsaC.
The tugs widl be Citabria and UTVA66 aircraft, 36 of then;l. They ar~ expected to provide tows to. 600m ID ~t
minutes, and to get 50 gliders to thiS
height in 15 minutes-if pilots are ready!
Each glider will be given l!Ip to three
tows per day.
Control'led airspace exists above
2,500m (8,350ft). Special arra~gem~nts
are being made for the ChampionshiPS,
but there may be a height limit of
10000ft on some days. BarQgraphs will
~ required. Landing fields generally
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are good, and in the Vrsac area there are
also 10 sports airfields. It is expected that
a "Vrsac Air" will be put up in the late
afternoons to help relay messages
between pilots and crews, particularly
over the sandy area. A helicopter will
also be availaole to the organisers.
Cloud flying will be permitted in the
rules. The November CIVV meeting in
Paris discussed very fully the relative
values of enabling the pilot to make
maximum use of the weather and the
fact tbat there are an increasing number
of countries where cloud flying is not
permitted and whose pilots, therefore,
cannot normally practice the art. At the
vote, it was decided to allow cloud
flying.
Take-off will be by Designated Start.
Crossing of the start-line is mandatory,
and the line itself will be opened 15
minutes after take-off of the last glider
to be launched in the Class.
Photographic evidence of turning
points will be :used. Two fixed cameras
are r·equired, <1'S in the system developed
at Marfa.
The 5coril'lg system is straightforward,
with a maximum of 1,000 points available for each day. A day factor is included to devalue poor days, but is only
applied when its value is 0.8 or less.
This means that if the weather is as
expected, all days should be 1,000 point
days.
Retrieving is to be by .car and trailer.
It .is not ex~ected that. there will be
any reduction ID the usual maximum of
four gliders per country; some 17m
Cirrus, built locally under licence, will
be available for hire.
The cost, including all the usual, is
12 US dollars pey head per day, practice
or championship period. Entries have to
be in by 15th March, 1972. Entry forms
will be sent to national aero clubs
shortly.
Although it is early days, a great deal
of preparatory work has been done by
the organisers, and they and the town
of Vrsac are preparing a big welcome
for their visitors.

TRAILERS
We've been building mobile units for 14 yearsnow our Managing Director has got bitten by the gliding bug,
sO' we're building trailers
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DETECTING
CONVECTIVE
ELEMENTS
BY RADAR

By Or J. R. STARR
Figure]

HE Meteorological Research unit has
brought a high-power radar into
operation for meteorological studies-at
the Royal Radar Establishment site at
Defford, Worcestershire. This radar has
a 2Sm steerable antenna and is only
rivalled in sensitivity by the USAFNASA radar fadlity at Wallops Island,
Virginia.
Such a radar can detect not only bir;ds,
insects and clouds,. but also certain

T

Figure 1
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naturally occurring regions in the clear
atmosphere where sharp changes in temperature or humidity are to be found.
These regions exist round the edges of
convective elements and also in the form
of virtually horizontal layers. Small scale
turbulence (ie, on a scale of 5cm) within
such regions gives rise to irregular
patches of refractive index gradient, and
it is these "inhomogeneities" in refractive
index which the radar "sees". The radar
can therefore detect convective elements
well before they have risen above the
condensation level to form visible clouds.
by virtue of the sharp humidity gradients
existing around their edges.
Figure 1 shows a vertical section
through convective elements 'on May 5,
1971..
Figure 2 shows a horizontal s.ection
through a large number of convective
elements on the same day.
Figure 3 illustrates how the radar beam
"slices" through the convective bubbles
to give the "rings" shown in Figure 2.
Only the edges of the convective ·elements are seen since, within the elements

themselves, gradients of humidity are less
well marked. The characteristic size of
the elements is seen to be about two or
so kilometres in diameter, and we may
ask whether the radar observed "convective elements" are the same as the
"thermals" of the glider pilot, or whether
the latter are smaller, preferred regions
of more vigorous convection (ie, vigor-
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Figure 3

ous convective "towers") within the larger
element.
We have found also that regions of
rela.tively deep convection which precede shower or thunderstorm development are often persistent and trackable.
It has thus been found possible to identify regions of preferred thunderstorm
development three hours before the first
outbreaks of rain.
.--,.-----,.,--This article is published by kind permission of the Director, Royal Radar
Establishment, and the Director·General,
Meteorological Office. Illustrations are
Crown copyright.
NOTE: Dr Starr and his colleagues are
at present working on the data produced
by their recent investigation of convection, and we hope to publish a full account of their findings in the near future.
A paper by Dr Starr on earlier inves.tigations of lee waves generated by the Welsh
mountains will appear shortly.-ED.

GOODBYE, BROOMSTICK, AND THANK YOU
By RHODA PARTRIDGE

"1

KNOW you love her, Rhoda, but
you've 'got to go into glass-fibre
sometime and the longer you leave it the
more money you're going to lose."
He was right about me loving my
Broomstick (The most beautiful K-6E
the Schleicher workS ever turned out).
I'd considered keeping her until my extreme old age, even played with the idea
of being buried in her, like tl'le Vikings
were buried in their ships_ But I'd given
that idea up because, knowing Gliding
People, I reckoned that some rotten
syndicate would certainly dig me up.
That thing he said about losing money.
Now that's serious. I'm odd about
money. I only got the trick of making
the stuff eight years ago and I love it.
The way you can swop it for things and
the way it will take you to places. I
have to make, crea.te, manufacture on
average, three pots to gain two pounds
(I do make big, beautiful, expensive
things, but the cheap ones sell better).
So, if I lose £400 I've lost 600 pots, and
that, you must admit, is serious.
So I ordered a glass-fibre glider and
put Broomstick on the market. I don't

really think I really' believed I'd sell her.
It sounds dolty but 1 went on planning
holidays and looking at maps and watch·
ing weather charts while doing some
rather desultory negotiations about selling her.
On. June 16 I trailed her down to
Compton Abbas with hopes (dreams!) of
a 3OOkm. On June 17 two brigands
arrived from Dunstable, offered me the
price I expected, and backed me up
against a wall holding a cheque to my
throat. I took it, mesmerised, and they,
eyes glazed with excitement, hitched my
Broomstick on behind their car and drove
off. I do realise that it was ridiculous
of me to have wept like that. But it was
all so sudden, and, damn it, they were
making off with my toy!
I flew the Compton Abbas K-6cR and
I had one especially hilarious flight in
the 1936 Kirby Kite. She is great fun to
fly. The tow alarmed me because she
resents it so. She shows her rage by
dancing wildly about presenting first one
wing tip and then the other to the tug.
You sit flat on the floor of the open
cockpit with your knees round your
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ears, wearing goggles and a helmet.
When the battle is over and you release
you watch the. string on the pitot head
as you bring the speed back. When the
string stops twirling about and lies back
quietly you are flying at the correct
speed for your weight, in my case 26kts,
now isn't that a sophisticated,. bit of
instrumentation? She's great fun in Iif.t
because you feel every slight movement
of the ai'r.
I got her set up in a nice thermal with
the green ball of the nostalgic Cosim
vario stuck at the top and we twirled up
to doudbase like a ping-pong ball on a
fountain. It WaS very special, swan,ning
about the summer countryside in such a
gay little open glider. We got to, 4,SOO
and my bare feet got winter-cold.
John Thorne let me fly his SHK,
which w·as a grea,t honour. Vety smooth
and luxurious, with a specially nice
amount of feel on the stick. Not heavy
and tiring but not so light that one felt
that the merest sneeze could result in a
barrel roll. I had 2{ hours on· one evening flight and I loved it. Super high speed
performance too. John has an ingenious
way to stop you landing with the wheel
up. He's got a socking great paper-clip
that lives on the whe.el lever when the
wheel is down and is put on the brake
lever when the wheel is up. So, should
you forget to do your lust thing, you get
an astonishing handful of paper-clip as
you reach for the brakes.
Now that Broomstick has gone, I'll
ten you about the "Most beautiful K-6E
the Schleicher works ever turned out"
caper. I got into trouble with other K·6E
owners about it and I must admit that
the quotation was from the first article
I wrote about her. In fact, no one said
it but me! 1 said it ~cause I r.eckon that
every owner of a K-6E think.s, it is "the
most bea.utiful K-6E the Schleicber works
'ever turned out". It's such a wonderful
design. Doeile and responsive. Perfectly
balanced controls. SUCh an easy, cunning
way with marginal conditions. So necat
and firm in a strong turbulent thermal.
Into a tiny ·field over a high hedge, no
problem. Picks up weak wave, latches on
and whisks up. 1 must be crazy to have
sold her. But I did worry during the
winter when she Was getting cold and
darnp at the Mynd.
What next? In April I hope "New
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Broomstick" will be flying. A baby
Cirrus. SChempp-Hirth's ISm masterpiece.
The mere thought of owning one makes
me wild with unbelieving ·excitement.
But at the moment I'm still in mourning
f·or Broomstick. We mad some wonderful
flights together. She taught me .a belluva
lot and she even made me a. profit when
I sold her. You can'l ask more of a glider
tban that. Thank you, Broomstick!

THIRTY YEARS AGO
this annual
C ONTINUING
now leads us to 1941, a

'feature
in
which all civilian soaring was officially
banned. Yet gliding people would sti1l
not stay down. Dudley Hiscox writes:
"Do you remember that Leonard
Hatcher" (wbo started gliding with the
first Surrey club near Guildford i.n 1930)
"and John Copeland not only once
owned a Cambridge sailplane but also
possessed a launching winch. It must
have been in 1941 that the three of us
went on several occasions to a westfacing hill site between Smalldole and
Shoreham and there enjoyed several
bours of soaring. Their launching winch
Was also used at Ralph Slazenger's wartime gliding demonstration when he WaS
an A I C I at Hastings." (This probabl y
refers to a gliding unit at an RAF airfield near Wi1mington, by the South
Downs, which we should have mentioned last year. It was operating in early
1940, to give RAF people somethin.1! to
do during the "phoney war" period.)
In the military field, Germao gliderborne and parachute troops captured
Crete, causing German propagandists to
say meaningly: "There are now no unc0ll<luerable .islands", and the British
public to say: "Now at last we know
why the Gennans did all that gliding
before the war". (Both were wide of the
mark.)
In 1941. the Air Training Corps was
formed. DUdley Hiscox, then chairman
of the London Gliding Club. desl:ribes
below how he and a' few otbers managed to get gliding introduced into the
ATC, haVing to surmount so ma·DY obstacles that the actual flying is unlikely
to have started till the folloWing year.
Can anyone establish the precise date?
A.E.S.
ye~r

HOW ATe GLIDING BEGAN
By DUDI.EY HISCOX

T is interesting to remember that HalIschool.
ton was the very first ATC gliding
that it was set up with London
Gliding Club equipment, and to recall
how its formation came about.
Air Commodore Chamier having persuaded the Air Ministry to approve of
gliding for ATC cadets, the impression
got about that ATC boys could and
would be able to build their own gliders.
Fred SJingsby at Kirkbytnoorside, anxious to be helpful, had presented the
complete specification of his Cadet training glider to the newly-formed depllrtment of the Air Ministry. Copies of the
plans were made and issued to all the
ATC units that asked for them, together
with kits of materials for building their
machines. Command Gliding Officers
were appointed but no sites had been
allocated. What is more, there then existed an edict from the authorities stating
tbat no gliding was to be permitted within X miles of an RAF aerodrome.
In the meanwhile, the do-it-your:;elf
proposition was not proving workable,
so it Was decided to requisition primary
gliders from the closed-down civilian
clubs. Those from the London Gliding
Club were removed to and stored at
Halton; a member of the old Norwich
Gliding Club, "Pip" Firmin, of H-17
renown, Was appointed Gliding Officer at
ATC Central Command, Rickmansworth.
When it was seriously suggested that he
should organise gliding operations at
Stanmore Cricket Club ground, he had
grave doubts about it and apparently
suggested to his Commandant that his
friend, the chairman of the London
Gliding Club, might be willing to help
by advising on the feasibility or otherwise of the project. The cricket ground
was, in fact, quite hopeless and the golf
club at Apex Corner was next surveyed.
That, too, could not be recommended,
with its bunker"S and trees here, there
and everywhere.
Having thus become so far involved.
it was inevitable that I should come in
COntact with a loveable character, F ILt
}Im Ford, of a Southgate ATC unit, who
had in fact built a Cadet glider for his

bo,ys from the drawings and materials
supplied. He and I, putting our heads
together, hatched a bit of a plot! Permission was sought and obtained to go to
Halton' aerodrome ostensibly to examine
and then report on the requisitioned
gliders known to be stored there. What
we did, one week-end (when the station
was likely to be practically shut down)
was to rig a primary glider and, having
obtained a length of towing wire, get the
machine auto-tow launched by running
Jim Ford's car across the aerodrome.
It succeeded and I flew a circuit, but
What a rumpus it caused! Flying a glider
on an inactive aerodrome in defiance of
Authority, and a mere civilian too! The
AOC was so furious that he refused to
see me wben I expressed the wish to
tender my apologies. He was Air Commodore Dacre and, in spite of everything. 1 knew he couldn't be such a bad
sort, for badn't he been flying in the
pioneer days of aviation and wasn't he
the first pilot to fly an aeroplane off a
battleship <luring or even before the
1914-18 war?
The ATC Commandant at Rickmansworth, Wing Commander Carthew by
name, Was a barrister of some considerable renown, with the ability to .charm
the birds off the trees. Although he had
actually been in the plot, he duly rallied
forth to make peace with the AOC, to
excuse and explain away the dastardly
incident. He had been briefed on Dacre's
past achievements, and so successfully
did he deliver his "case" that it was
eventually agreed that glider flying was
~~~
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a possibility when the aerodrcme was
unused, as so often it was at weekends.
Luckily the QC of the Aerodome
Flight, by name S/ Ldr Mallinson. a. -delightful character (closely resembled by
Jimmy Edwards), was to prove a friend
in need and raised no difficulties. Eventually the Air Ministry also agreed and
very soon we got No I ATC Gliding
School functioning with F /0 Ted Spragg,
an ATC Equipment Officer.. in command.
Similar outrages heralded the establishment of other schools in the Central
Command.
For instance, a tremendous thruster,

F / Lt Burge, of Harrow ATC, found a
local field just large enough for the purpose of glider training by straight hops,
but it had no form of hangarage. Arriving at another part of the Borough in
his uniform and with a borrowed RAF
truck, he blufted the Home Guard Unit
into permitting him and his boys to dismantle their Headquarters Hut and reerect it on his gliding site. A primary
glider would just go in the building with
the tail booms removed. Hangars for
gliding schools at Bray and at Hounslow were also acquired by devious
methods.

VARIATIONS ON A GLIDING THEME1 971 Northerns
By DOUG BIRCH

THE 19 stalwart pilots who took part
~ in the final regional competition of
1971 are to be excused for feeling
slightly aggrieved at the daily helpings
of unsympathetic weather which descended upon the Yorkshire Gliding Club
and its environs during the allotted period
set aside for the contest, August 21-30.
During the seemingly interminable wait
for weather improvement, the ever·
optimistic aviators would be drenched
by torrential rain, or vanish into the
banks of orographic cloud which
trundled unconcernedly over the hiJl with
monotonous regularity.
However, a select group of pilots
(possessing a pioneer spirit which would
not have disgraced Dr Livingstone)
safaried through persistent strong wind
and knee-high heather, risking life and
limb, to check certain alleged anatomical
features of the White Horse which
adorns the face of Sutton Bank. Notwithstanding these atmospheric and
mortal activities, three contest days were
achieved and on other days many pilots
experienced their first taste of Northern
wa.ve. On the first Saturday (a 25kt
north-easterly day) wave was contacted
at 800ft above site and rose to a maximum of 6,OOOfl. Mapy pilots spent two
to three enjoyable hours that afternoon.
A philosophical competition director
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in the body of Fred Knipe daily
gathered pilots and crew together in the
hangar to hear the meteorological incantations of Ken Winspear. Then he was
usually forced to dismiss them for the
day.
But it ·came to pass that on Wednesday the 25th, the first task of the week
would be flown. The forecast indicated
that a ridge of high pressure would
bring a Skt (increasing to ISkt) SE wind
with thermals of 1-2kts, building up to a
possible S-6kts and tops in the region of
3,OOOft. With this in mind the task
setters decreed a llOkm triangle, Thorntoo-le-Dale, Pocklington, Sulton Bank,
thus sending competitors over high
ground where it was hoped thermal
strength would be greatest.
By 13:30, the official "snifter" had
reported that visibility was improving
and weak thermal activity was in evidence. First away was Barrie Goldsbrough in his Diamant and in another
25 minutes all but Chris Riddell were
airborne. It was evident right from tbe
start that conditions would be difficult
and early radio reports confirmed this.
The forecast ISkt wind soon became a
reality and proved to be the major problem of the first leg, several pilots succumbing to its forces and Janding before
Thornton-le-Dale. Ron Sandford re-

ported that he "was very low and scraping at Pickering" but he later recovered
tQ stay airborne until just short of the
second TP.
Barrie Goldsbrough, after rounding
the first TP at 800ft, hung on grimly to
a very weak thermal and hauled himself up to a respectable .3,OOOft over
Malton, an area where many pilots
finished their first day's task. From this
altitude he managed to sustain a glide
and reach the }>oeklington corner of the
triangle which was circumnavigated ,at
a lowly 500ft. He was the only pilot to
do so before coming to earth.
Chris Riddell made a very late start
in his Phoebus, had a good flight, and
made half-way along the second leg
before having to land. The leading places
of the day were filled by Goldsbrough,
Sandford and Riddell respectively while
BiJI Fay, chairman of the Coventry Gliding Club, had the distinction of r~ach·
ing 4,500ft, the highest climb of the
contest so far. Ray Stafford Allen and
Lynn Brown flew their Capstan into the
premier two-seat position.
Contest day two dawned blue with a
forecast very similar to the previous day,
the main difference being the time and
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length of convection whjch was due to
start I} hours earlier and last for only
three hours, so it became imperative that
a pmmpt start be adhered to if the
98.5km goal race to RAF Ouston was to
be completed. This was to prove a day
when local topographical knowledge was
to be a great asset.
Yesterday's winner, Barrie Goldsbrough, was last off the grid and he
was soon to be seen struggling in weak
lift. Eventually he joined Bill Fay at
2,500ft, from which they both started a
glide lasting to miles before they were
down to 800ft. At this juncture they
parted company, Bill working hard but
not making much progress and Barrie
managjng to latch on to a nondescript
current of rising air and then slowly
gaining height.
By this time visibility west of track
had been described as "decided,ly gmtty",
but to the east, over Chester-le-5treet,
a few juicy cumulus were pUffing merrily
away and their magnetic attraction
rapidly drew the field towards them.
Further north, however. the clag was
settli.ng down to an oblique visibility of
under two miles. This was destin~ to
make life that little more difficult for
those pilots who reached this area.
Eight miles out from goal, althoUgh
their f'Osition was then unbeknown to
them, Ron Sandford met up with BaTTie
Goldsl;>rough, and they decided to try
and find Ouston together. It was not
until the Tyne tunnel was identified that
they knew exactly in what direction their
destination lay, so with the objective
still obscured a final glide was started.
When they were both down to 800ft
Ron f(lund a thermal and decided that
it might be advantageous to get a little
more height so he stayed with it, meanwhile ~arrie pressed. on and finally
crossed the threshold of Ouston at less
than 300ft. Roo arrived two minutes
later,
The inteFesting tale of the day came
from Mike Carter. Finding himself completely lost du~ to the poor visibility he
hit on a navIgational plan that really
could not fail. He decided that by flying
due east he must at some time arrive: at
the coast and then by following the
coastline in a northerly direction he must
surely arrive at the Tyne estuary. This
he did and by following the course of
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the river inland he arrived at Ouston.
the third and last pilot to do so that
day.
Jim Beck, at 18 the youngest pilot in
the ,competition, aJso hit on the same
plan, but unfortunately he turned up
the Wrong riveLWhat he, took to be
the Tyne' turned out to be the Wear
and he ended UD on the outskirts of
Sunderland. Nevertheless it was a good
effort in his first competition.
The first and seeond positions overall
remained the s.ame while the Ramsdenl
Cheseborough Skylark 3 moved into
third position.
Contest day three on Friday turned
out to be the last competition day bdore
the bad weather took over Sulton Bank
again. The task, a goal race to Ooncaster via Stamford Bridge. 85km,
proved to be more difficult' than was
originally expected with only Ron Sandford reaching Doncaster. He was one
of the pilots who made use of weak
wave which was working over the hill
at Sutton Bank. He used it to climb to
3,000ft and then set off. Aher Stamford
Bridge he made another climb, this time
to 5,500f1, and continued the first half
of the sel;X>nd leg in wave. This was
followed by a comfortable glide to goal.
The next pilot, Barrie Goldsbrough.
landed eight miles short after ,the "big"
thermal he was working: fizzled out.
Although many pilots spent' considerable
time in the air very few made any 1'1'0-

Final Resu/u
Pilot(s)

1 Goldsbroul'h. J. B.
2 Sandfotd. R. A.
3=Ramsdeo. P.
3=Xenworthy. A. T.
3=-Carter. M. E.
Addis. R.C.
6 R. C. Stafford AUen
7 While. A.
8 Ikck. J.
9=Mawson. J. J.
9=Johnston. I. G.
Bensoll. J. M.
I I t'ckle y . Phillipa.
!toe. A. O.
12 RiddeJI. 1. C.
13 Fay. F. W.
14 Xerr. R. J.
IS Prov;ns, W. A.
16 Crocker. B. B.
17 Mackay. N.
18 Taylor. L.
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gress past the TP. For perseYer311ce. Bob
Addis takes the biscuit: he finally
rounded Stamford Bridge ,at 20:00.
One pilot on landing found himself
face to face with a burly policeman who
asked him to get out of his glider. The
bewildered pil(}l did as he was asked and
watched in amazement as the guardian
of the law proceeded to look suspiciously
around the cockpit and then shine his
torch down the inside of the fuselage.
On enquiry the pilot was told brusquely
that all aircraft landing in that area
were subjC(:t to being searched.
"For what?" the' pilot asked.
"For illegal imm~grallts," the bobby
answered. One has heard of Pygmies and
togetherness, but this is ridicu.lous.
In the final analysis, Banio Goldsbrough beat Ron Sandforl,i bX three
points, the others trailing some distance
behind. This result was to be expected
as both the leading positions were taken
by men with considerable experience in
National competitions and both were
flying very hot ships. Nevertheless, one
must 110t detract from their fine efforts
in conditions which can only be classed
as poor. The c,ompetition ,organisation
was very good, the' Met man Ken Winspea.r was abso]utely spot-on every day
with his forecasts. the atmosphere was
friendly and likeable and all pilots had
a very enjoyable week regardless of the
weather. Here's hoping fQr gQod weather
in J972.
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SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
are now at

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, .LAMBOURN, BERKS.
Tel: Lambourn 774 (evenings: Hungerford 2058)

*

Business as usual for
Glider Repairs and Maintenance, C'sof A and sales
Sole UK agents for Schempp-Hirth sailplanes
Standard Cirrus
Open Cirrus
Nimbus 2

*
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(*Ventun TE can be used without modification) Scales 1500 or 1000 "pm, 1 !5 or 101<not, ~ 0 or 5 MI5
Shipment from stock upon receipt of bank draft. Prices in U.S. dollars includes airmail postage to
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AVAILABcE IN U.K. FROM SLINGSBYS, KIRKBYMOORSIDE.

THE BALL ~NGINEERING COMPANY, A COLORADO CORPORATION
2140 KOHLER DRIVER, BOULDER. COLORADO, 80303. U.S.A.
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FLYING & INSTRUCTING

SAYING IT - AGAIN!
do we fail in communicaW HERE
tion? Is it in the written word

which everyone reads and then forgets?
I was talking to Roger Neaves the
other day about a number of things tbat
we both definitely believe in. One of
these was the problems of teaching judgment exercises, like approach planning
and the use of airbrakes. Another was
to do with the negative approach commonly used in the supervision of solo
pilots. In both cases, Roger's view was
that it had all been said many times
before, commonly by instructors who
had gained enough experience to come
to definite conclusions, and who had
then failed to communicate these to you
or me-whicb is the point at which we
started!
We believe that a lot of things concerning judgment exercises which you
can tell a new instructor are, by and
large, forgotten until he has gained
enough experience to convince himself.
Let us look at some examples.
A solo pilot. after a soaring attempt,
makes a low final turn-Iow enough to
worry the watching instructor. During
the turn, the pilot opens his airbrakes
but makes a. satisfactory landing. He may
even be surprised when the instructor
comes over to have words with him
(incidentally, the instructor's. approach
at this stage is critical). Let's examine
the reasons for this low final turn, other
than the probable one of flying through
sick immediately after the soaring
attempL
(a) During the course of this pilot's
training, while tbe instructor w.as mak484

ing the approach and landing, what did
the instructor do if he was short of
height in the circuit? He made a low
final turn. Moreover, what did he allow
the ~upil to do if he was short of height?
You ve guessed! Another low final turn.
So you really have no right to criticise
the ·solo pilot, have you?
(b) Opening the brakes in the final
turn at some sites may be a crime, but
watch that solo pilot making his low
turn; wiUy·nilly tbe brakes come open.
I call this the "going-in-to-Iand" syndrome. In all his training launches, the
airbrakes were opened during the
approach-hence the syndrome. Just
occasionally in a marginal final turn, a
glider g~ts broken and often enough this
is because the brakes were opened. Only
this time there was not enough in hand
to tolerate tbe additional height loss.
Commonly this. state of affairs will exist
where a pilot has not been taught that
aillbrakes are an approach control aid
("aiming point" technique is the exercise). So what is the solution?
For (a), the low final turn, really set
the example and do not condone the
I()w turn during training. (If you can't
launch your glider high enough to make
a complete circuit then either get a new
winch, or a new glider of better performance, or both.)
For (b), teach "aiming point" technique aDd make the student pilot carry
out one or two landings in which tbe
airbrakes are closed at least for the final
stage of approach and landing.
Another syndrome which can often
be pinpointed as the cause of an accident

is the "land parallel to and in the same
direction as take-off" one. This is entirely understandable when you bear in
mind that all landings during training
may have bee!! made in -this ~ay. For
instance, the pilot who has a faIled aerotow turns ba-ck to the field and tries to
make a circuit. He may at last concede
that he ·cannot get back to the landing
area. Actually, he has only enough
height to land down-wind but he tries a
low final tum and then stretches the
glide-Which, of course, won't stretch.
There is a further factor which creeps
in here. The psychologist probably has
a name for it, and this is that the situation will often not appear, to the pilot,
to be as bad as it actually is, (It will
also often appear worse than it really
is to the observer). Perhaps the points
raised serve to illustrate some of the
psychological implications of the things
we do (unwittingly) during training.
Further problems of a similar nature
arise when it comes to teaching winch
lalilnch failure. The inevitable approach
to this exercise leads an instructor to·
say to his pupil: "What would you do
with a cable break at 400ft?" (He, the
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instructor, thinks but does not say
"assuming a position in the field to relate
to a typical launch today").
The student makes all the right
noises, perhaps, but what then happens
in practice? The instructor simulates a
break and tbe student makes a decision.
But at the instant tbat the cable break
has been given, there may be' three
jlQssibilities: a landing ahead, a dog-leg
approach or a short (but preferably not
low) circuit.
The pupil chooses the first, and almost
certainly the safest, alternative. The instructor, however, says "No, let's do a
quick circuit".
Now think about this for a moment.
The student has made a correct decision.
The instructor is overriding the student's
decision, and implies that he, the instructor is right and the student wrong,
which does not do very much for the
student's confidence. If this happens on
all his .training cable breaks (or launch
failures) then the pilot may harbour
grave doubts about his ability to de~1
with the situation. The only way ID
which he can build up his confidence is
by making correct decisio~s. We ~o not,
in the normal course of mstructlon, do
much to make the student decisive.
If all this appears very obvious as you
read it, then a$k yourself if you have
thought about it in a practical context.
Take this example:
When flying a glider with airbrakes,
there are two ways in which an
approach can be made to lOOK I"ight. If
you are within the control range. of the
airbrakes, then obviously by opemng the
appropriate amount you will arrive at
the correct point on the airfield.
If however you are too high to make
a controlled ~pproach in~his way, t~en
it can be made to look nght by POIDting the nose of the glider. at, the. chosen
landing area. If the machme s alrbrakes
are adequate, the speed does. not build
up much, !f. at all. If this h.ablt ~evel~ps
during trammg then there IS a real r.lslt
that when the pilot flies a modem high
performance machine on which the airbrak.es or spoilers do not control the
speed to the same degree as the. airbrakes that he is used to, he may have
a -field landing problem.
This short article will, I hope, make
you consider some of the long term
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implications of the things that you, the
instructor, do: The low final turn; opening the airbrakes; always landing
paraJlel to and in the same direction as
- take-off. The considerations really are
far reaching-read the accident reports
some time and consider whether or not
this could all stem from the initial
training.
I suppose this is just another article
which will fail to communicate; probably sQmeQne will say it all again in
5, 10 or 15 years' time. Also someone
undoubtedly said it all 5, 10 or 15 years
ago. I wonder?
FOOTNOTE-A NEW EXERCISE

Most students have trouble making
controlled approaches. One of the
reasons is poor speed control. The
following exercise has been tried by myself on a number of pupils, with considerable success:
Practice co-ordinating spoiler (or airbrake) with elevJltor until good speed
control is achieved and then try to teach
them landings-it is so much easier.
W. C. SCULL
FALKE: WET WINGS TAKE-OFF
WA'RNING

A GERMAN instructor was giving his
pupil a motor-glider conversion f1~gl:lt in
ah SF-25B Falke when .n heavy shower
made them decide to land. When the
weather cleared, they took off again but
were unable to gain height, so hit an
obstruCtion and were injured, reports
A erokurier.
The magazine adds that they carried
on board a flight procedure handbook,
and quotes from it a warning th.at the
Falke has a sailplane wing profile that
is very sensitive to rain so that, whereas
a dry wing has a minimum take-off speed
of 60-65k:m(h, the minimum speed for
a wet wing is 7$-80kmlh. This represents
an increase of abom 10 k-nots.
THE NATIONAL CoACH comments: As
glider pilots, we are sometimes concerned with rain on our wings and how
much more rapidly this makes the
machine descend. If a glider goes down
faster, then a motor glider will go up
more slowly. It may .""ell be the case
with wet wings that the take-off run will
also be extended by the wet grass. The
two factors combined can more than
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double the take-off run-and if tall
obstructions are to be cleared, the reduced climb performance may be
critical.

WAVE FLlGMTS
conlacud
(f/)

Absolute
height
(fl)

AboYlle (Deeside)
1-8
.... J'. Middleton
2-10 L. S. Joiner
2-(0 A. J. Middleton
2-10 G. J. Dorwatd
2-10 G. J. IJorward
4-10 M. C. Fainnan
6.10 M. C. Fairman
7-10 M. C. Fairman
10-10 A. J. Middleton
10-/0 L. S. l'Oiner

2000
3200
2000
3500
4000
2700
2500
4500
2000
2475

5200
6200
6500
6900
5900
5300
11700
11900
7600
117"15

Doncoste-'
A. Craw
29-9

3000

6500

Kingussie (Cai,.ngorm)
W. R. Longstaff
4-9
4-9
A. Lindsay

4000
4000

12850
7350

Hedle)' (NorThumbria)
28-8
1. R. Greenwell
19-9
J. R. Grcenwell
D. C. Paltison
19-9
6-10 D. E. Insle
6-10 T. T. pitlon
6"10 A.IBrown
10.10 L. Watsoll
10-10 V. Lawson
10-10 D. J. O,borne
10'-10 A. Brown
10-IQ W. M. Haley
10-10 A. Brown

2800
2700
2600
2500
2800
2800
2700
2800
2800
2800
3000
2800

3400
3200
3100
10800
11500
7800
3400
12800
12600
7800
13200
3200

Milltown (Fulmar)
30-5
T. G. Armslrong
J. Higgins
19-9

14IlO
1550

11500
9300

Long Mynd
D. Brown
1-9

2200

5100

Nymps{ield
20-6
L. P. Smith

2000

13500

2200
2000
1000
2500
1200
18'50
1400
900
1100
2100
2800

8250
4000
5500
11600
7500
10500
18500
6000
5000
11000
7150
15300
14600
17790
10120
11420
7000
9360
11100

Date

Name of
pilot (Pi)

Portmo-ak
31-8
M. J. Wood
29-9
E.A.North
1-IQ C. Hodgson
1-10 H. S. Meltam
1-10 M. Cooke
1-10 J. E. G. Harwood
1-10 A. D. Pumell
1-10 D. R. Hill,
1-10 D.R.HiIls
1-10 M. Bialkiewiez
1-10 T. J. Krzystek
1-10 P. W. lame!
1-10 R. Walket
1-10 C. D. Lovell
1-10 'W. A. H. Kahn
1-10 G. D. Bu.tler-Madden
1-10 G. D. BUllet-Madden
1-10 P. R. Horm::
1-10 P. B. E. Thompson

Heigllt
wal,'e

1000
2500
1400
1800
1400
2360
2100

WQl',-

cotllacud

E. A. North
J. N. Wardle
P. VII. James
G. D. But1e'~-Madden
G. D. Blltler-Madden
A. Sambale
P. W.James
M. A. Howald
E. A. North
A. D. PurneIJ
J. N. Stevenson
P. W. Lever
P. W. Lever
R. Morris
L. ROlter
R. Gordon
J. H, ~. PartinglOn
N. A. Dcan
N. A. Dean
A. Milne
P. W. Lever
J. Dunn

1-10
1-10
3-10
7-10
8-10
8-10
8-10
11·10
11-10
11-10
16-10
18-10
18-10
18-1'0
H~-IO

18-10
18-10
18-10
20-10
20-10
20-10
20-10

Shobdon
6-10 M. C. Costin
9-10 M. C. Costio
SUltan
15·7
21-8
30-9
1-10
7-10
7-10
8-10
9-10
10-10
23-10
23·1(}

Vsk
30-8
30-8
30-8
30·8
30-8
3(·8
31-8
8-10
9·10
9-10
9-10
9-10
10-10

Bank
A. T. Kenworthy

R. F. Tindall
R. F. Tindall
J. G. Johnston
P. Lazenby
P. Lazenbv
G. B. Ventre..
M. Carter
P. Lazenby
P. G. King

9250

4900
5500
5800
7700
9800

6400

14800
17300
7340
35QO
3000
5800
6500
6200
6700
7000
5000
82()1)
3800
4800

2340
1200
1200
3000
3500
2500
2500
.2500
2500
900
1200
2300

1700
2000
3500
3800
2000
1300
1400
2000

13400
5000
11300
8800
12000
J4400
8700

•
•
Plus a- large range of aero tyres and

1900
2100

4000
14700
11300

A.R.B. approved welcfing facilities

tubes-English and Metric sizes

113~0

5000

3300
3650
4300
5300
4100
7200
5500
6000

•

G.!._1. Birch Plywood-sheets ali>prox.
50" x 50"; 3, 2.5, 2 and 1.5 mm. in 5
laminate. 1.5, 1.2, 1.0 and O.8mm. in
3 laminate. Pre-formed leading edge
diagonal Ply in stock or made up to
order

•

6600

10200
4200
9400

Barograph and A.S.1. calibration

•

3500

ale~>(ueqlleH
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8900
8000

1800
2200
3000
3600
2300
3600
2000
4000
4000
3200
4200
3000

H. Evans
P. Gould
P. France
D. Robert·s
J. Shauock
P. Gou1d
D. C. Pentecost
D. C. Pentecost
T. L. )anson
P. S. Wybrow
L. Ballard
A. Da"id

London Sailplanes Ltd.,
U.K. Agents for R. Tost and
A. Schleicher, have a large
range of spares and exchange
service items

Our stock ,includes metriea.nd A.G.S.
parts, repair materials for steel tube,
wooden and glass fibre sailplanes.
Fabric, Dope's (Titanine, Cel!on and
Rhodius). P.l,L., A.S.I.'s and VariometeFs in stock a:so comprehensive
range of glider instruments and
accessories

iooo

J. Shallock

9l£

(/t)
2.500
2020
18002400
2700
2000
3300
2500
3000

7200
4500 .

J. B. Goldsbrough

O'31~l:lIV

Absorute
height
(jt)
14500

Height

Name of
pilot (PI)

Date
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Telephone: Dunstabre 62068
or write for lists to:
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DunstabJe Downs,
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THE KESTREL IN THE ALPS
By HUMPHRY DIMOCK
to many teething troubles
O WING
and delays by the weather and other

things, my new Kestrel was not fully
operational until after we had arrived at
Vinon in the southern French Alps on
rune 22-five days before the International Mountain Soaring Contest was
due to begin.
One of the first things I noticed about
the Kestrel was the reduction in aileron
drag compared witll all my previous
gliders. This must be due to the effect
of the "f1aperons", the flaps which are
continuous from the fuselage to the
ailerons, and which act with the ailerons
except when fully depressed for landing.
We found that we did not need to watch
the Yl\W string so carefully. By "we" I
mean myself and my crew chief Timothy
Simmonds who, by the time the competitions started, had flown the Kestrel
almost as much as myself. The other
crew members were my wife Patsy and
niece Sallyanne. Another important improvement about this machine is the
absence of "shake" when cruising at
high speeds of 100 knots or more. I
make the comparison with the Diamant,
Dart, and all the Skylark range which I
have had in the last decade.
A STREAM OF SWIFTS

The firSt task set was a 300km triangle
via La Baume and Giiillestre under a
completely overcast sky, a condition
which is very unusual in this district.
The first leg was into the teeth of a
very strong NW wind. Playing for safety
I flew north up the valley towards St
Auban aerodrome (25 miles) near where
the Montagne de Lure runs west so that
I could slope-soar on to the track.
I spotted a stream of swifts flying in
the same direction and flew UDder them,
adjusting my speed to their speed, which
was a steady 48kts. They were foUowing
a weak sort of wave which took me to
an untidy group of mountains to the east
of St Auban. After slope-soaring with
birds and gliders it took me three hours
to get enough height to cross the valley
to the windward of the Montagne de
\88

Lure, which was only 30 miles from
home. By this time the wind had backed
towards the west and I could not climb
the 5,OOOft peak further along the ridge.
Then I learned on the RT that so
many pilots had landed out that the task
was cancelled. At this time the clouds
blew away and in the sunshine I was
able to fly the anabatic and orographic
upcurrents within easy reach of St Auban
aerodrome. Eventually, in response to
my crew's strong suggestions, I flew
home to Vinon after 5i- hours of an
interesting flight.
On June 28, a 217km triangle was set
via Moustiers (24 miles to the east across
a plain 2,5OOft ASL, where there are
good mountains for anabatic air currents) and ravines. Due to the strong
wind, the thermals were very weak and
broken and I was one of the five unlucky 'Pilots who failt:d to reach Moustiers. Ten of the 19 others wllo did reach
Moustiers managed to complete the circuit. I had run into 10kt sink when only
100ft above the ground and was lucky
to find a patch to land on.
THANKS TO ALLAH

June 29 was pretty with lenticular
clouds caused by the strong wind, and
a 152km flat triangle was set. The CFI
of St Auban was one of the officials and
he gave me a very good briefing. This
was ,to fly the primary wave behind the
range of the Montagne de Luberon to
the first turnpoint at Merindol, 47km to
the west, then return to Vinon in the
wave with enough height to fly north to
Pont les Mees (TP 2) and return again
to Vinon.
Flying at 60kts to Merindol without
circling, I was able to climb to 11,000ft.
Maintaining this height, I was able to
fly at 80kts back to Vinon and to the
second turnpoint, from where I flew at
lookts most of the way home. My "John
WilIie" calculator was very usefuL The
Kestrel did the trip in 88 minutes and
beat the field by half-an-hour. This was
one of the loveliest flights I have ever
made. The visibility was more than

100 miles and I could see a large part
of the Mediterranean coast. The sc~nery
was so spectacular that I was remlOded
of a,n Indian friend of m.ine who, on a
similar flight, was. so emQtlOnally affecte.d
that he folded hIs arms and bowed hIS
head .and said thanks to AJlah for allowing him to behold such. bcauty. I m~self
certainly thought of HIm, and was m a
state of high exaltation for the whole
fljght. My avcrag.e speed for the tnangle
was I05km/h. My actual speed for the
distance covered, four legs instead of
three' must havc been much greater.
Afte; yesterday's failure, today proved
thc Kestrel to be a wonderful glider and
it made me very happy.
•.. A PILE OF DINNER P-LATES

A 2Q9km triangle was set on June 30
in a howling gale, via Orpierre and
Dolmilloux Fort. The gusts and turbulence made the take-off look so
dangerous that two oo":!petitor.s ji?bed
at the prospect of damagm.& thel~ gh~ers
and withdr,ew. They changed thclr mll'lds
and flew after all tbe rest had gone.
Some pilots, myself included, had three
tries before contacting wave. The Kestrel which has a slidjng elevator oontrol,
did'not suffer from pilot induced oscillations, and was easy to CQntrol in the'
turbulence. My first wave took me to
J2,OOOft and I chose a cruising speed of
JOOkts between the waves. It w~s necessary to fly at 55kts to breast t~e waves
while climbing. The. rate of chmb Was
usually about IOkts.
As I did not have oxygen I was forbidden to go aboYc 4,OOOm (l3,Oooft).
One pilot reported having broken off
his climb at 28,OOOft while stiU getting
16kts of lift. This sort of fiying is more
excitinig than any wQrds of mine can
describe. The Kestrel revels in high speed
and passes the Standard Class in a most
spectacular manner.
Unfortunately, on this flight it was
necessary to go below cloud to photograph the first turnpoint, and. here I
joined about 10 other pilots scraping
about in diSorganised slope-lift which
ceased just above the· peaks. I wasted,
an hour before finding a wave to lift
my spirits with tile Kestrel. In one' place
the wave clouds were stacked one above
another like a pile of dinner plates above

the white tablecloth which was a continuous sheet of cloud. My time was
3:24.
DRIFTED TO A MOUNTAIN WALL

On the fifth r;ontest day, July 1, the
wind had dropped, and a 307km triangle
via Beaurieres and Guil.lestre was the
task. Therrnals above the aerodrome
gave lift of 8-10kts to 6i()()()ft at clou~
base. The cumulus clouds and the hft
stopped 20km from the turnpoint on the
first 95km, leg. The Kestrel passed all
the' other gliders in sight quite easily,
using an inter-thermal speed of 9Okts,
pulling up to slow down under. each
cloud, and circling occasionally m the
strongest lift. Thermals of less. than 5,kts
were discarded, At the tummg pomt,
which was about 4,OOOf,t high, I was
down to 500ft above it, and again spent
an hour in the valley with many other
gliders before finding an upcu.rrent high
enough to enable me to contmue.
Soon after, near Aspres. aerodrome,
I ran into ·continuous 12kt smk aDd ha~
lined up to land with wheel down, when
at only 200ft the Crossfell gave a squeak.
As I could still land if the squeak was
false, I did a tremulous circle, and continued circling for one-and-a-half hours
in the same thermal while drifting away
from the aerodrome across the valley,
sometimes below the aerodrome level.
A Libelle which had joined my "thermal"
500ft above me went in and landed at
the aer·odrome. Finally I drifted to a
mountain wall which had bee~ hea~ed
by the sun and rose to th_e mverSI~n
level at 5,000ft. Fr;om her,e I mountamhopped until JOkm from the second turnpoint. It was now 17:00 hrs and I h.ad
no hope of finishing the task as the
thermals were getting weaker as the
rocks co<>led off, so I went ba«k to ~he
aerodrome at Gap for a safelandmg
place.
DETOUR

Day 6, July 2, was another t~errnal
and. anabatic day, the task bemg a
229lcm
triangle
(Rosans-Segnes-IesAlpes) over mountains far away from
any aerodrome. In order Dot to get lost
among the mountains as I did t~o years
ago, a frienq. an.d~ myself decl~ed .to
detour' round fam/har valleys whIch m439

creased our distance to about 300km.
We both enjoyed the flying, but were
amongst the last to return. This day
had one good laugh. From 35 miles
away the following RT conversation
took place:
Pilot: "ff I do not get any more therma'l, I might not get back, rH have to
find out."
Sally: "How will you find out?"
Pilot: 'TU have to consult my John
WiUie" (the John WiJIiamson Calculator).
Sally: (after a long pause) "Are you
being rude?"
The next day, the task was a 304km
out-and-retum. I chose the wrong cloud
and then the wrong mountain and landed
at St AUban, a mere 25 miles away. a
very disappointed pilot. "
July 5 was a complete contrast. The
task was a 237km triangle via Gap and
Renuzat, on a picturesque day of clouds
among the mountains. I enjoyed every
second of it as at no time had I any
fear of landing out. 'Some of the snowcov~ed summits had their heads buried
in dark clouds, under which the anabatic eurrentgave lift of up to I5kts.
It is a glorious thrill to be able to fly
at the mountain face with a speed of
lookts (7kts below the rough air speed
limit) and do a chandelle into the anabatic known to be there at a d:stance
of one span from the rocks.
Thunderstorms were predicted on the
following day, so it was not considered
safe to set a task among the mountains.
Timothy flew locally for a few hours
while the gir1s went shopping, and then
we all went swimming in a large lake
as the. storms broke.
A GREAT

SHOW~R

OF SPARKS

This day was much about tl;le same
as yesterda:y but a triangle of 166km
was ·set. M ost gliders landed back orfter
the first launch, but after lunch the
weather seemed to improve and there
was a scramble to gel off again. There'
was a line of storm clouds running
parallel to the last leg, but eight miles
dis1ant. I made for these clouds, and
managed to get enough height to get to
the first tmnpoint, but halfway there I
decided that there was no hope and
turned back, Then I ran into a continuous 10kt sink and '.\"as down to
490

l,OOOft 15 miles from home.
I radio'd that I had no hope of getting
back, had J:Un into heavy rain and
would sit 'the storm out in my glider
after landing. Near Monosque, 10 miles
from home, I was down to 300ft in a
valley which we had previously dubbed
"the valley of the wires" because it was
criss-crossed with high and low vo.Jtage
electric wires. Then, while at 300ft I
f,ound myself in an area of zero sink
and searched in vain for a safe field to
land in. The no-sink became gentle lift.
then 4k.ts up, so I circled while thinking
"No, this is imPQssible". I had been
imagining a heap of glass-fibre and flesh
mingled with electric wires. At l,OOOft I
turned the Crossfell on to X 3 and it
still registered the maximl,lm of 30kts up.
Now, after a tre.mendous heartshake.
I was safe and called my ,crew, but
without avaij as they wer.e sitting round
tbe telephone waiting for a .call. 'Suddenly, at l,500ft the rain turned into
very large hailstones, and I flew with
flap down and minimum speed in case
tho canopy should get broken.
Then, equally suddenly, lightning and
thunder started all around me. The
lightning was so c]'ose that the thunder
I;ame with it. Often, as the lightning
hit the ground, a great shower of sparks
went up and I suddenly realised that
it would have hit a py10n in thevaJley
and the wires, aJld set off a "flashover"
as the insulators were smashed. It was
a wonderful spectacle to watch as the
lighming was continuous. but I was a
little ,apprehensive of being hit by it.
When I flew to the aerodrome the wall
of water was advancing across it I was
spotted and told to land near the hangar,
but the downpour reached it before me.
HoweVer, many people still in the normal rig of bathing eostumes or bikinis
ran out and pulled the glider into the
hangar where I was able to step out
without getting wet. Whew, what a save!
lncredible.
The last day was one of clouds and
a short triangle of !Oc3.km (MoustiersPegruis) was set in order to get people
back for the bafbecue p,arty. After an
abortive start I flew around watching
other people getting relights, and finally
decided to make anothe.r start and fly
back to a 6,OOOft thermal three miles
behind the start line to gain height.

From there I could get to the mountain
behind Moustiers, the first turnpoint.
This ruse worked, as I flew all the way
there, 40km, in a little rise or a little
sink, losing only 500ft on the joumey,
while flying at 6Okts. At Moustiers a
Foka showed me where there was a
good thermal above "the mountain, and
I shared it with him to cloud base. Then
in the sunshine in the opposite direction
in which I wished to go I saw some
large falcons circling, so I flew to them.
Now the Kestrel was among its own
kind.

At 9,OOOft my "John Willie" calculator said that I could complete the
journey at 80kts, and at the second twnpoint the Foka was :5,OOOft below me.
On the way back I made use of clouds
and was able to do J10kts for the last
20 miles.
Most people took it for granted that
I would get sever~l wins as the Kestrel
was the best machine in the contest. My
only excuse is that I made large detours
to fly near aerodromes rather than inhospitable valleys, and took upcurrents
to their limit to avoid landing out.

NATIONALS ENTRY LIST FOR 1972
the entry ,lists for any of the
' HOULD
S
1972 Nationals be oversubscribed,
priority of entry will be determined from

1970, p317). Pilots can obtain a copy of
the modified rules from the BGA Qffice.
Any pilot who believes ,his position on
the list to be incorrect is asked to write
to the BGA, giving details of the competitions in w.hich he competed in 1970
and/or 1971, his competition number
and his full name.

the list printed below.
The method by which the list was
compiled was modified. somewhat from
that used for calculating ,the entry list
for the 1971 Nationals (see S & G, August
No.

N(Jm~

1 Hanson, D. F.
2 Goodhart. H. C. N.
3 Filchett. B.
4 Tanner, L. E. N.
5 Grenet. P.
6 While. S. A.
7 Burlon. G. E.
8 Saundby. R. P.
9 Gough. A. W.
10 Dobson. B. F.
11 Newall. R. W. B.
12 Garrod. M. P.
IJ James. D. B.
14 Harrison. K. A.
15 BUrlon. A. J.
16 Slcvenson. J. N.
17 Cardiff.J. D.
18 ZoIOV. D. V.
19 Sandford. R. A.
20 Gaunt. T .R. F.
21 Hood. L S,
22 Williamson. J. S.
23 Cockbu.rn. D.
24 Austin. D. C.
25 Pigiot. A. D.
26 Burns. Ann~
27 rones. R.
28 Greavcs. C. M.
~g gOldsbrough, J. B.
31 EI';[;'~/t
32 Sheohard,E. G.
33 Wills. <:.
34 Livesay. M. H.
35 Delafield. J.

No.
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45

49
47
48

49
50
51
52
53

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
61
63
64
65
66
67

NQ,

N(Jm~

Evan•• J. A.
Hogg. A. J.
Aldous. R. F.
Bridson. D. S.
GLossop. J. D. J.
Walson. A. J.
Smilh. M. J.
Robert.on. D. J.
Belbin, E. R.
Waller. R. S.
Smilh. G. E. M.
Hale. R. J.
Boyle. C. A.
CatTo"'. D. D.
Jerzycki. E.
Wheeler. J. H.
Cooper. R. H.
Wisharl. R.
l.y••kowski. E.
Inee. O. H. G.
James. P. W.
SI Pierre. A. H. G.
Brown. N. P.
Wilhal. C. L.
Kenworth'y. A. T.
Costin. M. C.
Cousins. R.
Alkin'Qn. G. B.
Jeffdes.J. R.
Straeban. I. W.
Dickson, W. W.
SUlnley,J. H.

~~ ~~fc1~ntR.

W.

7(} Colli.on, S. R. M.

71
12
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
%
97
98

~

lOO
101
103
104
104
105

Name
pozerskis. P.
Vcnnard. O. A.
Warminger. A. H.
F09l. R. A.
Morison. S. M.
Welsh. J. H.
Kahn. W. A. H.
Ramsden. P.
Farmer. A. T.
Sbeppard. F. S.
Gill, C.l.
Barry. B. A.
Zeall"y. T. S.
Hardotl. R. A.
Lee. D. G.
Feakes. R.
Haynes. K. W.
Aldridge. K. R.
Newall. Pamela
Day. C. G.
Wilkinson. K. G.
Carter. M. E.
Camp. G. W. G.
FOOL. C. C.
Paul. I.
Tull. V. F. G.
Smilh. An(Z<!la
Fairrnan. M. C.
Miller. A. S.
Lilbum. D. W.
McGce. T. N.
Kroofeld. J. R. W.
J;leane-Drummond, A. J.
Seth-Smith. M. P.
MeLuekie. R.
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No.
106
107
108
109
110'
III

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
12S

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
1'42
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160

Namt
Sitnpson, C. R.
Stafford Alien, R. C.
Tarr. J.
Lombard. W. C.
Woods, L.
Smith, G. K.
Wilton·Jones. M.
Wright. R. H.
Wood. M. J.
Morrison, S. A. J.
NeaI. M. S.
ElIis, C. A. P'.
Smoker. J. L
Knipe, F. H.
Gough. A. F.
Monteilh, J. R.
White. A.
Paddiek. G. R.
Wynch. J. W.
Bellew. J. B.
Keogh. B.
Simms. J. A.
Rood, B. W.T.
Manley. N. K.
Cook. P. G.
Marlin, 1. A.
Gaunt. N.
Greenwood. T.
Watson. B. B. C.
Wilkinson. N. A.
Whiltaker, R. F.
Bird. M.
Beck, J.
Burgess. P. G.
Stoddart. R. C.
Holderafl, D. P.
Wagenaar. A. J. M.
Eclwards. A. W. F.
Graham. T.
KrzysU:k. T. J.
Thrussell. M. C.
Smith. R. J.
Maltby. H. W.
Marsh, C. J.
BUller, D. J.
S'reet, C. D.
Plane. R. S.
Johnslon. I. G.
ScOlt. P. M.
Adams, A. B.
Barrel!. R. Q.
Gale. M. A.
Johns. H.
Plumb. F. A.
Rouse. J. E.

Slowl!) the ",un dips beyond the sea,
Yrnd a grey mist emhrouds the land.
.J{zure the sky and gold the fleeting ,lauds,
5{s !J wing mu silent way along the very edge
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It/e.
(Below, the water shimmers with. a myriad sails
Unlurled - to catch. the last lew wisps
wind;
Yrnd as the land slips past !J almost smell
ghe blossom and hear the distant lowing

01
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cows.
.J{head are purple IIO/lows lilled with dew,
Yrnd long Shadows reaching over earth;
:Around my craft the limpid evening atr
Molds me aloft.
fiar away the turmoil, d~st and nOt!e;
g am at peace - elated - and content
go be.
.J[non

BGA ASSISTANT NATIONAL COACH
APPLICATIONS are invited for the position of Assistant National Coach.
The successful candidate will be required, after an initial period of training, to wOrk with the National Coach in the field of Instructor training,
examining and standardisation. Qualifications are a full BGA rating, a
PPL and good experience of club operations. In addition, an aeroplane
Instructor's qualification would be an advantage. Starting salary will be
in the range of £1,500-£2.000. plus expenses. A car is not provided, but
motoring expenses will be met. Please apply with full details of experience
and qualifications to the BGA, Artillery Mansions, 75 Victoria Street.
London SW1. marking envelopes for the attention of the General
Secretary.
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RAILER BUILDING DOESN'T TAKE TOO
MUCH WORK
By J. C. RIDDELL

are basically two types of
trailer; those which last and those
TouHERE
wish you had never built. I have
made both types. Your wise editor has
asked me to put down on paper some of
the major points that I have learned the
hard way.
1) DEFINING THE OBJECTIVE
It is very important to be clear what
you want your trailer to do. If it is to

be a home from home for an ageing
Skylark, it is likely to be rather different
from the slinky low-line things that we
can build for more recent designs. In
addition, the facilities available may
preclude all but the most straight-forward
shape based on commercial plywood
panels.
Yon should get hold of a sketch of
the sailplane that you propose to fit, and
the weights of the components to be
accom.modated. For those in current
production, the manufacturCf"s will
supply you with a drawing of sorts.,
stating the overall dimensions and, if you
are lucky, the weights and centres of
gravity of the individual wing panels,
tailplanes and fuselage. If you cannot
get this information for the "Gregarious
Bee" that someone has recently rebuilt
from parts discovered in a Hampshire
barn, then you are going to have to
~ eigh the pieces on the bathroom scales.
suitable activity for a wet Sunday
afternoon when everybody is in the
hang~r with nothing to do.
lt .IS very important to get a good idea
of the weights of the glider bits, as you
cannot work out the weight distribution
a~d the ride characteristics of the trailer
wlthou,t them. The weights to take (with
an example) are:
Wing: POrt
stdb

Tip
~OIbs
~2Jbs

Wh"J
1601bs

T al/plan,(s):

Root
88Jbs
801bs
Skid Tail

Total
J38Jbs

4~lbs

20~Jbs

l321bs

Total
Total
Bibs

Once you are armed with this information and the dimensions of the pieces,
you should also note other odd quirks of
the design, like forward opening canopy,
retractable wheel, drilled hole in tail
sJcid axle for location, or whether the
wing is in two .or more pieces. Is there
provision within the design for a vertical
steadying pole or framework, or is the
fuselage - intended to sit in a cradle
bolted to the floor?
A final major decision is: Do you
want to be able to get into the trailer
once the sailplane is nicely tucked away
for the night? If you cannot get into the
cockpit without taJcing everything out
again you will no doubt rue it when
your partner at some regionals has forgotten to take out the batteries for
overnight charging, or even left the
horizon on, the low hum being just
audible as you pull into the trailer park.
2) PUTTING PENCIL TO PAPER:
THE DANGEROUS MOMENT
If you have a drawing board available.

then this can be a great help. I always
used one when designing my trailers,
and this was done on an old elepaaFltsized board propped up on a table.
The first thing to do is to decide the
overall dimensions of the box. You take
the longest piece. Suppose it is one wing.
Make sure that the dimension you took
so carefully in the hangar does include
the bit of spar sticking out at the root.
The span of the glider win be less in this
case than twice the dimension that you
have. This test should be applied. If it is
not, then you have forgotten the overlap
on the s~ar. The inside length of the
trailer must be more than this dimension; I would add some two inches to be
safe, for you may design a recessed door
at a later stage, and this can easily take
an eJttra inch.
You know the inside length, so now
you have to add the thickness of the box
frame itself. On wood boxes this is usually lin x lin or 2in x lin plain square
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edge timber with a ply facing. This
should be added to the nell length that
you ha.ve established. List these lengths
on a s.heet of foolscap_
Now cJlamine the fuselage and decide
just how it is to be fitted. If the wing
roots and nose of the fuselage are all at
the rear of the trailer, then you are going
to have to butt the axle well aft to balance the thing. This will mean that your
turning circle will be reduced, with increased risk of cutting-in on corners, colliding with traffic islands and so on, but
also you will find that the trailer is very
nose heavy when empty and a bit of a
pig to move single-handed. It is for these
reasons that the silent conceosus has
placed wing roots at the rear (for ease
of loading) and the fuselage nose forward.
In ·this way you can get the wheel in
the mid-point of the box and move the
fuselage to give the best weight distribution for easy towing. Generally. this
works out lhat the centre of gravity of
the loaded trailer is a short distance forward of the axle, and gives a loaded
weight of 20lb on the car hitch. There

is very little difference between the loaded
and unloaded conditions with this layout.
and. as the French say, "Pas de problem".
So we have arrived at a point where
we can see the way the trailer is to be
laid Qut, how long it is. and where the
wheels will come. We know the fin is at
the rear and thus the overall height of
the box can be established. To save you
mental stress, it will be about 4ft high
and 4ft wide. To add a little style to the
thing, the front eight feet of roof can be
lowered at the front end to 3ft, and this
gives a reduced frontal area and slightly
less wind resistant. It will probably bring
the trailer into the turbulent wake of the
car, and this will be an advantage.
3) MATERIALS TO HAND

A brave journey to the local woodyard has established ,that you can get
waterproof resin bonded plywood in 8ft
x 4ft sheets. This is the stuff f.or the outside. and I feel it should not be less than
3mm (tin) thick. or it will weave in practice, and give a shoddy look to your

New Oxygen Equipment
Designed for Use in
Gliders
Also 750 litre oxygen bottle
Your enquiries will be welcomed

ROTARY PRECISION LTD.
KINGUSSIE
INVERNESS-SHIRE
Tel:
SCOTLAND
49·1

Kingussie 435/6

trailer very soon. You will .have to glue
it up, and Aerolile is the stuff; but you
all know about that.
The main frame will be good, kn.otfree pine of sections liD x liD and 2in x
lin. This can be supplied by your timber
merchant cut to size. The overall cost of
the ply and timber wiI:l be about £50
nett.
The undergear and hitch will cost
about £40 and the lighting and cable will
be about .£12. Paint. will amount to about
(]O if you buy new, but usually tQe
finished work can be finished in paint
at a lesser cost if you look .around. To
this cost you may haye to add the cost
of the steel underfrarne if you fit one.
Some sleel work is requi red ·to attach
tbe hitch to the boX of the trailer.
The axle cah be bolted to the lower
Iongeron with fom ,tin coach baIts. Note
that the lower lQngeron should be I<x:ally
thickened to support the concentrated
load into the trailer box at this point.
4) STRESSING THE TRAIl.E~ BOX

We now have the. full amount of information to stress the trailc::r box. Ihis
consists of: I) Overall dimensions, inside
and out; 2) weights of the components:
3) weight and size of materials; and 4)
approximate costs of the total material.
As I said earlier, th~ wing's position
and centre of gravity has little scope for
adjustment. so put the loads at the tip
and foot into the line drawing of the
trailer box. Put in the reaction load for
the axle at mid-point. Put in the hitch
load at the line of action of the hitch.
These two figures should. add up to the
total weight of the trailer and sailplane,
le s the weight of the axle and wheels.
Now, the position of the fuselage can
b~ establ;shed by simple moments. This
Will tell you where the loads are to be
taken on the trailer box. If you. assume
that this is all, then the trailer will not
be s!r0!1g enough. These loads must be
multIplied by a factor of five to give a
reasonable structure. For simplicity, the
l,?ads are a:ll assumed to be taken in the
PlOe frame, with an ultimate stress in
pme of tensile 8,OOOpsi and compression

4,OOOpsi.

Ihe position of the supports
box arll determined by the size
ply'Woo~ panels to be used. These
are spliced at 8: I. This means

in the
of the
panels
a lin

STORCOMM
lh'e POWER.FUl glider radio
•

1-8 watt Irensmitrer

• sensitive. muted ,-:cei-'cr
• plioces from (69
Send for detai:s of model TR,6701·S

G. E. STOREY & CO.

P·.O. Box ",
SUNBURY'ON-THAMES, M:':dx.
Telephone .84422

wide splice on an tin thick ply. Thus the
centre of the verticals occur at 95in
centres. The ply will need a diagonal
stiffener on this length between the uprights.
Now that the frame is defined, a force
diagram is required to establish the loads
in the structure. This is quite easy. It will
be seen that the greatest loads occur in
the midrlle, over the wheels, as would
be expected.
5) ADDITIONAL POINTS
The roof has to be curved to stiffen

the panel. and to allow the rain to run
off. But these roofs are made out of the
ubiquitQUS 8ft x 4ft panels, and as they
are radiused, the sides of the trailer must
be bent inwards at the top to ensure
that the roof length along the radius is
not more' than four feet.
The floor is made of the tin or .J-in ply
stiffened at the verticals and at tAe point
loads of the fuselage wheel and the wing
roots. It should be painted with bitumen
paint underneath, and varnished on top.
as should the whole inside of the trailer.
As they stay outside most of the time,
damp protection is most important.
The wiring diagram is standard to all
trailers. The fittings can be obtained
fwm most accessory shops. These da')'s.
two triangular reflectors are required, and
so are the four side reflectors and marker lights. Internal lights are easily connected into the .circuit if the small pushin connectors are used. I prefer these. for
they are easy to fit .and look well.
So now you have your very own
trailer. It should weigh about 6cwts and
tow well. It should be a credit to your
syndicate and have taken you about 200
hours' work.
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.. . OR TOO MUCH MONEY
By R. H. D. RUCK

(Sorry, chummy, budget is looking
sick.)
En.ough sheets of tin plywood from packlng cases fo' floo' from a helpful f,iend
=one double Scotch
Second-hand ball hilCh
Pints of beer for various bilS from friends
approx.
Angle iron f,om bedsleads
Credit f,o'" Mini

0.32
2.25
1.00
0.00
30.07
5.00
25.07

is this?
W HAT
latlding? No,

A very short field
not quite, just One
more side to flying a: glider on a shoe·
string.
Two likely lads purchase a glider, no
trailer. Bright spark me says I'll build a
trailer (never even built a rabbit hutch
before).
;'What with?" says my .chummy. UNo
funds, rent s.pent."
"With rl!lbbish,," says I; on a budpt of
£20.
INGREDIENTS

Many visits to scrap yard supermarkets.
Upright formerS" from Cadbury's cake vans
Top. formers from IWO BMC LD vans
PlywQQd from umpleen .. ns
Lights
Bulbs
(keep b,acke,s. "'rews. boils-needed)

£p
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Buy mini-van with gQod rear subframe
for £5. Ke'ep rear subframe and sell rest
for £10. Credit £5.
£p
Aluminium door sur-round a.od guttering
f'om 1937 Albion L.orry
Roof uir vents frQl11 Sewl Ford Thames van
Luck}! purchase of six 5hecls 1iR. fibre
glass. 14ft by 9f[ @ £1.00 each
Resin and glue
Shop aroI)nd for di.scorHinucd paint lines
Welding 00 ex' ended Mjni subf,a",e and
various

Two good ly,es and 'ubes
Some bolt5. screws and nails we had to
purchase
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0.00
0.00
6.00
5.50
3.50
5.00
5.00
1.50

Now, commandeer back lawn, get up
at five o'clock each morning, do three
hours banging before normal duties for
three months. Partner comes to help on
different days, but has to be watched if
there is fresh cream for sustenance
because he will scoff the lot.
Bless an understanding wife, borrow
two dozen hay bales, and you get !:he
picture at the beginning of the article~
heaving a 30ft trailer over a 4ft wall.
Out through my good neighbour's
patch, and some very satisfactory r,oad
tests.
PS: Many thanks to many friends
and especially the previous owner of the
glider for lending us his trailer until his
shiny new Libelle arrived.
PPS: No TRAILER ORDERS TAKEN.

( EQUIPMENT NEWS)
PZL INSTRUMeNT DEVELOPMENTS
FOR 1972-

"MINIATURISED" variometers to suit
the smaller panels are being developed
by PZL; they wi:1I be the same size as
the firm's miniaturised turn and slip indIcators, under 3in. in ·diameter. A
variometer registerin,g from o-20kts is
also being produced, and a ligbter and
more compact oxygen system is being
developed.. A 9·volt turn and slip indicator is also being considered. Details
from loon Struguell, Daltrade Ltd, 110
Cannon Street, London, EC4, telephone
01·623 5464" or at home evenings lelephone Boume End 23458.

METAL TRAILER
AVAILABLE

L AND S M AN'S of
untingdon has mtroduced a metal glider
trailer. A unit with interior dimensions 26ft
3jn long, 4ft 2in wide
and 4ft 6in high (6ft 3in
over tail at rear), complete with jockey wheel,
full Toad lights and two
interior lights will cost £346 plus £50 for
interior fittings. Units which need to be
longer will only add a few pounds to the
price, Mr D. Spreckley of Landsman's
says.
It was decided to add this enterprise
to the company's business (which is the
building of commercial mobile units like
site offices and laboratories) after Mr
Spreckley had joined tbe Coventry Gliding Club and was "pretty shaken by the
hotch-patch of amateur-built monstrosities there were around."
Features include the fitting of "antigatepost" guards in front of the mudguards and the tail-carrying section being
built high enough for a man to stand
up in (giving some protection in bad
weather). The wing-tip is carried in a
sling, the base 'of which is made of
heavy carpet. material so that it ,conforms
to the precise shape of the wing. These
run in on King sliding door fittings with
nylon runn~rs-"This seems a better idea
than the tr,olIey."
..
Details from D. Spreckley, Landsman's
~Co-owneFShip) Ltd, Buckden, HuntIngdon PEI8 9UJ.
GLASS TRAILERS FROM TORVA

TO RVA deli vered its first glass trailer to
a customer at the end of September. This
\ as a streamline form on the 4ft x 4ft
section basis and is designed for the
ran~e of ISm glass sailplanes currently
available.
The undergear is the Rl!bery Owen
15cw! unit ,and the hitch the 50mm B&B
UOlt with integral jockey wheel.
" he main design feature is the rear
Cam" shell dOOf which gives flilll width
aCCess to the trailer. There is also an
access door at the front end, which is

streamlined to give less wind resistance
when towing, thus making a significant
reduct'i,on to towing petroT cQsts and
horsepower needs, Torva says. It Can be
made to accept a 17, 19 or even 22m
glider.
Details from Torva Sailplanes Ltd,
Pavilion. Sq~are., Scarborough, Yorks.
RANGE OF WOOD/GRP TR~ILERS

A RANGE of trailers designed specifically fQr the current plastic gliders has
been introduced by Dr A. J. Watson,
Glass Trailers, 6 Park Road, Chandler's
Ford, Hants. Construction is of glass
reinforced plastic and wood, the whole
stmcture being flll<llly sheathed in GRP
to produce great' weather resistance and
a surfaoe requjring only an occasional
wash. Corrosion and condensation are
minimal, the manufacturer adds.
They are streamlined and have a rear
access door. Other features include
Rubery Owen independent suspension,
rod-operated over-mn brakes, B&B
combined hitch and prop stan<l (jockey
wheel optional) and lighting and reflectors complying with current regulations.
Prices: UStanda.-d" (26ft 9in long
for Libelle, Std Cirrus, ASW-15, LS-l,
etC') £36S; "Open" (32ft long. for Cirrus,
Kestrel, Phoebus, etc.) £425-; "Automatic
loading fittings" £35-50.
Floor guide rails are normally fitted
but can be omitted to order.

* *

*
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TORVA TO DATE
By J. C. RIDDELL

at Totva Sailplanes has gone
W ORK
ahc:ad to jig up the· production

series of tne Torva range. We are pa(ticularly keen to establish interchangeability of components and speed of
assembly so that low costs can be
achieved.
Our experiencc at the Husbands Bosworth National:s gave us a clear sight of
the way we had to develop Torva. We
are taking the fixed wheel version that
was called the "Standard" and have rechristened it the "Sprite".
The S.prite is optimised for high intensity operation,. in clubs and schools wbere
ease ,of ground handling is most important. This feature, linked with the
good thermal climb performance and
sllbstantial airbrakes, will mean that
clubs' will be able to give their newer
members. trained on the Falke, singleseat soaring. e,,,periencc' in a modern glass
ship.
For the private owner, we have taken
the Standard vc:rsion and a,re fitting it
with water ballast, and are retaining the
retractable wheel. This is renamed the
"Sprint". and is optimised for racing.
This will give a sailplane of wide spectrum performance: You can load up
with water, belt down the track, catching
them all up and, on tbe final leg when
the thermals are dying, dump your water
ballast and float home at max glide
above the lot.
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Structural testing is now in hand and
we are building a rig for the '''ultimate
strength" test of the wings. We loaded
the prototype wings before we flew it
and found them to exceed ou.r expectations for strength. The fuselage was
tested to destruction inadvertently when
landing at Sutton Bank. and tbe structure
failed progressively, showing the excellence of the design. It is pot intended to
rebuild this fuselage, and it will be used
as a mock-up to wQrk out the cockpit
layout.
Detail modifications have been carried
out on the fuselage. We have inc(eased
the wing incidence to improve forward
vision, and we have raised the tailplane
to improve ground clearance.
It is interesting to note that there
have been a number of accidents to rear
fuselages due to the. whiplash couple
from the T-tail configuration; the lower
set tailplane-as on Torva--does not
have this difficulty.
In oUr case, the rear fuselage is designed to meet the ReAR Section E
'"Asymmetric tail 'load case", whereas
our foreign friends do not have this
requirement
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SIGMA PROGRESS
By FRANK IRVING

HIS is a very brief note on. Sigma's
progress up to the. end of October;
T
the intentIon to provide regular reports
IS

in future issues at rather greater length.
Sigma first flew at Cranfield on September 19 in tIle hands of Nick Ooodhart-flaps out, undercarriage down and
door removed. Three problems immediately became apparent, two o~ which
w re rather unexpected. The nOIse level
in the cockpit WaS so high as to discourage coherent thought; almost full
left aileron (but no roll spoiler) was required to ~eep the w.ings level and there
ere indications of rudder oscillations.
Since RA.E had predicted rudder flutter,the last came as no great surprise. The
noise level was partly due to the absence
of a solid bulkhead behind the cockpit
and has been greatly diminished by inserting a sandwich diaphragm, although
the source of the noise remains to be
tackled. The aileron situation was due to,
some fortuitous wing twist, of obscure
origin, and was greatly improved QY unriveting eight feet of leading-edge, unwinding the appropriate twist and putting
it together again.
Since ,then, six more f1ighrts have been
made by Nick, Lorne Welch and myself.
The undercarriage has been raised-and
lowered-several times, tmt the flaps
have nQt yet been l'etracted becalilse the
rudder flutter problem is not yet resolved.
We know what we are trying to do, and
Sigma may well be sporting a vast and
ungainly mass balance on its next appearance. The ultimate idea is to use a
damper in the rudder circuit to red-uce
the weight and add more elegance.
Other impressions, necessarily tentative
because we have barely exceeded 60kt so
far. are:
I) The elevator feel is not unlike that
of other modern gliders. The response
feels a little Slow, but not unduly so.
2) As expected, the ailerons alone at
sPffeed~ up to 60)(t are not particularly
e eC!lve, but using the ron spoilers as
well prOduces very gratifying results.
3) The view, flaps extended, is good.
4) .Landing has presented no pFOblems,
prOVIded the pilot remem'bers to land
about two feet higher up than usual.
5) Also as expected, the approach

THE A-Z OF GLIDERS
Look at th, na"" and address of Alexander
Schlekher below and you will find only four
lellers of the alphabet missing.
Look at tbe lis.! of SchJeicher gliders below
and you will find it, equally comprehensi"e.
From, initial training to world class, compel t:on !lying theTe is a Schleicher glider for
eyery facel of your sport.

ASK 13 Well tried. robus.! and docile
performance two-seater.

K 8B

Follow-on training single seater
witbcrisphandling and excellent
soaring capability.

K. SE

An el/er popular, moderately
priced, high performance Standard Class single.seater.

AS.W 1 5

'Glass' standard class competitive single-seater of 'prol/en' top
performance.

ASW 17 :zO' metre 'glass' sup.er h:gh per·
formance ccmpetition ghder for
those who only want 10 win.

ASK 14

Single.seater powered sailplane
with excellent ,engine-of/ glide
performance and outstanding
soaring abi"ty.

ASK 1 S

The new side-by-side perform·
ane~ motori:ted two'$8ater for
~raining or cross·country flying.

Hire purchase and personal loan schemes
may be arranged. Or why not let us quole
a very altract:ve I'easing syslem for your
Sclllekher glider or fleet, enabling you to
keep right up to date.
Write/or /wther tl~a'l. without obl'gaJion to:

LONDON SAILPLANES UMITED
cl9 J. JIIHrllIS, DunstClble Downs,
Bedfordshire
Sole agents for:

AlEXANDERSCHlEICHER
SEGELFLUGZEUGBAU
D-6416 Poppenhausen an de,
Wa.se,ku~, We.t

Germany
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spoilers are less effective than airbrakes.
The tail parachute has given mechanical
problems, hopefully now resolved.
6) Rigging is quite straightforward but
the bits are undoubtedly heavy.
To summarise, it has sundry snags,
like any other prototype. None of them
are insuperable and we know how to
fix them. Some, like improving the fit of
the flaps and spoilers, are matters of
careful and rather tedious fitting. Others,
like the rudder damper, require eq\jally
careful thought and design.
Little attention has been given to the
perfonnance so far, but it seems to float
about in a very satisfactory manner and
the stalling speed is pretty close to th.at
predicted. The omens seem favourable
and we await with bated breath the first
flap retraction.
On Saturday, November 13" Sigma's
flaps were put in and out successfully
in flight.
ANN WELCH
ORLICE - CZECH STD C.,ASS
GLIDER

A BEST glide ratio of 38: I is claimed
for the VSB,66-S "Orlice" Standard
Class all-wood sailplane, the prototype
of which flew late in 1970.
Features include DFS-type airbrakes,
wing-tip end plates, water ballast tank in
fuselage aft of the cockpit. all-moving
V-tail and a non-retractable wheel. The
first production models are expected to
be completed in 1973. Details from Dipl
]ng Milan Forejt, Pradlacka 30, Brno,
Czechoslovakia.
TECHNICAL DATA
Span (m)
Wi"i"se~lion. tpplcr STF 863 6t5
Wing area (m')
A~pecl

ratio

Wing loading (kg/m') (m)
Empty weight (kg)
Max take-off weight (kgl
Gtide ratjo at 94km/h (5Ikts)
Min sink (m/sc~) at 8,3km/h
Max speed (Icm/h) (rough air)

10.5
21.4
36.2

NEW POLISH TWO-SEATER

THE SZD-35 Bekas tandem two'seater
basic trainer has been produced as the
result of an agreement between Poland
and East Germany and is intended to
replace the rather outdated present home
fleet. It is also regarded as a potential
export earner, and thus certain British
civil aviation requirements have been
incorporated in the design.
Construction is conventional; mixed
wood and glass fibre, with particular
attention being paid to ease of repair and
maintenance. The first prototype Was
flown it! November 1970 and the second
prototype in March 1971. Deliveries of
the production version are scheduled for
the end of J972.
TECHNICAL DATA
5,,,all (m)
Wing area (m 2 )
Aspect ratio
Empty weight (lell)
All up weight (kg)
Glide r~tio at 84km/h
Min sink (m/sc~) at 74km/h
Slalling speed (lem/h)
Max speed (km/h)

15.9
19.8
23.6
310
510
27.4
0.82
62
200

260
380
38
0.6
200

NEW GLIDERS IN THE
LATeST 'JANE'

GLIDERS appearing for the first time in
Jane's All The World's Aircraft in the
1971-72 edition include the following:
Czechoslovakia: VSB·66-S Orlice Standard Class sailplane (see above).
West Germany: RFB Sirius 11 two-seater
with ducted fan auxiliary engine; Nimbus
500

2; ASK-16 two-seater moter glider.
Japan: Tohoku Cumulus tandem two'
seater;
Rumania: IS-7/12 two·seater; IS-18 16m
single-seater; ]5-28 two-seater; IS-29B
and D high perfonnance single-seaters.
Switzerland: Pilatus B-4.
United Kingdom: Sigma; Torva.
United Slates of America: HP- J6.
(Jane's All The World's Aircraft. published by Sampson 'low, Marston & Co
Ltd, J971, price £12.50.)

BRIAN WEARE
C!apper Lane, Honiton
Devon EX14 BOO

Phone: Honlton 2940
Glider . Motor Glider' C of A's
and repairs
TRAIL.ERS

BUTTERFLY - 13m GLIDER
IN KIT FORM

BUTTERFLY, a single-seater, high perforrnance 13m sailplane with an anticipated glide ratio of 36: I intended for
home construction has been designed by
Wolfgang Ketterer of Germany.
It features a cantilever mid-wing of
lass reinforced plastic fitted wit.h
S hempp-Hirth type brakes on the top
surface only. The fuselage (pod and
boom type) is of tubular steel with the
front part encas.ed in a glass fibre shell
while the rear part is of riveted light
metal without frames Of stringers. The
RP V-tail is mass-balanced.
Butterfly has been designed for weak
weather conditions; good flying characteristics and ease of handling have been
empnasised. A prototype has not, as yet,
been built; cost is estimated to be about
DM 15.000. Details from W. Ketterer,
Aachen, Oppenhoffallee 173, West Germany.
TECHNICAL DATA
Span (m)
Wing seclion FX66-S-196
Wing area (1'1'1 2)

Wing loading (kg/m')
Aspect ralio
Empty weight (kg)
All up weight (kg)
lide ralio at87km{h
Min sink at 70km/h (m/sec)
tailing speed (km/h)
Max speed (km/h)

13
8.58
29
19.7
140
250
36
0.6
65
220

two-seater (see p5(0)i will not be avail.
able for 12 months.
Details from John Strugnell, Daltrade
Ltd, 1JO Cannon Street, London, EC4
~elephone 01-623 5464, or at home even~
mgs telephone Bourne End 23458.
MODIFIED VERSION OF SPERBER
BEING DEVELOPED

THJ? RF-55 motor glider, a modified
version of the RF-5B Sperber (S &. G
August 1971, p3JO), is being developed
by the Sportavia-Putzer Co. in response
to demands from the USA and other
ex~ort markets for a powered sailplane
which can fulfill F AA registration requi~ements. A Franklin 60hp 2-A-120-A
engme, approved by the F AA, is being
fitted and tests are now being carried
out. The company expects that tbe performance
will
probably
"largely
corresJ?ond to that of the Sperber."
data
for
the
latter
is
given
TechOlcal
below.
Span (m)
WinG area (m')
Aspect ratio
Wing loading (kg/m')
Empty weight (kg)
Ma" takeoff weigh.t (kg)

----

Power un't. Sportavia-Limbach SL 1700 E
Power (hp)
Ma" power loading (kg/hp)
Rate of climb, power on (m/sec)

17.02
19
15.25
35.79
460

680

68
10
3

COBRA 15 AVAILABLE IN BRITAIN
NEXT YEAR

DALTRADE Ltd has taken over the
agency in Britain for Polish gliders
fr~m Norco Aviation Ltd. The Cobra 15
will be available in 1972 with a
demonstration model (based ~t Booker)
du.e to arri.ve after Christmas, 1971. Tbe
pn.ce of thiS Standard Class glider which
fimshed second and third in the World
Champi(;:mships at Marfa will be £2,800
landed In the UK. Instruments include
two variometers, ASl, turn and slip and
comp~ss. An oxygen system can be
supplied for £110. (For technical data
'
see S & G, October 1970, p358).
The. Cobra J7 will not be produced.
Jhe . Plrat and Bocian are still in pro··
buctt0!l, and. the Foka 5 wiII continue to
e ~Ullt until the Cobra is in full pro~hctlon. (possibly about Mareh. 1972).
. e pnce of the Fob 5 is £2310 landed
In the UK with instruments. "The Bekas

RF-58 Sperber
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LIGHTWEIGHTGLIDERPARACHUTES

TYPE731

A special Shoulder
. Pack Parachute
assembly for those sailplanes
which allow only this type to be
worn. This assembly uses the same
3 point Harness as on our other
Glider Parachute range which this
company designed specially for
comfort during long flights.
YOUR CONTACT:

TYPE758

This assembly is 3"
shorter than the
Type 719 announced last year.
This reduction in heightcoumers
problems arising from canopy
stiffener bars on Ka 13 sailplanes
and the seat harness arrangement
in many sailplanes.

R. N. V. CHERRETI

RFD-GQ LIMITED.,

Parachute Sales Division. Godalming, Surrey, England

.T.et.:G_od.8.'m.l.·n..
U.4.1.22_.Te.'e.·..X"":.8.52.3.3
5U:.!
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[GENERAL& BGA NEWS)
1972 NATIONALS AND THE
1974 BRITISH TEAM

SELECTION of the British team .to
compete in the World ChampIOnships
in Australia in January 1974 wIll be
made following the 1972 competitions
and not in 1973. Tom Zealley, Chairman of the Flying Committee, says that
this is necessary in order. to provide
sufficient time for the gliders selected by
British team pilots to be acquired, instrumented and practice-flown. "It is felt
that aspiring British team pilots should
be aware of this."
The decision was ratified by the
Executive Committee on November 10.
(See also p505.)
The structure of the 1972 Nationals
will be unchanged from that of 1971;
the Open and Standard classes will be
held at Shobdon airfield from May 27
to June 4 and the Sport and Club classc;s
at Dunstable from Augus.t S to 13.
Each of the four clas.ses will again be
considered of equal rank:, and pilots may
only compete in one championship.
Entries must reach the BGA office
by January 31, 1972, and must be
accompanied by the deposit fee of £3
together with the pilot's first and second
choice for the two championship events.
MOTOR GLIDERS: C OF A AND
AIRFIELD LICENSING EXEMPTIONS

CERTAIN motor gliders have been
granted exemption from the general
purpose Certificate of Airworthiness by
the Department of Trade and Industry,
provided that they are operated by
~pecified gliding clubs. These clubs, 14
In number, have been granted exemption
from the regulations so as to permit
tl'aining to be carried out in motor
gliders at their unlicensed airfields.
The machines to which the CofA exemptions are applicable are, the Department states: Scheibe SF-25; SF-25B
F~lke; SF-27; SF-27M; Slings by T-6IA;
SlIngsby Twin Cadet Mk: I and Schleicher ASK-14.

The clubs are Cornish; Coventry;
Doncaster & District; Dorset Flying
Club and Aviation Centre; Lakes;
Lasham Gljding Society; London; Norfolk; Scottish Gliding Union; Ulster &
Shorts, West Wales Gliding Association;
Worcestershire;
Wycombe
Gliding
School; Yorkshire and the British Gliding As.sociation (Which operates a Falke
for the National Coach).
The BGA will be able to issue instructor ratings.
AIRSPACE MAJOR ITEM ON
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AGENDA

THE subject of airspace occupied much
of the BGA E~ecultve Committee meeting held on October 13. The difficult
problem of the Lyneham and Brize
Norton areas was still unsolved and
Qccupied much of Airspace Committee
Chairman John Ellis's time. It was

BGA CHRISTMAS CARDS
Our Christmas Card for 1971 is
takeR from a most attractive black
and white photograph of a Libelle
slope-soaring over snow and pines
in the U.s.A.
Approximate size 7"x4:lh". Price 50p
for a packet of 10 cards and
envelopes. Postage and packing 8p
for the first packet and 5p for each
additional packet.
Order your cards now to avoid
disappointment laterl Also ask for
our latest "What to Buy" leaflet for
details of useful Christmas gifts.
THE BRlnSH GLIDING
ASSOCIATION
Artillery Mansions

7' Victoria Street
Lond,on, S.W.'
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decided that his presence at the important conferences on nationaJ air traffic
control should be supported by tbat of
the National Coach, Bm Scull. The
recent expulsion of the "Aquila" civil
service gliding club f<l'om the disused
airfield at Turweston provided another
uncertainty for the future.
The German Aero Club's proposal
that a European Club Class competition
be instituted was discussed, and it was
agreed that the idea should be 'supported
in principle, although for obvious
reasons the administrative arrangements
would have to be made by Continental
organisations.
It was confirmed that the AGM of
the BGA would be held in Buxton,
Derbyshire, on March 25, 1972, and that
the annual ball would be held at the
Palace Hotel. Stan Armstrong, of the
Derbyshire .& Lancashire club, is in
charge of the local arrangements.
BRITISH TEAM PLANS

PLANS fOT the British learn to fly at
Vrsac next July are taking shape under
the managership of Gerry Burgess.
Nick Goodhart hopes to fly Sigma in
the Open Class and Gearge BUTton will
fly the 19m Kestrel with the carbon-fibre
spar. Bemard Fitchett hopes to be able
to obtain a Std Cirrus, while John
Cardiff will fly a Std Libelle, bought by
the BGA from Slingsbys.
Mike Garrod will be the team's Met
man, John Large the team treasurer and
Chris Simpson deputy team manager.
The Rover Company is loaning the
team four Range Rovers for a. period
of two months from the end of May,
and Frank Irving js making his own
Range Rover available in addition.
"We are working on the assumption
that all the team will be participating
or flying hors concours at the Openl
Standard Class Nationals at Shobdon,"
Gerry Burgess says.
STEVE WHITE WINS NATIONAL
LADDER

STEVE WHITE of the Airways club
has won the National Ladder for 197071, with a record total of 6,309 points,
thus winning the Enigma Trophy. He
achieved this total from four flights:
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Electechniqaes, Selsey, Stroud, Glos.
Tel: 045·36 3129

Solid state glider radio, single
channel, 130.4 MHZ. Complete with
Microphone and aerial plug. Price:
£49.50. Send for details.

A SOOkm triangle UK record flight, a
heig1Jt gain of 24,300ft, a 303km triangle
and a 210km triangle.
Chris Lovell, Surrey & Hants club,
was second with 6,025 points. As he
made bis flights in club gliders, he wins
the L. Du Garde Peach Trophy.
There were 178 pilots from 12 clubs
producing a total entry of 394 flights.
The ladder for 1971-72 is now under
way, and entries should be sent to
Michael P. Garrod, 71 CorwelI Lane,
Hillingdon, Middlesex. A proposed
change in the scoring of cross-couotry
flights (not height gains) is to be discussed by the Flying Committee and
Ladder Stewards will be circularised if
any change is made.
LUJding pilots

cr"b

PIs

1 S. A, White
2 C. D. Lovell
3 A. D. Putnell
4 M. P. Garrad
5 J. J. Ellis
6=M. D. Till
6 ~ P, Pozcrskis
8~B. Rood
8 = K. Haynes
10 J. R. Jeffries
11 P. Partridfc
12 S. G. no.i:.

Airway!!
Surrey & Hants
Sur~ey & HanlS
London
Airways
London
London
Coventry

6309
6025
4886
4040
3926
3238
3238
2952
2952
2941
2892
2880

Co~cntry

LondOn
Coventry
AirYlo'ays

No
of
fits

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

AUTUMN MEETING OF MEMBERS

ABOUT 35 attended the Autumn Meeting of Members of the BGA, held at the
Kronfeld Club on October 25.
Ken Wilkinson outlined the progress
being made towafds motor glider legislation satisfactory to the BGA (see
p503), Bill Scull reviewed his activities
as National Coach with the Falke, John
Ellis detailed the airspace erosion situation, especially in regard to the proposed
Lyneham-Brize NORon SRZ, Philip

wjIls described development towards a
neW BGA headqu:u:ters ("we are acti.v~ly
pursuing the quesuon of decentrahsmg
from London"; bu~l~ing offices at
Booker was a posslbJllty) and Joan
Cloke expl~ined the new Sports C<>~ncil
administration of loc~l gra,nts. Regional
activities were .also dIscussed.

RIKA HARWOOD AWARDED
TISSANDIER DIPLQMA

RECORDS HOMOLOGATED BY
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

REGIONALS. 197.2

THE following records were homologated by (~e BGA Executive Committee
at its meetmg on October 13:
Srilish NOliollal 300km triangle speed,

M. Simons, Kestrel
24.1.71 (in Australia)\

17,

114.6km!h,

United Killgdom 500km triangJ,e speed,
S. White, Std Cirrus, 77.4km/h, 28.4.71;
500km triangle (feminine), Anne Burns,
Cirrus, 67.9km/h, 28.4.71; goa1-andreturn distance, D. Lee, Std Libelle,
520.5km, 18.7.71; 300km triangle spc:ed,
R. Jones, Std Cirrus, 81.9kmlh, 17.7.71United Kingdom (mOIQI' glider) IOOkm
triangle speed, I. Strachan, 57.3· km/h,
13.6.71; lOOkm goal speed,. I. Strachan,
85.7km/h, 16.7.71 (SF~27M).

THE TissllRdier DiflJoma has been
awarded to Rika Harwood, in consideration of her long association with gliding
in general and as Associate. Editor and
Pl'Oductioll Manager ,of Sailplane &
Gliding in particular.
AT the time of going to press, the
following Regional Competitions had
been fixed for 1972:
BOQker, May 13 to 21; li'Iympsfield,
June 10 to 18; Sutton Bank, June 24 to
July 2; Compt,on Abbas, July 8 to 16,
and Lasham, July 22 to 30.
NEWSPAPER OffERS TO SUPPORT
1974 TEAM SELECTION CONTEST

THE Daily Telegraph has offered to
support a special competition to aid
selection of the 1974 British Team (see
1'503). This is likely to take place in late
August and to be limited to about 15
entrants..

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
DIAMOND GOAL

MOTOR GLIDERS ALLOWED IN
BRITISH COMPETITIONS
IT was agreed at a BGA Flying Com-

mittee meeting on October 24 that motor
gliders could enter BOA competitions
as full entries provided that during the
COmpetition the en,gine Was completely
locked after self-launching. The recommendation has been ratified by the
BGA Executive Committee.

No.
Nam"
2/400 M. Pocock
2/401 B. W. T. Ropd
2/402 R. W. Harding
2/403 T. A.S. Rosie
2/404 D. I. Lewi.
2/405 D. Bowden
2/406 T. C. Woodhou""
2/407 B. B. C. Wat.on

Club
1971
Bath/Wills
18.7
Coventry
18.7
London
18.7
SoulhernCommd. 18.7
USA
1.8
London
2.5
Coventry
18.7
Dorsct FC
17.7

GOLD C COMPLETE
No.
31t
312

Nam"
B. T. W. Rood
A. A. Vincent

Club
Coventry
Essex

1971
6.8
8.8

GOLD C HEIGHt

SOARING GROUP
AT SLEAP?

A EW soaring grolilp hopes to start at
Sleap airfield, lO miles north of Shrewsbury: Lalilncbing will be by aerotow. The
site IS occupied by the Shropshire Aero
Club, and visiting glider pilots are asked
to contact Sleap toWer on 130AMH'z for
landmg permission. Private owners wishg to operate from Sleap should contact
n Paul,. Fairfields, Cross Lanes, Oscroft,
T r. TarvlO, Chester, Cheshire, telephone
arvln 40187 (evenings).

t
N

Name
B. W. T. Rood
A. A. Vincent
G. G. S7"'bo-Toth
A. F. Murray
P. Wildbur
T. G. Arrnstrong
M. T. Carr
P. Lazenby

Club
Coventry
E!lsc;l(
Bri~tol

SOU
Surrey /HanlS
Fulmar
Surrey / Hant.
Yorkshire

/97/

6.8
8.8
19.10.70
1.10
1.10
30.5
1.10
7.10

GOLD C DISTANCE
Nam"
R. J. Steward
M. Pocock
B. W. T. Rood
R. W. H ..rdinll
T. A. S. Rasi,
D. Bow.den

Ctub
J97/
Bufton/Derby
17.7
Bath/Wilts
18.7
Covent.y
IR.7
tondon
18.7
Soothern Commd. 18.•
Londen
2.5
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SILVER C

British Gliders
and Sailplanes
19 22 - 1 97 0
NORMAN ELLISON

'Whether your interest lies in contest soaring, designing gliders or
simply talking about them in the
club bar, you are going to need
this book. Go and buy one
instantly.' SAILPLANE AND GLIDING
150 drawings, 11 photos
£3.25

Gliding
A HANDBOOK ON
SOARING FLIGHT
DEREK PIGGOTT

This third edition takes account of
all the latest thinking on gliding,
particularly of the introdu,ction of
the motor glider and the use of
glass fibre in glider construction.
16 photos, 7S figs
£2.10

Sport
Parachuting
CHARLES SHEA-SIMONDS

A practical guide to an increasingly popular sport taking the
beginner through the procedures
necessary before jumping to advanced
free-fall
manoeuvres,
camera and display jumping and
descent at night. 30 photos, 27 figs
£2.25

ADAM & CHARLES BLACK
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No.

Name

2924
2925
2926
2921
2928
2929
2930
2931
2932
2933
3011
3012
3013
3014
3015
3016
3011
3018
3019
3020
3021
3022
3023
3024
3025
3026
3021
3028
3029
3030
3031
3032
3033
3034
3035
3036
3031
3038
3039
3040
3041

R. W. Warren
D. S. Currie
R. C. Maling.
D. A. Head
D. R. Morri.
S. Warren
J. B. Ashmore
N. K. Brown
I. T. G. Godfrey
1. C. Cornish
D. P. Campbell
J. Hirsl
P. A. Ramsden
R. L. Calmels
K. B. James
G. F. Johnson
R. J. Brocklehurst
E. C. Wrighl
M. H. Hassell
S. J. Cushing
J. E. Selman
G. A. Voung
P. Cha rnell
K. W. PictQn
C. A. Harlow
W. A. Hughes
A. E. Jennings
B. J. !'owieeki
S. Knox
W. J. Cummings
r. Lancaster
R. Bourne
T. Jackson
C. E.Griffilhs
J. P. Sutherland
J. H. H. Barrow
F. G. Wilson
R. J. Cohen
S. T. Johnston
K. S. Whileley
R. P. Bond
D. K. Allen
J. Murral'
Ianel Walford
I. Dyer
P. S. King
T. Gore
B. B. Essam
L. J'. Garey
J. Bailey
J. Mast
S. E. B. Field
M. P. Oshorn
M. H. Smith
J. W. Robcrtson
J. D. Hill
A. S. King
J. A. O'Rourke
T. A. Smith
D. C. Parrish
D. F. Snelling
P. Jo. Rowncy
R. T. Bromage
C. I. Cowl'el'
L. S. Joiner
D. J. La wrenee
A. Cole
K. Hartley
J. D. Owen
R. B. Smith
J. McBelh
R. W. Hill
D. J. Gre;g
P. A. Cooke

3042

3043
3044
3045
3046
3041
3048
3049
3050
3051
3052
3053
3054
3055
3056
'lO51
3058
3059
3060
3061
3062
3063
3064
3065
J066
3061
3068
3069
3010
3011
3012
3013
3014

Club
Lincolmhire
Tha mes Valley
Bic::nter
Surrey/Hanls
Dorsel
London
Doncasler
London

London
Soulhdown
SGU
Surrey/HanlS
Surrey /Haots
London
Coventry

Four Counties
Avro

Wrekin
Thames Valley
&~ex

Jmpcrial College
Bicester
Keslrel
London
Wrckin
Derby jLanes
Surrey jHants
Polish
SGU
Wrekin

Bicc![er
Y9rk.hire
Surrey /Hants
Surrey / Haots
Four Counties
London
Phoenix
Eagle
Two Rivers
Cambridge
Chillerns
An~li.

Four Counties
Tham"" Valley
Sorrey/Hants
Thames VaUey
Worcestershire
P'bro /Spalding
Enstone

London
Bristol
Two Rivers
Cr.nwcll
Keslrel
SGU
Yorkshire
Norfolk
Norwich Group
Two Rivers
Biccstcr
Norfolk
Two Rivers
COlswold
FOUT Counties
Angus
Surrey jHanls
Surrey jHants
Banncrdown
We" Wales
Norfolk
Northumbria
Norfolk
Dorset FC
BrU'Oswick

/97/
25.1
16.8
11.1
25.8
27.8
21.8
21.8
71.8
28.8
30.8
11.1
16.8
18.1
30.1
1.8
30.1
16.8
11.8
13.1
30.8
16.8
5.9
4,9

30.8
21.8
25.4
12.9
~.9

18.1
2'7.6
11.9
4.9
11.9
17.9
11.9
11.9
9.9
22.1
13.1
12.9
11.9
11.9
24.1
11.9
12.9
12.9
12.9
15.0
15.8
25.8
12.9
15.1
11.9
12.9
23.9
17.9
9.9
11.9
~.9

12.9
12.9
5.9
29.7
1.10
10.10
1.10
25.8
11.5
16..~
2.5
1.6
1.5
11.1
4.1

OVERSEAS NEWS

, I,

J
Please send news and exchange copies of journals to the Overseas News Editor's llew
address: A. E. SU,TER, j Highworth Avenue, Cambndge CB4 2BQ, England.
JUSTIN WILLS HIGHLY PLACED IN
ITALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS

FOREIGN visitors to the 1971 Italian
ationa'ls held at Rieti from August :2
to 14, in~luded one fwm Britain, Justin
ills, youngest son of former ~orld
champion Philip Wills. He finished
s cond in the Standard Oass, and Jochen
van Kalckreuth, a German competi~or,
writes in Aerokurier of "the outstandmg
performances of ]ustin Wills in his
Libelle, who in his first experience of
mountainous country became' stronger
day by day". The Italian Brigliadori won
in this class; but Pronzati, who started
as the favourite. had the bad luck to
take an unsatisfactory turning-point
photograph on the second day, and this
put him back to finish in third place
with his Phoebus A.
emperatures were the highest ~or ten
years, the Met man Plino ROVestl, said;
they reached 32-35'oC (90·95°F) daily,
and cockpit temperatures reached 45°C
(l13°F) before take· off. Thermals were
correSpondingly good, and two no-contest days out of 12 were not due to
weather, but simply to give the pilots a
rest.
Waiter Neubert from Germany, who
looked like winning la.st year's World
Championships till he landed too far
from civilisaticn, made ilo such mistake'
thi - time, and Won the Open Class with
a total score of 9,794 points into contest daYs-nearly 98~b of the maximum

possible. He flew a GlasflU~el 604, iD
which he made tbe fastest flight of th.e
meeting-109km/h rouod a 156km tnangle. WaIter Vergani of Italy, who had
the large-span Nimbus 2 made avaIia~le
to him, finished a close second With
9,570 points, and von Kalckreuth was
third with a 17m Kestrel.
On the last day Neubert and von
Kalckreuth flew together on a distance
task, starting with a flight. t<? a turnmgpoint 104km to the north 10 Just over an
hour. then turning south, us!ng strong
thermals plus strong slope. wmds ~long
the mountains. At the Mahse MaSSif the
thermals stopped at 4pm due to the
moisture from adjoining lakes, but they
found wave lift and carried 011 .till
Vesuvius hove in sight, finally landmg
100 metres from the coast in the red
glow of sunset after seven hours' flying.
They had to throwaway 1,000m of
height because their maps shoWed them
~~~,;

I

Christmas Gifts from England's
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no other possible landing pla(;e.
There were 25 entries in the Open
Class, 18 in the Standard, and a specially
created "first competition participation"
Class for the single Spanish visitor,
Prince Orleans-Bourbon (Aerokurier,
OClober 1971).
Open Class
W, Ncubcft (Gcr)
W. Vergani
J. v. KalckrcUlh (Ger)
daU"Amico
Fontana
A. Schuberl (Au.)
Standard Class
L. Brigliadori
J. Will. (GB)
A. Pronzati
T. Chies.

Gla.ft.604
Njmbu.2

Kestrel 17
Libelle 301
Cirrus
Oi.m.nllS
L1b.lIe
Lib.lle
Phoebus A
Libcllc

FAST

9794
9570
803,9
7714
7617
7616
9344
8757
798,3
7974

ZEGELS WINS STD CLASS IN
BELGIAN NATIONALS

BERT ZEGElS, who recently won the
Open Class of the Coupe d'Europe, won
the Belgian Nationals Standard Class
with a Libelle 301. Louis de DorledQt
(ASW-12) won the Open Class and Jan.
Evens beat his only rival in ~e Club
Class. Six contest days Were achieved,
from the seven tasks flown fmm St.
Hubert between May 29 and June 6.
For the first time in Belgian championships a triangle of mOre than 300km
was set, but nobody got round owing to
altocumulus being more extensive than
forecast. The slow Fauvette, flown by
Pierre Louis, made the longest flight of
the day because it delighted in wea~
thermals-248km. Ten others made 225km to the second turning point at
Treves. Those in the OPef! Class got
1,000 points each, but Zegels in the
Standard Class beal them with 240km.
Other tasks included a 204km triangle,
211km triangle, a eat's cradle (best
distance 348km by Zegels)" an out-andreturn in which the best distance achieved was 94.5km and a 116km triangle.
813km eAT'S CRADLE; IN FINLAND

A CA1"5 cradle flight of 813km was
achieved by Juhaoi Horma of Finland
(Phoebus C) during the Nordic Championships, held at Rayskala, Finland
(site of the planned 1976 World Championships) from. June 25 10 July 4. The
startline had opened at 11: 30,- but the
508

CROSSFELL ELECTRIC
AUDIO
VARIOMETERS

COMPACT
EFFICIENT
Electric Variometers
proved over 'ten years.
Available with or without
Audio.
Agents througlwut the World.

CrossfeU Variometers
8 Fraser Close,

Malvern, Worcs.,
EAglaftd,

sky looked good as early as 09': 00, so
I,OOOkm. m.ay have been possible. S~cql)d
bl;st distance was 741km, by Alce Pe~
tersson.
There w,~re six tasks, and four pilots
from each of Denmark, Sweden and Finland completed. Mathias Wiitanen of
Finland (Phoebus C) won, with WaIter
Hansson of Sweden (Libelle 301) second.
-

AKE PETTERSSON

WOMEN'S Cl-ASS AT
EAS-T E;U~OPEAN CONTEST

A STANDARD CLASS for women was
added to the "Contest for the Socialist
Countries" this year, in addition to an
Op:on Class and a Standard Class for
men. It was held for the first time in
Hungary, at Dunakeszi near Budapest,
from July 3 to IS. The previous four
were heJd between 1954 and 1969 in
either Poland or the Soviet Union. Besides the countries mentioned, teams
came from Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Rumania and Bulgaria. Competitors numbered seven in the Women's
Standard, 16 in Men's Standard, and 12
in the Open Class.

Of the machines taking part, the Foka
predominated,. but four of West Germ~n
design took high places, flown by Soviet
pilots. Various mishaps. lowered the
scores of some comp~tltors; Irmgard
M rgner of .East Germany br?ke her
machine landmg out on the third day,
but 00 the last day shared first place with
P. Majewska I;lf Poland and put up an
East German record.
Matollsek of Czechoslovakia won the
Standard Class because the two Russians.
Link and Kusnezov, were deprived of
their first day's points for cloud-flying.
The Standard Class had eight tasks,
the 0 ~n seven and the Women five. The
weather was extremely hot, putting a
phy ical strain on the competitors
(Flieger Revue).
Sflmdard Class:

Womt'1l

1 Wimmcmc (Hun)
2 M,jcwska (Pol)
3 H udcova (Cze)
Standard CJau: Mtn
I Matousek (Cze)
2 link (So v)
3 Kuznczow (Sov)
Open Cla~:s
I MUSlcsynski (Pol)
2 Rudcnsky (Sov)
3 Kmiolc!< (Pal)

Foka
Cobra 15
Ortik

3860
3692
2712

Orlik
ASW-15
A:SW-15

5460
5430
5232

Cobra 17
Phoebus C
Cobra 11

5686
5108
5006

WORLD OUT-AND-RETURN
RECORD CLAIMED

KARL STRIEDECK (USA) is claiming
a new world out-and-retum record of
885km. after a flight on November 7 in
his ASW-15. The flight, which utilised
three ridges of the Appalachians, took
81' hours.
AMERICAN GAINS 1000th
DIAMOND 8ADGE

MICHAEL R. OPITZ. from 'Stratford,
Connecticut, has earned FAI International Diamond Badge NQ 1,000, the
200th pilot to do so in the USA.
RUSSIAN RECORDS 8ROKEN

TWO Russian national 300km triangle
speed r~rds were broken on May 31
from .O~lel aerodrome, the Soviet gliding
aSSociation's gliding centre. Eda Laan in
~ FOka 5 exceeded the women's record
y over ~Okm/h with a speed of 88.6
\m/h, while Yevgeny Rudyenski broke
~o~ natiOnal record by 13km Ib, at
T .. 24kmJh. He flew a Phoebus C.
t~ltrteen pilots were, trying the task, and
o others. broke the previous records.

Part of the success was due to the
intensive training of the team--each pilot
flew an average of 70 hours and
3,500km.
At an earlier training camp, held in
April at the Kishinyevsk aVi-ation sport
club, Eda Laan, a 22 year old Estonian
girl, broke the women's national twoseater speed round a IOOkm triangle record in a Blanik. 'She rounded the course
at 83km/h, 5km{h faster than the existing
record, held by Olga Manafova. The
latter had, however, the previous day
broken the Soviet national record for
the lOOkm triangle by flying the same
course at a speed of 96.2kmJh in a Foka
5. The camp concentrated on flying this
triangle.
Translated by Chris Wills from
.
Krilya Rodiny
CHAMPIONNAT DE FRANCE

MOULlNS was for the second time the
site of the French National Championships, starting just after the end of the
Coupe d'Europe contest at Angers and
lasting from July 26 to August 7. There
were six contest days.
Of the 13 entrants, in the Open Class,

SAILPLANE AND ENGIN.EfRING
SERVICES LIMITED
Holmfield Road, Buxton
Derbyshire
Adjoining A53

Ring Buxton 4365 NOW
C's of A REPAIRS
REFINISHING
lIBELLE TRAILERS, FUSELAGE
TROLLEYS, RUDDER LOCKS,
WING COVERS
ALUMINIUM STEEL TUBE
TRAILERS FOR ALL TyPES
FIRST CLASS WORK AT THE
RIGHT PRICE
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11 flew the. Phoebus C. but Laba.r's
Kestrel won and Vaneeche's Cirrus came
second. In the Sta.ndard Class, with 39
entrants, there was a multiplicity' of types,
including 13 of the Squale, but two
Libelles headed the final list, flown by
Cartry, champion, and Hersen, runnerlip. Nine tugs, of Commodore and
Abeille types, launched the competitors
in 4() minutes.
Labar, the eventual winner in the Open
Class, started right down at the bottom,
oWIng to the malfunction of his camera
on the first day, making his tumingpoints unidentifiable; in spite of winning
three subsequent tasks, it was only on
the last day that he reached top place in
total scores. The Standard Class winner.
on the other hand, held top place in the
overall totals throughout the contest,
though he, .too, won on only three days.
Except fol" one out-and-return for the
Open, all the tasks were triangles, the
longest being 409km for the Open ami
315km for the Standard on tbe third
day; just under half got round in each
class (A viasport).
WK-' WINS EAST GERMAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS

A CZECHOSLOVAK VISitor, Joseph
Smolke, won the East German championships in the WK-l, a new Standard Class
glider. Rainy weather marred the contest, held at Neustadt-Glewe in June.
Only four tasks were flown: the same
l60km out· and-return three time.s and a
350km triangle. Onl,y one task was completed. the first out-and-return.
The 34 Gennan contestants all flew

Fokas and Udo Elke (who flew in the
1968 World Championships in Poland)
became East German champion. There
we.r,e four other visitors, from Hungary
and Rumania (Flieger ReVile).
HOSSINGERSECOND IN SWI:DISH
NAT,IONALS

ROLF HOSSlNGER, the Argentinian
pilot wbo was world champion in 1960,
came second in the Open Class Swedish
Nationals, flying a Ph.oebus C. This was
the' first time he had competed in his
native country. Goran Ax (Phoebus C)
won the Open Crass, in which there were
eight entries, while Gunnar Karlsson and
Ake Pettersson (both Std Cirrus) came
first and seeond in the Standard Class
(26 entries).
This was the first time the Nationals,
held at Eskilstuna from June 11 to 19.
nad been divided into two classes. There
were sevcncontest days out of a possible'
eight, and the best day t:eatlilred .a 300km
,triangl in which silt pilots ,exceeded ,the
Nordic record of 92km/h. Fastest Was
Goran Ax at IOO.25km/h.
Goran Ax. Ake Pettersson, Gunnar
Karlsson and Per-Axel Persson (5th in
the Standard Class) have been selected
to fly in the next World Championships.
AxE PETIERSSON

ITALY'S FIRST 500km TRIANGLE

ENZO CENTOFANTE flew a 543km
triangle in 9: 35 on a date not given,
using thermals and some wa.ve lift. He
started and finished at Bolza.no and flew
over mOUlltainouscountry (Vola a Ve/a).

......
The /Jew

Czechoslovakian lrir:1r
performance Standard
Class sailplane,
the WK-/ (see 5&0,
August /971. pJIJ)
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WEST GERMANS VISIT RUMANIA

RUMANIAN
thermals
have
their
peculiarities,
accor~ing. to
Klaus
Harn ach , whQ descnbes m Aerokurier
hoW a party from the Wasserkuppe took
part in the Rumanian Championships
meeting. They were invited in return for
a Rumanian visit to the UPilotenvereinigung Wasserkuppe", a body which
goes all out to foster international
relations. (Yrsac, the site of neitt year's
orld Championsllips, is close to the
Rumanian border.)
Th rmals from the nearby town
started at 11am and rose to 4-5,oooft
while there were still none from the airfield. Then they stopped suddenly at 44.30pm, aod if you had only 2m{s climb
you could be in the last thermal of the
day.
After six contest days, the military
suddenly clamped down on all further
flying. The East Germans took the first
tW? places: Hans-Werner Voss with 4,688
pomts and Udo EIke with 4658. Nicolas
Milhaila, with 4,494, beca:ne the new
Rumanian Champion, a rank previously
hi?ld by M. Finescu, and Zoltan Nagy
wIth. 4,167 became uYice-Champion".
Yun Kuznetzov, the "always smilin~"
Soviet pJIot, came next. RaiDer Wienzek
with an ASW-15, performed well among
the West Germans. (Aerokurier)

KLUK BECOMES POLISH
CHAMPION

SIX tasks were flown in the 1971 Polish
~hampionships at Leszno. Stanislaw
I.Uk won. wIth 4,993 points in a Cobra
~5~iJ Fr~nC1czek Kepka was second with
M 4 m 3: Foka; followed by Henrik
Uszcynskl, 4,844, Cobra 15' Jan
Wr?blewski, 4,801, Zefir 2. Pe1agia
MaJewska, holder of a World Women's
record, took 11th place. (Flieger Revue.)

NEVADA AGAIN FOR USA
NATIONALS

THE .
Soar. sIte of t~e 1~72 US National
Nev~d~ Cha":lPlonshl~s will be in
tent . ' at eIther Mmden or Reno·
atlve dates ~ave been set as July 4

to. 13. .The Standard Class championshIps wJlI be held at Marfa, late June or
early July.

OBITUARY
rosy

ASHWELL-COOKE

EVERYONE in the exuberant days of
1930 knew Toby AshwelI-Cooke. It was
the general view tbat he did more than
anybody else to get the London Gliding
Club set up in ifs pl\':sent milieu at Dunstable Downs. The embryo club benefitted particularly by his understanding of
money matters. His fellow members made
him vice-president. He died on September 29 last and at his burial at West
Wittering parish church on October 4 it
was ~o~ to se~ that in spite of his many
years Illness hiS contemporaries had not
forgotten him nor his wife Georgina who
has nursed him devotedly.
John Raymond Ashwell-Cooke was
born on January 15, 1907. and was educated at Bromsgrove, Worcs and St
Catherine's. CQl!ege, Cambridge: While up
at the Umverslty he learnt to fly with
Marshalls. He made his mark at the
Gliding Lunch in London on December
4, 1929, and from then on was in the
thick of the fight, being a power in both
the London Gliding Club and the British
Gliding Association. His gliding certificate was No 10. He has written an excellent account of those days in "Motorless Flight", a book which he edited and
which was published in 1932. He did not
give up power flying and won the Isle of
Man air race in 1932. He managed to
find time to be a house agent but his
great coup was to bring the new aero!1autical monthly Aeronautics into being
m August 1939 with Major Oliver
Stewart as editor and Newnes as publishers. During the war he became Wg
Cdr, RAFVR, and was given the MBE
for his work on gliders. In 1945 he joined
BOAC and by 1947 was sales and advertising controller. The onset of Parkinson's Disease forced his early retirement
in 1955, though he retained for many
years control of tbe family stocking firm
of Ashwells in Nottingham. To the last
he retained his high spirits and all his
afflictions could not quell his lively intelligence.
T.J.
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The Repair Organisation of the DoncGste, and Distr,ict
Gliding Club Ltd.

-

D. G. C.

AVIATION SERVICES LID
DONCASTER, AIRPORT
DONCASTER
Tel. Doncaster (0302) 56066
Specialists in Glider & Ultra-Lipt Aircraft C. 01 A's.
Repairs & Sales. Craftsmen in Wood. Metal & Gloss-fibr.

*
*
*
*

We offer:
Speedy high quality, low cost C of A on all Gliders & Motor Gliders
Collection and delivery service throughout Gt. Britain
Glider & Light Aircraft sales and service
Realistic quotes for re-builds and Insurance work

Let us quote you for your ne~t job
Alternative Telephone Nos. Doncaster 55861/56101

£365 Std. class glider trailer

£425 for Open

('GLASS TRAILERU
A new range of glider trailers for the new range
of glass gliders
Composite GRP/wood construction-

Minimum Maintenance, Corrosion &
Condensation
Write for further details."Glass Trailers", 6 Park Road, Chandlers Ford,
Hants, U.K.
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(SOOK REVIEW]
Pilot's choice--a soaring odyssey. By GREN SEIBELS. Published by Soaring
symposia. 408 Washington Street. Cumberland. Maryland 21502. USA.
Price $6.95.

HAD high h<;>pes of
when it .touched-down on mr desk. I had read
some of Selbel's work
Soaring magazine and had been Impressed by the
Ihumour
and humanity of his writing.
"Pilo~'s choic~"
In

Much {)f the book is finely written, and, yes, the humoUT and humanity are there
in abundance. I think we all enjoy reading about other people's harrowing scrapes,
and Seibel's account of ridge-soaring along heavily forested, uolaodable slopes in
Virginia in deteriorating conditions is superb nail-biting stuff. Mter the reader has
read the book, I feel sure that he will return to it time and again, whenever he has
an odd moment, and read a chapter here, a snippet there. Highly recommendedand it matters little whether you fly in America or not.
Structurally, however, the book is really no more than a series of very readable
reminiscences and observations on various facets of the soaring scene. There is little
continuity; no solid skeleton of a theme on which to mould the flesh. Occasionally
a narrative thread appears, and one starts on the next chapter expecting it to be continued and developed, only to find that the author has changed to another topic and
does not return to the narrative at all.
For example, he describes vividly' the hard and desperate struggle to get his new
glider, a Libelle, delivered in time to enter his first Regional contest, a struggle which
he wins by the skin of his teeth. Then, in the next chapter, which I expected to contain
an account of his experiences in that contest, I find a discussion of the motivations
behind competition flying. He only returns 10 competition experiences with the 1969
Nationals at Marfa, having skipped that first Regionals.
If "Pilot's choice" were a solitary example of this kind of structural malaise, I
would not be discussing it at such length. However, it is a fault common among
gliding books which try to cover the whole field. A typical example is Phi lip Wills's
book, Where no birds fly. Far more satisfactory are the books which concentrate on
a particular aspect of the sport, like history in Ann Welch's The story of gliding
and learning to fly, as in Derek Piggott's Gliding (of which a third edition has just
been issued).
It is perhaps, however, unfair to cry out for perfection, and in Gren SCibels
we have a genuine talent who manages to evoke much of the mood of gliding. He
IS, I understand, working on another book-I look forward to iL
G.L.

(CORRESPONDENCE]
OXYGEN

Dear Sir,
. .Two points should be added to Dr Saundby's full and lucid exposition of oxygen
In hlg~ altitude gliding (see S&G, Oct, p356)_
Firstly, it should be realised that all basic respiratory physiology has been based
On experimental work on young healthy male volunteers, often 18 and 19 ¥ear old
RUdents. Dr Saundby mentions the importance of health but fails to mentIon age.
ecent ~ork done on gaseous exchanges in the lung suggests that the degree of
hxygenatJon falls with age as distinct from health. Thus a healthy 20 year old male
as a haemoglobin saturation of say 98% whereas the "healthy" 45 year old may
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have a saturation of only 90%. Incidentally, respiratory efficiency is markedly reduced by sitting still for several hours. Many glider pilots are physiologically middleaged. From the respiratory physiologists' point of view many are "healthy" only in
that they are not actively ill. Sub-optimum health adds to age-produced oxygen
deficiency.
The second point concerns cold. Apart from causjng djscomfort and frost-bite,
cold has little effect on the overall oxygen consumption of the body but, however,
can lead to shivering and this greatly increases oxygen requirement (to as great a
degree as would severe exercise). If a physiologically "pre-senile" glider pilot of say
50 years old begins to shiver even at the altitude of 10,OOOft he may become anoxic.
Shivering should be Fegarded by any glider pilot as a possible indication for terminating a high climb.
Chandler's Ford, Hampshire.
DR A. 1. WATSON

FLAPS . ..
Dear Sir,
I would like to add two further comments to your report of the pilots' meeting
which took place at Angers to discuss the CIVV Standard Class orooosals.
First, the viewpoint expressed by the majority of the pilots -that they did not
want to have to change their present highly satisfactory Standard Class gliders for a
new and more expensive variety was understandable. I would have thought that the
German manufacturers would have welcomed the opportunity of a new market and
the German pilots who spoke did not explain why the manufacturers supported their
view.
Second, as reported in "Sailplane & Gliding" the restrictive nature of the proposals upon design (see S&G June 1971, p207) was universally rejected. Several pilots
pOinted out the resemblance of the permitted flap designs to those used on the HP
series of gliders and declared that it was all an American plot! It is unfortunate th.at,
as detailed, the proposa.ls would prevent the use of one series of aerofoils which have
been designed recently showing a marked performance increase over the non-flapped
types: I refer to the FX67-K-150 series developed by Dr Wortmann (reference "On
the optimisation of aerofoils with flaps", Soaring, May 1970).
G. E. BURTON
Slingsby Sailplanes.
Managing DirecJor

••• AND FLAPS
Dear Sir,
In answer to David Carrow who, in _the last issue, suggested putting the Kestref
wing sections (Wortmann FX67-K-150/170) on the Standard Class Torva, I would
point out the following:
(1) Present Standard Class rules prohibit the use Qf flaps. In its unflapped form,
the Kestrel sections have both a lower lift coefficient and a more restricted drag
bucket than the specially modified section we have used. Our present section gives a
remarkable rate of climb and good penetration at average cross-country speeds, both
of which wO\lld be adversely affected.
(2) We have proved that a camber-ehanging flap extends the good penetration
of our wing section to even higher speeds, and are indeed aware that the Kestrel
sections may be slightly better_ However, when flaps are allowed in the Standard
Class from 1974 '011 wards, airbrakes are not allowed as well. Although the Class rules
will ma.ke no reference to speed limiting abiuty, it is clear that any glider from a
country with a responsible national airworthiness authority must have flaps which
function as a speed limiting device also. Although we have yet to prove the point iD
practice, calculations suggest that quite small flap deflections will be enough to speedlimit with our present section. The monumental failures of pilot and structure to
provide this function on conventional sections will thus be avoided.
The only way to use the Kestrel sections on a 1974 Standard Class glider would
be to ignore the speed limiting requirements altogether, and to seek certification in
Liberia, or under some other "Flag of Convenience", which this Company has no
intention of doing!
J. L. SELLARS
Torva Sailplanes Ltd.
Technical Director
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FOR SALE

DART 17R built 1967, in excellent condition. The last and best ever made with
Wortmann leading edge also trailer,
par chute and blind flying panel. Available
immediately,
view
Husbands
Bosworth. Price £2,350 ono. Phone Bill
Fay 021-3~9 1934 daytime BerkswelJ
33162 evenmgs.
S NS TIONAL lightweight mini-trailer,
fit 15m glass ships. Independent suspeosi D. Newly completed experienced
diner/builder. Guarantee. Viewing,
offers, Box No. SG 368.
OL. MPIA 2B. Good condition. Basic
instruments and traHe:r. £600. Clive
Highfield, 155 Nantwich Rd., Audley,
S.O.T. Tel Stoke-on-Trent 720539.
FOURNIER RF-4D with 360 Cbannel
radio. H,an,garage 25 miles radius
Nottinghall1l. Sy,ndicate of 5, shares available to 3 others at £500 each. Alternatively would sell at £2,SOO with radio
or £2,000 without. J. P. Boneham, Monks
B· rn, Newstead Abbey Park, Linby,
Notts. Telephone: Blidworth 2810.

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES moved. See advertisement.

GLASS fibTe materials for glider repairs.
Cloth rovings, resin, gel coat, with
release notes. "How to do it" booklet by
G lasfltigel £ I. 70. Slingsbys.
T -49 Capstan. Privately owned, in excellent condition, complete with 12
months C of A. Instruments, parachutes
and new trailer. Offers around £1,600
for complete outfit. Apply: John Halford,
118 Bushley Close, Woodrow North,
Redditch, Wores.
THE T-5> has been sold: one more is
available at a very competItIve price.
Phone Slingsbys, Kirkbymoorside 751.
JANE'S all the world's aircraft now includes noise data and turning circles.
Why not ask for the 1971-72 edition for
Christmas? £12.50 from all good bookshops or 8 Shepherdess Walk, London,
N.I (01-2S1 0787).
GENUfI4E t.econdUio1lod I1ftI grey ex R.A.F. Flying

Overalls.

000.

Sm.ner

sizes up to 5' 1"

£2.50. large, sizes
up 10 6' 3" £2.87
p & p 23p.

PYE RANGER. 130.4mes. Working
order. £20. Telephone 051-486 2787 after
6.0 p.m.
ILER, Ex Dart 15, £45
T
Da entry 2965.

We've

b

Riog

Air

Met. Office,

,..Ir.,

,d.'.i,

'or

... •• Iuting

SKYLARK 3F, property of the SUtTey
and Hants Club. £900. May be viewed
at Lasham. Contact R. P. Brisboume,
56 Station Road, New Bamet, Herts.
Tel. 01-440 5408.

mov-eme:11 in

feet

per minulo. Co",·
with canying
case. '"strUftUlllt
size aPPloxim.I-.ly

pi.'.

3~"

UBELLE Std. Class. New 1971. Firstclass condition low hrs. Full instruments,
radio, barograph, new parachute, new
enclosed aluminium trailer. Investment
~7200 share, Details J. C. L1oyd,
_1-772 6277 day.

~6-CR.. Immaculate.

Complete with
hghtwelght trailer. Fun panel, including
alOrt. Horizon, oxygen, radio. Approx.
0 hOUTS. £1,700. Tel: Weston-superh
!VJ are 23201.

• 3". Prie.
£5 oochp & p23p.

Ex R.A.F. Sefety ~,,,esses, know-n as "2" ha,MSjet.
11" Blue Nylon adjustable webbing with I".s'.nt Quick
releeJe. used but in good co"dilioll. Ideel for YOUi' glider
or car, £6.30 Nch. p & p 17p. NEW uZ" h.,n.ues~
£10.50 ••ch. p & p 17p.
1971 Catalogue
Pig" of ..,,,.ins, Ull'lping, Ex
Wo.D. M.rquees~ C.nteen Furnilure. Cooking units etc .•
lOp including p &: p.

4.,

TcupClurm & Tent MClnufClcturing Co.
1,0113

B,ixton,HiIIlondon S.W.2. 0'1·6:1'401,2113
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FOR SALE (continued)

INSTRUMENTS from Slingsbys, exstock. Altimeters, A.S.I.'s, turn & slips,
ball varios, barographs glider and motor
glider t~. P.Z.L. instruments. Winter
instruments.
IBM DIAMANT & trailer, no instruments £3,000. Ultra Packsel £85. 4 watt
T x Rx both channels £20. Box No.
SG 370.
FOKA-5 Demonstrator. With only 50
hours since new. With full instruments,
plus
oxygen
equipment.
Available
January. Price £2,260. Phone Boume
End 23458.
TALL pilots in small gliders-Slingsbys
have a thin, soft pack, surplus American
parachute for you. Only £68.
EX. U.S.A.A.F. Hooded Lined Parkas
and flying overalls. £t) and £2.50. Please
write P. George, 20 Halford St., Thrapston, Northants.

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES moved. See advertisement.

We've

SKYLARK 3F. New canopy, new C of
A, excellent open trailer, basic instruments (additional instruments available).
Offers around £1,500. Chew Magna 251.
WOOD kits for homebuilders. Metal
fibreglass dope, fabric, fittings, wheels
from Slingsbys.
SOUTHf:RN SAILPLANES
moved. See advertisement.

We've

WANTED

COVERED Trailer suitable for Olympia
2B in roadworthy condition. Phone
He1mut Morsbach 041-9464305 evenings.
SKYLARK 4. Oly. 463 or similar, with
instruments and trailer. J. W. Rice,
Southward Garage Limited, Wharf Road,
Retford. Tel: 2841.
BLANIK, details and price, Robert Faix,
Barcelonne <iu Gel's, 32 Riscle-France.

.• 1001 Cenuine '.ar2.iD~ i.fe',"1 ~.. t:l'Yooe! •
Hug~ sLocks GOV'ER"NMENT SURPLUS
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT. ine. flying
suits from £1.25; lIying helmet.. anoraks.
outdoor c1othin~. camping. immenoe variety of
miscrllaneous ex-Government eQuipmenl. Ever
sO useful-you will be sure to find lam.cthing
you need-and at • barllain price ton t Send
TODA Y for our 30-page CATALOGUE-3!p
po-t free or 1'1.... call at LAUREN(;J!:
CuRNER, 62·64 Hamp5lead Rd.. London.
N.W.1. 2 mins. EU5lon. Warren SI. It will be
well worth whil.e! Postal customers buy with
confidence-prompt despatch. refund gUlrlnIce. Dept SG.

HIGH performance I5m sailplane required. Oly 463, etc. Write J. Ellis,
Punch's Hotel, Doncaster, Yorkshire.

DITTEL tadios. 12 channel, 2 watts.
Any aircraft frequency. 12 volt operation: swan neck microphones. Slingsbys.

LS-l, Std. Cirrus, etc., hire for World
Contest. Firth, 542 Coronation Ave.,
Ottawa, Canada.

ALL aluminium Swiss built Glider
Trailer. Original cost £850, sell for £450
ono. Pye Cambridge car set £125. All
gliding frequencies, hardly used. Instruments: PZL compass £15, 2 Swiss wet
batteries & charger £10, Kroneis ASI
£15. For further details: Thorpe Aviation, 15 Broadway, Peterborough. Tel.
Peterborough 66191.
MURPHY car radio. 129.9 130.4 magnetic aerial, £49. Ian Strachan, Ame3bury
3331. Ext. 2927.

CAPSTAN or T-21 with canopy. Please
write: Peter White, 69 Beacon Park
Road, Upton, Poole, Dorset.

K-13, 'at·e 1968, white, first class condition. HOD. Sec., D.G.C., 36 Elgin Road,
Ballsbridge, Dublin.
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PORTABLE oxygen set required in
early March on bire or second hand
sale. John Bucke1s, 40 Harold Road,
Leytonstone, London, E.I!. 01-539 6497.
SKYLARK 4 or similar. Colin Street, 76
Copse Avenue, Farnham, Surrey. Telephone Aldershot 21592.

FOURTH member, weekday only for
K-6E syndicate, based at Lasham. T.
Jackson, 01-799 4541 or at Lasham.
ANY Weihe bits, remains, especially
wings, rudder. Russell, 43 Pasture Road,
Letchworth, Herts. Tel.: Letchworth
4915.
SLINGSBY T-21 trailer. Contact Clive
Pegden, Thunderer Sailplane Soaring
Club, R.N.E.C., Manadon, Plymouth,
Devon.

GLIDING & CARAVAN SITES

$LE

P AIRFIELD. Formation of soaring group; d~tails from lan Paul, TeL
Tarvin 40787, evel'llngs.
CAMPHILL-The Peak Gliding Centre
Hilll!~d thermal soaring abound over glorious De,b,shNe
cOUr1 l ryside. Wave flying up to 21,500 f •• t. Holiday

coun e brochure avaHabl. from MI5. R. A. Ha,e, 70
Newma-nRoad. Whiston,Ro'h.rh.m, Yorks.N8"(rclIH\tr~I."..
healed club acc,o"',"odation with resident .nlff.. good
mcah and cOJy bou. Visiron welcome. Write or 'phone:

Derby & Lancs. Gilding Club
Camphill farm, Greet Hucklow, Tide-swell, Buxton"
Te)!phon.: 029-8-82·207

O~;·by,hire.

SCOTLANDWELL CARAVAN SITE

Suitably situated for fishing, touring
and only 1/2 mile from GLIDING at
Portmoak
Toilets, showers, hot water, free
Also 4-berth caravans for !:lire on sit.e
All tourers welcomed

GLIDING CLUB OPERAnONS
MANAGER
A full-time Opel"ations Manager is
required by the Waikerie Gliding
Club. Must be experienced instructor
and cross-country or competition
soaring pilot capable of giVing elementary, intermediate and advanced
instrt~ction .and organising courses.
Power fiying experience also a recommendation. Will assist club committee in planning. Salary $75 per
week. For details write
Secretary, Waikerie Gliding Club.
P.O. Box 320, Waikerie,
South Australia 5330.

D. L. Paterson. Th'f! Well Garage. Sco~laridwElllt
Klnross-shire
Tel: Scotlandwell 289

INSURANCE

SITUATIONS VAC'ANT

COURSE instructors, full B.G.A. or
assistant rating, and tug pilots required
for 1972 summer season. Apply giving
full details and dates available to
Manager. w.orcestershire Gliding Club,
Bidford-on-Avon, Wores.

WE are experts in glider and a:ir.craft insurance. Let us quote you the lowest
rates with the most reliable companies.
Write to
Brian Gudgin. rdarlow,
Gardner & Cooke, 254 Lincoln. Road.
Peterborough. Telephone 68543.
FINANCE
=:,

wYCOMBE Gl'iding School require a
gliding instructor for the 1972 course
season. April-September inclusive_ Must
hold a P,P.L. Enquiries 10 the General
Manager. W.G.S., Wycombe Air Park•.
Marlow, Bucks. Tel. High Wycombe
29261.

WANTED. Full Rated Course Instructors
aSd Auster Tugpilots from 24th July to
2 th August. Write Richards, 4 Bentley
C
. ourt, Sussex Road, Colchester, Essex.

~OURSE Instructor required by Derby~ I.re & Lancashire Gliding Club, May-

R.eptember, 1972. Applications to Mr.
h' A. Hare, 70 Newman Road, Rother~. Yorkshire.

3/5/10 YEAR finapcing for houseowners.
SO mile radius Bath. Sansom Finance,
2 Chaucer Villas., Bllth.
FINANCE for your glider purchases.
Advances made on your present glider.
Fenlands
Finance
Peterborough &
Limited, C5 Broadway, Peterborough.
Telephone G6l91.
PUBLICATIONS

"SOARYNG"-official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Doug'las Lamont. Address: Box 66071,
Los Angeles, California 90066, USA.
Subscription: 58.00 outside USA; apply
to your post office for a form.
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MEMBERS of Derbyshire & Lancashire club are compiling a history of the club.
One of the main effects of this column is that a reader can look back through
the years and see the development of a club from infancy. It is perhaps time, therefore, in this era of increasing sailplane sophistication, training evolution and battles
for free airspace and site security, to remind our many correspondents of the type
of news we think helps to make this 0lle of the most interesting sections of the
magazine.
News of site acquisitions and improvement, changes in operational policy and
fleet (both gliders and tugs), major personnel changes (such as new efl's and
full-time staff, special courses and task weeks, expeditions to other clubs, matters
of interest to visiting pilots, work on buildings and improvement of amenities,
details of flying achievements over a period (but not, please, a detailed listing of
certificates and solos), individual flights of general interest-events which help· to
show how your club ticks.
Copy and photographs for the February/March issue should reach the Editor,
S&G, British Gliding Association, Artillery Mansions, 75 Victoria Street, London,
SWl, telephone 01-799 754~, not later than December 1 (early because of Christmas).
Copy and photographs fQr the April/May issue should be sent to the Editor
not later than February 16th.
AQUILA-temporarily at Gaydon

AFTER the most successful flying year
AQuila has had. we once again have airfield problems. Planning permission for
a clubhouse/hangar was turned down
on the grounds of Turweston being a
safety ha~rd to our American allies,
although we are in free airspace (up to
Amber 1) and well out of their control
zone. We are all very grateful to the
Ashton University club and Gaydon for
letting us join them until we can get
things sorted out.
Before we stopped flying at Turweston,
we had an influx of new members fol·
lowing articles about us in local newspapers. and hope this latest upheaval will
not di.scourage them.
Earlier in the year some members
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went on an expedition to Camphill where
they had a thoroughly enjoyable week.
E.A.C.
BATH & WILTS - tug and
eX,pec:litions

A TUG provided on indefinite loan
through the courtesy and generosity of
a club syndicate has livened things up
considerably a1 Keevil. It did more than
50 launches in the first four weekends,
and in the winter will be able to tweak
gliders from the nice little field at the
foot of our west wind soaring slope at
Roundway.
Expeditions have recently been made
to HaverfQrdwest (sailing, surfing and
soaring) and Long Mynd (in search of
wave).

Our new runways are still abrasive,
but lighter wire and slower retrieving
has put our wire costs back within
reason. As an alternative, the "mark
twO" pulley system is about to be rolled
out.
R.J.C.
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE - site
purchase completed

o

October 1 we completed the purchase of Cock Hill Farm, our proposed
new site (s&G, February, p48). With the
largest single expenditure behind us, we
hope to complete initial development
plans in time to uansfer our operations
to the neW site by Easter 1972.
This will make us, I am told, only
the eighth club in the country to own
the freehold of its own site and we offer
our sincere thanks to all those whose
help has made this possible.
D.W.S.

a sho~age of pupils but hope to remedy
thIS With some local publicity.
Cross-country
achievements
from
Church Broughton include one of 300km
by Ray Steward to Weston Zoyland via
Peterborough.
Several members last April attended
a lecture organised by the Derby branch
of. the. Royal . A:eronautical Society
entitled 'The pursuIt of the ultimate in
~Iider design': by Fr.ank Irving, which
IOcluded detaIls of Slgma.
A number of members have taken or
are planning visits with their gliders to
other sites.
yve all regret the events causing the
LeIcester club to cease operations, but
are pleased to learn that most members
have joined alternative clubs, and we
welcome those who chose to come to
Church BroughtoD.
PAW.
COVENTRY - road repaired

BORD,ERS (,Milfield)-courses for
m mbers
C UN GOULDING continues as our

guide and mentor and we hope that soon,
and in spite of his many other commitments in gliding, he will become our
CFt. It was a fortunate day for us when
a young ATC instructor, Michael Char)ton. came our way and dropped anchor,
f?r we are now in that fortunate posihon or having a progressive system of
training. Many instructor$ have come
from :,far to help us in these early stages
--Coltn, Mike, Ken Hall and Bill Winthrop from the ATC and Charlie Donald&on from Portmoak, to name but a few.
Next summer we hope to be able to
run rnorecourses for our members and
others; we caIi offer accommodation in
e of the many castles here. We now
ve 26 members, three of whom are
SOlo, and hope to purchase another twoseater more sophisticated than our present T-21.
G.A.W.

h:

BU TON & DERBY - new CFt

:OHN EKMAN has now taken over
. rom Chris Duthy-]ames as eFJ. The
~~structor force is being increased by
ree. We are, however, suffering from

ALL visitors to Husbands Bosworth will
be extremely delighted to note that the
dreaded road has at last been repaired
and it now bears a strong resemblance
to the M I. There are no nasty, sneaky:
potholes to get your trailer or caravan
stuck in.
We have said a very sad farewell to
the K-2B, gQne to SCotland after 10
years of ~oellent service with no prangs
at all. ThIS move marks the beginning
of club fleet modernisation and it is
hoped to replace the K-2B with a new
two-seater.
Many members have made the pllgrimage to Shobdon to sample the Hereford
wave-no contact to date but rumours
have it that we are to open our branch
club at Shobdon!
V.G.
DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIREsheep bit the K·8

THE summer produced quite a crop of
first solos, creating fiercer competition
for seats in the two Swallows. One or
two early solo pilots had a go at bending them and one of them attacked
both iD one week, but in all instances
damage was minimal and pilots were unscathed. Both Darts suffered undercart
damage and the Libelle took a knock
in a hea~ landing following an
abandoned wIDen launch. The K·4 had
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one prang and a sheep bit the K-8, but
apart from these minor skirmishes we
have had a fairly trouble-free summer.
Our summer courses were again an
outstanding success, the last one being
in September when a group from Aquila
descended on us with two aircraft. A
lot of fun was had.
AJan Beckett has now been appointed
deputy CFI and we wish him luc1c and
success in this new capacity.
A new engine has been installed in
the "Bodge" winch and when it first
went ,into operation gave a few ultrahigh-speed launches; we are the only
club in the country that operates sweptwing gliders!
John Coli ins and Peter Hubbax;d are
collecting a history of the club; John
looki~~ after the io.urnalism and Peter
compllmg and collatmg the photographs
and illustrations. If anyone has any
photographs or even an interesting
memory of life at Campbill, please con·
tact us.
P.H.
DEVON & SOMERSET - airfield
levelling started

WORK progresses with the hangar and
workshop and we aim this year to hold
our AGM in the site clubhouse for the
first time. Airfield levelling has commenced with the removal and s.ale of
turf from the first IO-acre strip. This
now has to be graded and seeded.
The influ~ of pilots noW capable of
flying cross-c.ountry has revived the consideration of obtaining a more sophisti.
cated solo club aircraft.
The first issue of "North Hill News",
started by Janet Halfacre and colleagues,
has appeared.
AE.R.H.
DONCASTER- Fall<e in swamp

OUR annual general meeting was held
on August 14, and the annual dinner
and dance on November 26.
Our big flying days were July 17 and
18 when a total of 700km was flown by
only four members.
The Fal~e has ,been in continuous use
for training and cross-eountry checks
and has speeded up our ab initio training programme: considerably. On September 13, due to engine failure shortly
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after take-off, it landed in a nature
reserve swamp. Both instructor and
pupil were unhurt and there was' only
minor damage to the aircraft. Before
flying Was aUowedto take place on the
following Saturday all available members were recruited to haul the Falke
out of the swamp.
A.P.M.
PORSI:T - second task week

OUR second task week, from August 22
to 30, was something of a disappointment this year-only three of the nine
days provided competitive flying conditions. About a dozen gliders entered,
and top scorers Were father and son
team Joe and Terry Linee, flying an
Eagle together.
Tom Groome flew his Olympia 2B to
North Hill in Devon on a remarkable
5t hour flight 'to make him our first member to gain his complete Silver C in one
flight.
I trus't that readers of the last issue's
notes will forgive someone for omitting
the word HSilver" in the reference to
Phil Tiley's record, which was thereby
made to appear even more remarl\abJe
than intended. (Apologies-Ed.)
M.L.B.
ESSEX & SUFfOLK - not the club's
year

BECAUSE of the poor weather of early
summer and the unfortunate writing off
of our new Aust,er tug in a cornfield
a<Jiacent to the strip in August, 1971
cannot be said to have been the club's
year. As the K-7 was damaged at the
same time, we have been involuntarily
grounded at Whatfield for two months.
However, this did not mean the end of
all our activities' as the Essex club at
North Weald offered us reciprocal membership and use of their faciJities while
awaitiog another' tug and the return of
the K-7.
We noW have another Auster in
operation and have also acquired a, K-2
to help train the increasing number of
ab initio pilots who are joining.
Our annual dance. will be held at. the
C(,)lchester Garrison's Officer's Club on
March lOo
M.L.

IRVIN TYPE EB.69
LIGHTWEIGHT
PARACHUTE
ASSEMBLY
A compact parachute designed for
low-profile gliders fitted with moulded
reclining seats.
The EB.69 is suitable for Libelle,
AS-W.1 5, Phoebus, Standard Cirrus,
Kestrel and Nimbus sailplanes, and
certain light aircraft.

For full details write to SERVICE MANAGER:
IRVIN Gr.ot Btltoln Llmitee:l

~7.t~;::rth

I·I"UIN

Telex 8 2 1 9 8 '

YORKSHIRE SAILPLANES LTD.
THE NORTH'S LEADING GLIDER REPAIR SPECIALISTS
(JUST OFF THE A 1)

Book now for your Winter C of A
and your 1972 trailer requirements.
Large stocks of glider spares and
instruments.

Minor Repairs
Major Repairs
Rebuilds
C of A Inspections

We can supply anything your gliding
club requires.
---

For personal attention to your needs
call in, write or phone:
Gerry Kemp, Bondgate, Ripon
elephone 3360
(or Barry Goldsborough, Ripon 3784)

Trailers
Re-sprays to suit
Customers Requirements
InstruPlents Overhauled
Gliders bought and SQld
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LONDON·-ten years of tipp.ing

THE most noticeable cna[lge in scenery
during the summer has been the west
side of the airfield; 10 years of tipping
has almost filled the 75'ft valley which
used to exist on the south side of the
buildings. Some 18 months to two years
will see the ground level, seeded and in
use, and will permits<lme re·organisation of the immediate surroundings to
the club buildings and considerably more
space for launching and landing. The
vaJJey across the field has been a contributory cause of mal'ly accidents in the
past, and to a large extent this hazard
will be eliminated befoFe long.
Soaring during September was better
than usual; the best day being the 13th,
when two Gold C triangles were COol·
pleted-probably the latest date that a
300km flight has been made from the
site.
Hlilurs and launches are keeping pace
with last year, there has been a substantial increase in aerotows, largely done
'by the Condor which, in spite of undercarriage cracks and a failure in the engine mounting caused by the field's surfa.ce, has clocked up more than 400
hours. Three aircr.aft are on a shortlist
for a third tug next Year~Pawnee, Cilabria and Commodore.
M.P.G.
NORTHUMBRIA - waves

OUR new club Cap'Stan had an excellent
introduction to soaring at Hedley; our
wave system was worldng on its first day.
The last aerotow of the day ended with

the Capstan and the Austel' tug, with
engine throttled right back, both soaring
along the only lenticular in the sky.
Wave has been seen on the majority
of midweek days, very fr-llstrating as we
at present only operate at weekends. An
.exception Was Wednesday October 6,
when we fiew for the benefit of local
television and wave was worked to over
10,OOOft.
With the start of the University term
we have a welcome addition to our instructor numbers-Lynne Watson, a
medical student fresh from an instrucJ.R.G.
tors' course at La'Sham.
PETERBOROUGH & SPAL.DJNG memorable month

AUGUST was a memorable month. Not
only did the club buy the Bocian, but .a
Skyla.rk 4 and Capstan, bdth syndicateowned, joined the fleet. The T -49 will
provide important back-up facilities to
our two-seat operations at Postlands and
will, we feel, be a popular feature. To
recap, we now have two two-seaters and
three high performance solo machines.
The flight booking scheme has been
extended to include Sundays. The Bocian
recorded 586 launches between April 17
aod the end of September, and the average training flight time Wll-S 26 minutes.
The actual flight cost including the ae.rotow (by Beagle Terrier) to 2,OOOft works
out at 6-8p per minute.
Eighty guests attended the buffetdance on October 1.
Thanks to the generosity of four
members, we are building a Tarran sectional building destined to be the first
stage of our new clubhouse complex

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
Order now for that Gold' C' or Diamond Task. Height range to choice, 5, 8, 10 or
12 km. £59.00 complete with 50 aluminium foils, pac.king and postage 53p. Motor
Glider model, to record engineon/off. £68.00 complete with 50 aluminium foils or
paper charts, packing and postage 53p.

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire. Tel: Herriard 359 or 0256-83359
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and sited alongside the existing hangar.
Some essential items of equipment have
already been donated.
J.V.L.
SCOTTISH GLlt>ING UN10N W itbread Award winner

ROSIE BETTERIDGE claimed the
Whitbread Award for achieving her
Bronze C before her 19th birthday, and
a number of other Bronze and Silver C
legs have been achieved.
September and October provided a
few wave days, widely spaced by drizzle
and drear Scotch mist; the best day was
October 1 when eight people achieved
heights of between 13,000 and ] 8 ,200ft,
with a further 20 between 4,000 and
13,ooOft.
There are several new ~liders at Portmoak, notably three Llbelles and a
Falke.
Somebody
keeps
muttering
"Kestrel" but not loud enough for
Slingsbys or tl)eir bank manager to hear.
The Olympia 28 has been sold (although
it remains at Portmoak) and members
wait with bated breath for its replacement.
M.C.B.
SOUTH DOWN - first flight to
Challock

mE August bank holiday Monday
brOUght a new first for the club when
lim Cornish flew the club Olympia 460
from firle to ChaUock to c0mplete his
Silver C. Although Kent members have
flown in to Firle on several occasions,
this is the first time we have visited them
since they moved to Challock.
The solo members' course in September. ~as a great success, the wind remammg E/NE for most of the week to

lidervvork

:=£:::

C of A OVERHAULS and REPAIRS

Husbands Bosworth Airfield. Near Rugby
Tel: Husbands Bosworth :3 7 5

give us some hiU soaring in addition to
good. but rather smoky thermals produced by stubble fires. five members
completed Bronze C, simulated and real
field landings were practised, everybody
had some soaring a.nd we all enjoyed the
week.
We had one aero-towing expedition
to Redhill this year, when about a dozen
pilots were passed out for 5010 aerotows
and enjoyed the novelty of flying from
a large flat field.
K.I.P.M.
STAFFORDSHIRE -site purchase

AN extraordinary general meeting was
held on August 13 when it was announced that the club now had sufficient funds
to purchase a new site at Morridge.
Plans for the site and further fundraising for buildings were discussed.
Since then working parties have been
active and several acres have .already
been drained and smoothed.
Target date for commencement of flying operations is April, 1972. When we
are operational we hope to see many
visiting aircraft dropping in, particularly
from the Dwnfries and Essex clubs who
helped in the most practical way.
Club membership was well down in
the early part of the year but is now
climbing up rapidly with the rCS1J1t that
the Capstan flies until grounded by the
c.r.R.
failing light.
SURREY & HANTS - 300kms in
September

AFTER a pretty duff August, September
produced five consecutive cracking weekend days, which included three 300km
triangles on September 1] and ]2, the
first we can recall having ever been done
in September.
Our Portmoak expedition was a grand
success as usual. but wave and thermal
activity was not S? frequent as in ,Previous years. The mIddle: Sunday prOVided
a magnificent east wmd wave up to
4,OOOft, contacted initially from thermals.
then by late starters from 700ft tows. It
all came to a sudden end with a rapid
spread of 8/8 stratus at 600ft. The last
glider was on the groun~ but five
minutes when the fog rolled ID! We did
600 hours from 300 launches. The one
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good wave day brought an assortment
of Gold heights, both with and without
barographs, but tbe only Diamonds were
achieved by those who had done it
before.

c.L.

TRENT VALLEY - wanted: portable
building

DURING the· past few months we have
had ·one or two changes in aircraft and
personn\:I. The Bergfalke II is now a
thing of the past as it got caught up
with the shock rope and landed sideways, bending the fuselage. El'lOugh cash
was produced out of the subsequent in.
surance claim and a whip round among
the members to purchase a nearly new
Blanik complete with a hotel of a trailer.
In 86 ftying days we have completed
nine A&B's, 17 Bronze C legs Ilnd four
Silver C legs.
After bein·g 00Dspicuous by its absence
for most of the summer the Auster returned to the airfield on October 3 after
completing Its -e of A. Foggy conditions
were against aerotows so Ray Andrew
took it away again after giving three
launch.es. The l:0nditions when he came
again on October 17 were too windy so
once again we were thwarted.
During this winter we hope to beg,
borrow or purchase a clubhouse. We
would be interested in anyoM or club
who has a surplus bujlding (portable)
they want to get rid of.
B.J.G.
WYCOMBE AIR PARK - veteran car
and aircraft r.ally

SUNDA Y, September 26, was a very
successful day at Booker when we held
the Veteran Car and Airqaft Rally.
Approximately 30,000 people visited it,
aod once again the Upward Bound ch,!b
at Haddenham was most hospitable
when we arrived with a selection of
gliders, the Falkieand a tug. Another
expedition was made to Shabdon early
in October. Although nobody managed
Gold height, Ken MeIl'on made Silver
distance and a good time was had by
one and all.
John StrugneIl returned from P·oland
where he experienced some marvellous
flying aod whetted our appetites by reminiscing about excursions to tbe
heavens and. beyond!
K.W.W.
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YORKSHIRE - airfield
imp.rovements

TI:lIS autumn most of the airfield has
been ploughed, levelled and re-seeded,
leaving a very ·small area on which to
land and take off. However, members
and visitol'S have m~lDaged to tow out
and launch without too much inconvenience and by next spring we should
be feeling (litcraUy) the advantages of
a much improved surface.
Wave has returned at last and several
flights of over 12,OOOft have been recorded. The Four Counties club was on
an extended visit at the time of writing;
so far they had logged six Silver legs
and J SO hours.
New arrivals among the private
o,wner-s' fleet are two Libelles, a Dart
17R aDd a Mucha Standard.
Ralph Mitchell has joined the staff as
full-time ground engipeer.
S.V.G.

( SERVICE NEWS)
CHILTERNS (RAF Abingdon) Shobdon wave safari

AS the soaring season drew to its close
club members joined a wave safari to
Shobdon along with members f-rom
Bannerdown, Airways, Thames Valley
and Kestrel. The elusive wave was as
elusive as ever but some good thermal
soaring was enjoyed. Wc would like to
tha.nk the Herefordshire Flying Club
for making us 'so welcome..
Jock Manson returned from a spell in
the Persian Gulf to take over as CFl, a
role in wltich we all wish him the greatest
success.
Future !,Ians include the building of
a neW club bar, a facility which has been
sadly missed over the last months.
P.M.
CRUSADERS (Cyprus) - record
year

PLYING hours and total CJloss-c:ountry
distance for the gliding year eoding
September 30 were club records, although
the magic 1,000 hours and 2,OOOkm
respectively were not quite reached. Best
cross-c:ountry flight during the sommer

was by Len Barnes, who flew the
Olympia 401 on a 200km round trip from
prastio via Mt ~Iympus (6,400ft as!),
the highest peak 10 Cyprus.
.
An advanta.ge of our lower latitude
(35°N) is the continuance ~f thermal
soaring throughout the wmter, and
members live in hope of celebrating
Christmas with a Silver height or Bronze
leg. The advent of regular aerotowing
also heralds tlle exploration of lee waves,
as yet undisC0vered in Cyprus by gliders.
Visitors, both service and ciVilian, are
always welcome; our base airfield is
Kingsfield airstrip, Dhekelia, 40km SE
of Nicosia and 20km W of' Famagusta.
G.W.G.C.
FU MAR - navy club closes
THE Royal Naval Gliding and Soaring

Association club at Milltown (M urrayshire) ceased to exist at the end of September but Fulmar gliding club will
continue to appear in print as the
RAFGSA have started a club on the
same site using the same name. At t.he
time of writing they have taken delivery
of a K-7 and expect further aircraft in
the near future.

The civilian members have formed
the Iiighland Gliding Club and have
purchased the Fulmar Swallow. They
too will operate at Milltown and both
clubs hope to have' George I1ey as their

CFI.

During the last months of the RNGSA
club there were two noteworthy wave
flights, one by John Higgins to 9,OOOft
and the other by Trevor Armstrong to
12,OOOft for a Gold gain.
It only remains to thank all who helped initiate Fulmar Gliding Club and
improve it over the years, especially the
instructors and officials. Names come
readily to mind but are too numerous to
mention. Thank you, one and all.

RD.

HUMBER (RAf Lindholme) - new
equipment in use

WITH the soaring se'ason virtually at
an end our list of achievements is disappointingly small. In fact we wonder
sometimes if the season ever really
started around Lindholme. On some of
the better weekends weatherwise, we
actually found ourselves without an airfield due to service commitments and

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blaekbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD -

45 MINS. FROM LONDON)

Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's Licence
Silver C conversion from £62
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying - Instrument Flying - R/T
Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours
Residential Courses available
Licensed Bar. Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Barclaycards Accepted

C.F.I. Derek Johnson
YATELEY 3747 (Management) 2152 (Operations)
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Flying is Fun
AND GROWING FAST AT THE

DOBShT FLYING CLUB
.ftd is somettling anJbocIJ can learn

GLIDING, POWER OR PARACHUTING

WE FL Y SEVEN DA YS A WEEK
TRY A TRIAL LESSON from
£3
A WEEK'S GLIDING HOLIDAY from
£27
COMBINED GLIDING, POWER & PARACHUTING £37
POWER SOLO COURSE or SILVER "C" TO P.P.L. From £65
Private OiNners welcome On 1 month subscription's only £1.30
All Aero-tow Launches from £ 1:25
For details

wrl~e

DORSET FLYING CLUB,
Compton Abbas Airfield, Shaftesbury, Dorset.
Fontmelt Magna 328

NEW AT LASHAM!
Two to five day courses to suit your needs and spare time. Choose your
own syllabus for Falke and glider training. Leam about cross-country
navigation, field lal'ldings, instrument flying, aerobatics and motor glider
techniques. Daily lectures and discussions by our C.F.'. Derek Piggott and
his Professional Staff Instructors.
Course Fee £ 1.50 per day plus flying at normal club rates. Food and
accommodation available. Reduced rates for three or more bookings
together.
Also mid-week Falke basic traInIng and our usual weekly glider
conversion courses.

And for Beginners with limited time:- concentrated training. Up to four
hours in two days.
Training fleet: 2 Falkes, 2 ASK 13's, 2 Ka7's.
Car launches and aerotowing every day.
LASHAM AERODROME, Nr. ALTON, HANTS.
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Tel. Herrlard 270

the launch rat~ has been adyersely
affected by..,,:anous ground eqUIpment
uns rviceablltues. However, we have
managed many new .solos~nd several
worthy attempts at Sliver distance and
duration.
.
.
.
Our new winch IS now In use; we h.ave
a new tractor and a recently acqwred
double-decker bus is being conver.ted to
a launch control point and snaek bar.
Dcrek Butler has succeeded ¥orky
Kitchener as CFt the latter having
beeD posted to North Lu~eoham.
Rod Whitter, John Davles and Paul
Goddard spent some happy hours with
the Crusaders in 9yprus in August and
can't speak too highly of the welcome
they received. Thank you, Crusaders,
and we assure you of a similar welcome
at Humber should you ever be in .our
area.
J.R.L.
SOUTHERN COMMAND (Watchfield)
- move to Upavon,

IN November we desert the friendly
though rough fields of Watchfleld for
th plains of Salisbury by moving to
Upavon. It will be something of a homecoming, for up' to March, 1971, Netheravon was OUT base.
We are looking forward to our move
to Upavon. The prospect of ridge soaring for the newly converted and the reinstatement of our sorely missed tug,
the Jackaroo, are exciting.
We trust that all within the vicinity
will come and visit us. We have a large
crew of instructors (19) eagerly awaiting
the arrival of new blood.
The last months have seen the ranks
of solo pilots swollen by 13, including
three WOmen. Achiev.emen,ts include
several Diamond, Gold and Silver legs.
J.R.A.
TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch) German motor glider licences

WITI-I Con Greaves as our new CFI,
we have broken several club records, including the achievement of more than
1,000 fiying hours. Our weekend-only
flYing was supplemented in July by a
tuccessful soaring exf'edition to Kamp
IOtfort (a German club on the outskirts
of the industrial Ruhr), lasting two
weeks. Every day was SQarable, and

We offe,. excelle~t thermal, hill and wave aoaring,
ata site on the western edge of ,the Cot8wQlds,
n••,.. Stroud
Fleet Include!l SkYlark 2, Olympia, Swallow,
Pre1l!'(:"t and Dual Training Machines, Aero·towing
aYAilable
C.mfoftable Clubhouse, first-cl... Canteen,
aunkhouae and Bar
Summer Gliding Holidays 10r ab-initio
Non·Members

Write to:
BRISTOL 6 ,GLOUCESTERSHIRE GLIDING CL-UB,
Nympafl.Jd. Stonehouae, Glos.
Telephone UleJ 342

several Silver legs were obtained.
As a result of the expeditiollJ, close
so<:ial and flying connections have been
built up between Kamp Lintfon and
ourselves which has resulted in Yince
Mallon and Simon Field gaining their
German "Motor Falke licences".
Although local soaring conditions have
finished for the year, Two Rivers., undaunted as ever, are off to Zell-am-See
in Austria for three weeks of wave soaring. Among the gliders going will be <>Ut
K·?, making its first appearance with the:
dub. Does anybody want to buy a good
T-21?'
D.w,
WREKIN (RAF CosforCl) - TP phOto
tragedy

A GREAT deal of flying has been done
sioce our last report. Ben Goodman
completed a Gold distance to Si M.awgan, while George Ross flew to Beccles
on his Gold distance. He was retrieved,
lauded and honoured (by the drinlcing
of his beer) only to find that his turning
point photographs, on a black and white
film, had been developed as eolour and
the Whole film ruined.
In July Chris Wa.)Jer flew the first
300km 'triangle from this site.
Thanks to our tug, many cross-country
hours have been done on our ridge sites
-the Brown Clee hills, Wenlock, The
Wrekin and some visits to the Long
Mynd. The club pundits have evening
soaring trips on Ironbridge chimne~
where ,they climb or .crawl, depending
on the lift, to 2,OOQft for a final glide to
base.
We have four new assistantinstrnc:tQrs,
but by the end of the year, four of our
instructors will also have left, for various
C.P.
corners of the world..
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DEESIDE GI.IDING CLUB
(Aberdeensbire)

LTD.

WAVE SOARING
Club gliders equipped with oxygen
Aerotow facilities 7 days pet week
Details from: A. J. Middleton,
56 St. Ronan's Drive, Peterculter,
Aberdeenshire
Tel. CUlter 2043
528

CORNISH GLIDING &FtYING CLUB
Gliding courses in m,odern fleet from MAY
11th - B.G.A. categorised instructors - fine
soaring - 19vely coastal airfield - ideal for
Il different family holiday.
AERO-TOW COURSES AVAILABLE.
Detaiu with pleasure from: Tbe Course
Secretary. Cornish Ghding & Fly;ng

Club. Trevellas Airfield. Perran-

porth. Cornwall.

T.I. D.voron ~: _:;18

At the

KENT GLIDING CLUB

We welcome any glider pilot .••.
prospective or pundit
learn to fly on a week'. holiday course, with
professional instruction. April- November orbring your gilder to fly our thermals, or ndge
soar the Kent Downs.
Facilities: Winch or aero-tow IBunches
Residen'tial Clubhouse with licensed ber
Apply to:
The Secretary.

KENT GI-IDING CUUB,
Challock, Nr. Ashford, Kent.
Telephone: Challock 307 or 274

--- . ----v

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstahle Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: Oa.U 2 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
Uust off the M 1). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft. reliable launching
equipment inclUding tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors.
catering every day (weekends only
in Winter). licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities.
Visitors welcome.
Write for 19·72 course brochure or
club membership details to the
Manager or ring 0582-63419.

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB LIMITED
LONG MYND, SHROPSHIRE

PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL,
BYKINROSS
Telephone: Scotlandwell 243

Telephone: L1nley 206

BUNGEE LAUNCH??

THE WAVE SITE

Where else?

Excelle.nt Hill, Thermal and Wave
Soaring in beautiful surroundings
Comfortable Clubrooms, excellent
bedroom accommodation, fl.l,1I
catering and bar
Seven days per week
Balanced Club Fleet
Resident Instructor
Aero Tow Facilities
COURSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
EASTER TO SePTEMBER
Visitors and visiting aircraft welcome
Write to the Secretary for further'
details

5 mile ridge - frequent wave
Excellent clubhouse, comfortable
bunkhouse, dining room - 3 meals a
day - snug bar
5 day courses for ab-initios,
advanced pilots and private owners
Club fleet includes K·13's, 460's
and Swallow

Further detaiLs from: Miss M. HOBBY,
256 Crowmere Road,
Shrewsbury,

Salop.

ADVANCED BOOKINGS

WEST WALES GLtl)lNG CWB
MAVERFORDWEST

NECE~SARY

IN WRITING

MOTOR FALKE
Vtie can ofter training or adwancc' flying this
winter in our MOlcr Falke, fl'Dm £3.60 per
hour.
Aerolows and profess.looa,j instruction ava.iJ6

Witnybusl'l Airfiold is cenlrlll:y .lItu.•fed for oy.r 70
miles 01 National, Park coastline end unspoilt beaches
for YOln '.mil, h:olidaYI.
Rt!sidenli.J 'I'l.d non-'iMidentiJIl CC", • ., fOl beglnn.n~

able in the club K13 and Kg or 1;>ri"S your
oW.n glider.

For details of temporary membership a.od
charges write Or phone
WORCESl'ERSHlRE GLlOING CLUB.
BlDF'ORD-ON-AVON.
WORes.
TeI.,phone: Bidford 2296.
Mid-way between Stratford-upon-Avon and
Evesham.

and ad·..,eneed pupils hom MilY to October.
Aulo-Io.ing and Aera-towing.
Camping and ca,.yan f.cilities .vailable.
Brochure & '.ullet information from eliding 5ecr.,ary:

\36 HAVEN RD., HAVa'OltDWEST
T.LH.'n,fo..-d....JI 3156.

Have a change of scenery and' visit
the Yorkshire Gliding Club this Autumn
Think of the advantages:
RIDGE, WAVE, THERMAL
SUPERB SCENI;AV
MODERN CLUBHOUSE
FALKE, K'7, KG, SWAL.LOW
OUR C.F.I. HENR\' DOKTOR

*
*

*

*

*

For Illustrated brochure, "'rife:
THE SECRETARY, YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUnON BANK. THIRSK, YORKS.
Tel. STD. 08456.237

Changing yourjob?
Change to flying-with
management opportunity
coming up.

.

-

This is a fighter pilot. In 5 years with the RAF
henas been to Malta, Norway, Cyprus, Denmark.
He has a busy and exciting life. More than that, in
the RAF he belongs to a professional organisation, where sheer ability, and nothing else, can
get you to the top. And, if you earn it, progress
can be rapid. Judge from the pay-at 20, you
could be on £2110; by 24, as a Flight Lieutenant, it could be £2895. There are gooll prospects
of promotion to Squadron Leader (£3617£4048) and Wing Commander (£4567-£4979). Do you want ,a humdrum, closed-in, ordinary
life? Or will you try for the sort of job where
people have to be hand-picked?

---'----~
Could
you be an aircrew officer? I

I
I

I
I

This ,is where you start finding out.
Ask at your nearest flAF Careers Information Office,
address in phone book. or send coupon.
Please enclose a separate nQlc 01 your present
and/or Inlended educallonaJ qualificatIons.
MinImum 1$ 5 acceptable C-Ievels, lncludmo
EnglIsh language and maths; or equivalent. If

I you can offer A-levels or a Degree, so much the

To Group Captain E. Batchelar, MBIM. RAF.
Adastral l"ouse(8 96081 )" London" WClX 8RU
Please send me. witflout obligation. information about
aircrewCOmmiss;ons.

Name
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